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Editors’ Note
_________________________________________________

We are pleased to present the tenth edition of the Beth Abraham
Torah Journal, Ohel Avraham, in honor of the upcoming mibg of
Purim and Pesach. Ohel Avraham is a journal of divrei Torah
consisting of articles written by members of the Beth Abraham
community and is published by Congregation Beth Abraham.
This year, encouraged by the suggestion of Rav Cohen, we
have utilized the extra month provided by the Jewish leap year
to incorporate Purim into this season’s journal.

The mitzvos of both Purim and Pesach encourage and enable us
to strengthen our relationships and further imbue them with a
spiritual dimension. On Purim, through the mitzva of mishloach
manos and other mitzvos of the day, we expand and deepen our
bonds of friendship. On Pesach, at the seder, we focus on
family - children and parents, grandchildren and grandparents.
On these holidays we seek to elevate our relationships through
Torah, mitzvos and our mesorah.

May our families and our community continue to grow and
flourish, and may they continue to be nourished by engaging in
divrei Torah together and by the inspiring leadership of our
Rabbanim - Rav Neuburger and Rav Cohen. 

Thank you to all of those who contributed their thoughts in
written form and of course to those who generously sponsored
the publication.

!gny mixEt

Avie Schreiber Seth Lebowitz



             

The Rabbi’s Message
Moreinu HaRav Yaakov Neuburger, `"hily 
_____________________________________________________
(bl mildz) el exnf xeyr lapa

Apparently, Dovid Hamelech saw that the ten-stringed lyre
delivers its own new song of praise to Hashem.   Similarly, the
tenth volume of the Ohel Avraham offers a deeply felt song of
thanks to Hashem for the quality and appreciation of Torah study
that this journal represents and for the growth in Torah that
embraces our kehilla.  Indeed, as I have mentioned in shul, our
Ohel Avraham serves as a catalyst and as a model for a shul in the
far west of this country who will be issuing their pioneering
volume this Pesach!! Ashreinu!! 

Ashreinu, that we have merited to be part of a kehilla that takes
pride in the Torah, endeavoring to learn, research, write, discuss
and share. In so doing, every volume of the  Ohel Avraham is a
virtual bais hamedrash where our members can discuss Torah
ideas with each other and is an expression of how we want to
spend more and more time in our real  time bais hamedrash.
Together with all of you, I pray that this love of learning will
continue to grow boundlessly in our homes and community, and
that Hashem will answer all of our prayers, le’tovah. 

I thank you all who took the time to contribute.  We are once again
indebted to Rabbi Avie Schreiber and Seth Lebowitz for their
remarkable diligence and efforts, and remain thankful to Navi and
Tiffany and their families for allowing them the time for this
project.  We all know and appreciate how hard it is to find the time
for communal projects, how daunting volunteering for communal
work can be and how all consuming projects can become.  May
Hashem bless them and  their families with all the berachos that
communal work can bring.  May they  and all our contributors
enjoy beautiful yamim tovim replete with  much nachas, good
health and prosperity.
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Most notably the Ohel Avraham adds a dimension to the Biblical
mandate to fashion our holidays into “mikra’ai kodesh” as
explained by the Ramban.   He interperets it to refer to the holy
ventures  - perhaps the pure and holy conversations - that bring
people together such as learning and davening together as a
community. 
 
We are especially thankful to all of our sponsors for their
generosity and graciousness which made this project possible.  In
the merit of the Torah study and simchas yom tov generated by this
booklet, may Hashem fulfill all of your prayers le’tovah lyomim
tovim va’aruchim.   
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EaizFax ixac            

The Four Kosos: Songs of Silence
Moreinu HaRav Yaakov Neuburger, `"hily
_____________________________________________________

1. The four kosos: are they a meaningful foursome?

Possibly the most popular selection of the otherwise obscure
Talmud Yerushalmi explains the symbolism of the four cups of
wine that frame the seder night: 

'ebe mkz` iz`vede 'd ip` l`xyi ipal xen` okl .zele`b rax` cbpk diipa iax"
 ".izgwle izl`be izlvde iz`vede 'ebe mrl il mkz` izgwle

Rabbi Banya teaches that each of the four cups marks a gift,
national and individual, bestowed upon us through yetzias
mitzrayim and highlighted in the pesukim that predict it: freedom,
life, redemption and choseness.  

Yet our practice poses two questions regarding this most familiar
commentary: Do our seder nights confirm that the four cups
memorialize these four facets of our redemption?  Does drinking
the wine raise substantial discussion that probe these four elements
and does the wine in any way raise our curiosity to delineate each
term? Would these four components not receive greater study and
attention through a brief but explicit presentation similar to
Rabbon Gamliel’s three principal mitzvos of the evening, or
similar to the four sons or the four questions of the ma nishtana?
Surely the four stages of redemption deserve a more explicit text
or a more promising springboard than the four sons or the count of
fourteen that concludes the evening.

Secondly, Rav Banya’s interpretation, along with other similar
approaches in the writings of chazal, calls our attention to what is
altogether a halachik stretch.  After all, one cup accompanies the
kiddush just as every kiddush on every yom tov requires.  Another
cup enhances the bircas hamazon which is the preferred practice
after every meal.   Is it  accurate to call them a foursome and relate
them to a parallel and unique foursome of our mitzrayim
experience?  

1
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2. Tosfos’ position

This second question becomes quite pressing upon studying the
opinion of tosfos, who view the four cups of wine entirely as
“kosos shel berocho (cups used to accompany special brachos).”
It seems that a “kos shel berocho,” the kos of kiddush or the kos
under a chupah for example, is a drink that halocho instituted to
accompany and enhance a specific berocho and mitzva.1 Tosfos
similarly understand the four cups at seder night, each one
augmenting a mitzva of the evening: kiddush, sipur yitzias
mitzrayim, bircas hamazon and hallel.    

We understand this to be Tosfos’ position because they say that
halocho does not require every participant to drink the wine.  Once
the leader of the seder drinks the wine, the obligation to drink that
cup is fulfilled, and each participant can personally opt out, having
fulfilled his obligation vicariously.  If Tosfos held that there is an
independent Rabbinic obligation to actually drink the wine, similar
to the obligation to ear marror in our time, then they would have to
insist on every individual imbibing his own wine. 

Our practice does not follow this position of Tosfos2 and the
Maharal writes that he was baffled by the opinion of the Tosfos
that the kosos are not mandated as self-standing mitzvos.3

.1zekeqc lldn dxeht dy`c o`k rnyn" (dy`e car didy in d"c .gl dkeq) 'qez 
rnyn migqt ililc lldac b"r` `id `nxb onfdy devnc meyn `nrhe zxvrc oke

 zeqek 'ca iaiignc (.gw sc) migqt iaxr wxtaick `l` zeqek 'c epwiz `l `nzqne
 dcb`e lld mdilr xnelo`k la` qpd eze`a eid od s`e `a qpd lrc gqt lld ip`y

.xen` qpd lr `l
.f"ixbd ly miazka `vnpe g"xbd wiic oke

.2 arz g"e`

.3zeqek rax` jixv oi`c rnyn [el ezgti `le dpynd] oeyl jeznc 'qezd eyxite" 
dpyd lk ly yecwn zeqek rax` `py i`nc mlek z` `iven `ede ziad lral `"k

  .y"r 'ekezeqek 'ca mixg` z` `iven didiy jiiy `lc df xac izpad `le`py i`nc 
leki epi` jk xexnae dvna xg`d z` `ivedl cg`dl leki oi`y enkc xexne dvnn

 zeqek 'ca `ivedl`ed dilr `inxc devncdpyd lk ly yecw on 'i`x `iady dne  .
oiycwn oi`y `l` yecwd `ed `zln xwir `l` `ed qekd e`l `zln xwir mzd
`le qekd `ed `zln xwir `kd la` inc xity ziad lra dzyy oeike qekd lr `l`

2
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3. Rambam’s position

On the other hand, Rambam clearly does identify two distinct
aspects of of the four cups: the first is to add greater festivity and
joy to the celebration of our freedom in a manner not unlike a
celebratory party4 and the second, like Tosfos, is to enhance the
mitzvos of the evening by reciting them with a cup of wine in
hand. 

Thus, in fulfillment of the first aspect of the four cups, the
Rambam obligates every participant to drink from them and
juxtaposes this mitzvah to the Biblical duty, incumbent on every
generation, to view themselves, seder night, as newly redeemed
and celebrating newly found freedoms. Additionally, Rambam
does assign to each kos a specific part of the hagada and rules that
if one drinks all four cups at once, without spreading them through
the seder, one will have duly rejoiced, but in so doing, only
fulfilled one aspect of the four cups.5   

This rule that to fully accomplish the mitzvah of the four cups, one
needs to spread them out over the mitzvos of the seder, is found in
the Bavli.  There the Bavli further points out that if one drinks the
wine before it was6 prepared for the meal by being properly
diluted, and instead drinks a wine concentrate unfit for general
drinking and festivity, then one has satisfied the mitzvah of saying
kiddush with wine in hand, but he has not yet celebrated his
freedom in the manner required by Chazal. 

In other words, Rambam understands that Chazal wove together
the independent obligation to drink four cups with the four
separate cups of wine that strengthen the fulfillment of four
separate mitzvos of the evening.  The two parallel obligations add
different observances regarding the quality of wine and the timing
of the cups.  Accordingly the four cups have meaning beyond the

`ed qekd la`  .devn eilr dyri zeqekd on cg`e cg` lky epwzy wx  .yeciwd
  ".xg` `iven `edy dfa jiiy `le xwird

.4f-e zekld f wxt dvne ung zekld 'ir  

.5 i-g dkld my 'ir

.6:fiw migqt

3
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mitzvos that they support.  This additional meaning, in Rambam’s
view, is to celebrate our freedom anew and according to Rabbi
Banya, to recall the four stages of our redemption.  

4. Kos shel berocho

Whether we follow Tosfos or Rambam, the four cups may help us
understand the idea of a kos shel brocho as we practice it so often
throughout the year.  Additionally, according to Tosfos, one should
question, as we suggested, how genuine is any further layer of
interpretation to the four cups as they seem to be the not
uncommon “kos shel brocho,” in reality shared with many a
mitzvah.  

Indeed, it seems to me that our familiarity with the kos shel
brocho, seeing it every Shabbos and every motzai shabbos, twice
at every chupa and at every sheva berachos, has left it largely
unexplored.  How does the presence of wine at a bris or at a
wedding enhance the event.  When Chazal taught us "oiid lr Edxkf"
that we announce the sanctity of Shabbos with wine in hand, what
did they want us to understand, express or experience, that is not
captured by the text? 

Our curiosity should be further piqued as we recall the many ways
in which Chazal ask us to celebrate the very cup of wine.  It
should be cleaned and filled full with untouched wine, received in
two hands, held in the right, raised and focused upon, and finally
allocated lovingly.7

The Machzor Vitri, born out of the bais hamedrash of Rashi, in his
discussion of the four kosos, advances the gemoro’s phrase oi`"
"oiia `l` dxiy - “there can be no song without wine.” Whereas
many of the chachmei ashkenaz and the Maharitz Gayis as well,
attach this phrase to kiddush and bircas hamazon, it becomes
particularly instructive in the context of seder night.  After all,
there is the full hallel, the hallel hagadol, the nishmas, closing
piyutim, the birchas shir, the matzoh and the Torah of young and

.7  btw g"e`

4
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old, but apparently without the wine all of these songs are
incomplete.  

The phrase oiia `l` dxiy oi` has its root in the nesachim, the wine
libations in the bais hamikdosh. There too, there are the songs and
the symphony of the leviim, and the majesty of the bigdei kehuna
and the surreal sense of Hashem’s presence. What song could the
wine  possibly add?
  
Perhaps that is precisely the idea to which we are directed.
Possibly, there is the song that cannot be expressed.  In fact, what
words could we put together that would express our appreciation
for the promise of freedom (iz`vFde), for being snatched from
oppression and death (izlvde), for  the dreams of nationhood
(izgwle), and for the catharsis of redemption (izl`be).  Better to
have a cup of wine that simply reminds us that there are sublime
songs that are present, songs that would be terribly diminished by
the limitations of the human tongue.     
  
Perhaps Chazal understood that every sacrifice brought in the
mikdash, from those that inspire introspection, achieve forgiveness
and reconnect one to Hashem, to those that create the daily
discipline of the the mikdash ritual, speaks to the privilege of
housing Hashem’s presence in this world. Now, would any
imaginable lyrics capture that? 

Similarly in our own lives, the appreciation of the gift of Shabbos,
its access to sanctity and to the spiritual moment, its refreshing
disconnect and familial reconnect, finds much greater expression
for us in the soulful music of kabolas shabbos than in any liturgy
that we could pen.  Hence Chazal established "oiid  lr Edxkf".  So
too, the bris and the chupa, events that are rich with legacy and
promise, memories and aspirations, challenge us to find the words
that would do justice to our thoughts and emotions.  The silent cup
of wine reminds us of the great songs that silently reverberate in
our hearts 

I believe that this insight can be found in the  medrash bereishis
rabbah that records the hesitation of Avraham, Yitzchak, Yaakov,

5
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Moshe and Yehoshua and their ultimate refusal to say bircas
hamazon over a cup of wine.  They are seated at a feast of the
future, where Hashem celebrates the accomplishments of His
children and this is what takes place: 
 
zeyrl `ed jexa yecwd cizr - "lnbie clid lcbie" (`k ziy`xa) aizkc i`n
oizeye oilke`y xg`l .wgvi ly erxfl ecqg lnbiy meia miwicvl dcerq
`viy ,jxan ipi` :odl xne`e ,jxal dkxa ly qek epia` mdxa`l el oipzep
ipnn `viy ,jxan ipi` :odl xne` !jxae leh :wgvil el xne` .l`rnyi ipnn
zeig` izy iz`ypy, jxan ipi` :mdl xne` !jxae leh :awril el xne` .eyr
ipi` :mdl xne` ,jxae leh :dynl el xne` .ilr oxqe`l dxez dcizry ,odiiga
,ryedil el xne` .izena `le iiga `l l`xyi ux`l qpkil izikf `ly, jxan
ixac) oep oa ryedi :aizkc ,oal izikf `ly ,jxan ipi` :odl xne` !jxae leh
,jxa` ip` :odl xne` :jxae leh :cecl el xne` .epa ryedi epa oep (f '` minid

".`xw` 'd myae `y` zereyi qek" (fhw mildz) xn`py ,jxal d`p ile

Each points to his personal vulnerability and finds himself
unworthy of taking the lead. Finally, Dovid proclaims zereyi qek"
"`y` and apparently reciting “birkas hamazon” with his kos shel
brocho in hand, he brings the meal to a thankful conclusion.  In so
doing, Dovid, the master lyricist of all time, showed that with a
raised cup of wine in hand, perhaps giving recognition to the
humbling abject shortcomings of our language, one can sometimes
soar beyond human weaknesses.  

5. A closing thought

I believe there may be another way to read this medrash.
Avraham will  refuse to lead the song as he is consumed with the
pain of fathering Yishmael. Yitzchak will refuse because he is too
shaken by the disappointment of raising an Eisov. Yaakov will feel
unworthy as he married two sisters, which will ultimately be
prohibited by the Torah. Moshe Rabbeinu will see himself as
censured as he was barred from entering Israel. Yehoshua will feel
similarly distanced from Hashem for his prayers for a son went
unanswered.  

Dovid Hamelech will indeed accept the kos and explain that  he
does deserve to hold it, as his mantra was not guilt or
disappointment, but rather to savor the moments of Divine

6
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assistance, each one as it came by, no matter how unsustained it
was.  Dovid Hamelech was able to let go of the larger worries of
his life – and they were many and seemingly unending – long
enough to dwell on the happiness of moments of grace and
success. 

The medrash is teaching us that often, the happiest moments of life
visit hearts that ache with pain and worry and even sadness.  The
kos shel berocho expresses for us that this is a moment of great joy
that we may have to share with our lingering doubts and painful
worries.  The kos expresses to us that the moment of joy has a
beautiful song even if we are not ready to give it full voice. 

The same is certainly true regarding the night of the seder.
Whereas most families will enjoy the yom tov and the seder nights
with family, there are too many homes who will be reminded of
those who should have a seat at the table and are not there.
Looking around the table can often bring both the overwhelming
gratitude for what one has and the heartache of those unfulfilled
dreams and prayers, all at once.  So Chazal remind us of the
triumph of Dovid Hamelech - to find the joys - maybe even the
lesser joys of life,  and to give them their moment, even as they are
the silent song of the kos that we hold.  

   

7
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Two Jews, Three Birthdays?
HaRav Tanchum Cohen, `"hily
_____________________________________________________

A baby boy born today (as I sit here typing on the 7th night of Adar
I, 5774) would celebrate his bar mitzva thirteen years hence, in the
year 5787. But wait, 5787 too will be a leap year.1 Would his bar
mitzva fall on the 7th of Adar I or of Adar II? Obviously Adar I,
you say. Born in Kislev, bar mitzva in Kislev; born in Adar I, bar
mitzva in Adar I. What could be simpler?!

Although this seemingly straightforward case is in fact hotly – and
puzzlingly! – debated by the Magen Avraham2 and his successors,3

let us move to a more clearly debatable scenario: a boy who will
mark his bar mitzva this month … or is it next month? Born in
5761, a non-leap year, this boy’s birthdate was neither in Adar I
nor in Adar II, but rather simply in Adar. Thirteen years later,
though, things are far from simple, as his one birthdate seems to
yield two potential bar mitzva dates: Adar I 5774 and Adar II
5774. Which is it?  Which is the ‘real’ Adar?

Thirdly, consider the inverted case: a boy born in a leap year
(either Adar I or II) whose bar mitzva falls in a non-leap year.4

Either way, you say, his bar mitzva must be in Adar. In fact, over
600 years ago Rav Yaacov Landau opened his collection of
halachic riddles5 by famously dramatizing this very idea.  How, he
asked, can one boy become bar mitzva almost one month earlier
than another, older boy?  

.1
 [5774 is the 17th year of the 304th 19-year perek katan cycle, and   5787

is the 11th year of   the 305th perek katan.  Both are thus shanos
me`ubbaros, while 5761 (4th year of the  perek katan) is a shana peshuta.]

.2 'i w"q d"p 'iq

.3 `"i w"q my ahid x`aa 'ir

.4 For instance, a boy born in 5787 will have his bar mitzva during 5800,
a non-leap year. 

.5 '` dcig (xeb`d 'q seqay) oefg xtq 

8
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The following Hebrew segment6 examines the machlokos
ha-posekim that surround each of these three cases, closing with a
return to the seemingly surprising opinion of the Magen Avraham
that a boy born tonight in Adar I 5774 celebrates his bar mitzva in
Adar II of 5787.

`
'i`xac ycgl i`yx `iap oi`y o`kn zeevnd dl` aizk ,(:a)dlibna 

,l"fe 'qezd ilra eywdc ('iyw`c `d d"c) dny `"ayxa 'ire  .dzrn
azkd dpiy `xfrc lecb odk 't oixcdpqa mzd xn`c o`nl `ki` `de
mzdc evxize  .xey`n mdnr dlry ixey` `xwp dnlc laan dlryk
azk dpin 'iyxce dxezd dpyn z` el azke aizkc yexce geky` `xwn
dxezdc (.`k) oixcdpqa c"nl `ki`c ,xnelk  .l"kr ,zepzydl ieyrd
azk `ede xg` azka aezkl eligzd `xfr iniae ,ixar azka dpzip
dxezd ipic zepyl `xfr cia gk did j`idc 'qezd ilra eywde  .ixey`
zxeza xak lelk dfd azkd iepiyc ,evxiz df lre  .dnecke m"zq oiprl

.dynl epzipy itkn dfa dxezd ipic epzyp `l k"`e ,dyn

'qak"enky `"hily xhky v"xbd g"en `iad ('a i"qx) o`vd iawra 
dxe`kl k"b xy` zxg` devnn (f"ht 'b xn`n) mixwird 'qa dywd
('a a"i zeny) miycg y`x mkl dfd ycgd t"dr o"anx 'irc ,zipzyp
epnne ,oey`xd ycg l`xyi eze` epniy devn `ed `xwn ly eheytc
,'eke lecbd qpa oexkf df didiy ick ,'eke iyily ipy miycgd lk epni
xake  .'eke ,iyilyd ycga xn`i `l` dxeza my miycgl oi` ok lre
ik ,laan epnr elr miycgd zeny exn`e ,oiprd df epizeax exikfd
miiwzpe laan epilr xy`k la` 'ek eplv` zeny mdl eid `l dlgzn
ux`n l`xyi ipa z` dlrd xy` 'd ig cer xn`i `le aezkd xn`y dn
,oetv ux`n l`xyi ipa z` `iad xy`e dlrd xy` 'd ig m` ik mixvn
epcnr my ik xikfdl laa ux`a mi`xwpy mya miycgd `xwl epxfg
lkl `exwl ef devn mibdep oi` f"dfac ,r"ve  .l"kr ,i"yd eplrd myne

.`ziixe`c oic jd dpzyp j`ide ,oqipn extqna yceg

azkelkye ,zenyd iepiya dkldl n"wtp `kilc ayiil oi`c ,g"en 
`ldc ,miilaad zenyd zbdpd mcew eidy itkn epzyp `l geld ipiipr
epzp ,zxaern dpya dlibnd z` oixew xc` dfi`a (:e) dlibna ewlgpyk
rnyne  .(zeevnd lr oixiarn oi` oebk) meid zeevn meiw onfl minrh
meid zeevn meiw onf lr `l` ewlgp `le ,ediiexza `ed h"eid eli`c
`l` opi` zeevnd n"ne edpip h"ei gqtd ini 'f lkc ,c"cdnl lyne)

.6 zxaErn dpya lcbzp F` clFpy ohw oica (`"qyz) wgvi zia  
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`ed okle ,f"dfa xc` oic edl zi` ediiexzc 'ifg t"kre  .(cala e"h lila
geld dpzypc l"v k"`e  .edpip mixet mdipy 'a xc` c"ie '` xc` c"ic
f"lf midf eid `l b"id ycegde a"id ycegdc heyt dfc ,didy itkn

.epax dyn inia

aeyeipy ly dfd iedifdc l"i ,`cg  .mixg` mivexiz ipy g"en rivd 
,exn` mde exn` mdc ,mixet oebk opaxc mipic iabl `l` epi` mixc`d
oia f"dfa elit` d`eyde iedif oi` `ziixe`c mipic iablc p"di` la`
.dyn inia didy enke ,b"id ycegl a"id ycegd oia ,'a xc`l '` xc`
,epax dyn zenia eidy itkn mipicd epzyp zn`ac ,xg` ote`a l"i cere
lirl 'qezd ilra evxizy enke) dyn zxeza llkp xak df iepiyc `l`
'd ig cer xn`i `lc dlaw ixacc `xwc l"ic xnelk ,(azkd iepiy iabl

 'ebedlbnxkf zeyrl excb oi`c ,dfd ycgdc `ziixe`c oicd xcb lr 
.dpexg`d dle`bl gela xkf dyrpy excb `l` ,mixvn zle`bl gela
xkf zeyrl `l` v"` dzrne `ziixe`c oicd jtdp laan el`bpyn okle
oia n"wtpe  .dyn inia ebdpy itkn dpzyp xitye ,cala laa zle`bl
,zxaern dpya lcbzpe dheyt dpya xc`a clepy inl mivexizd ipy
a"id ycega lcbzp a"id ycega clepy in epax dyn iniac heyt dfc
wlg z"eya) ield y"xden 'iyc ,dfa miwqetd ewlgp n"ne ,b"ia `le
ok (`"iwq dny z"xryae i"q d"p 'iq g"e`l g"xta 'ede ,f"h 'iq g"e`
i"xdn z"ey mya `iad (my) `"nxd j` ,'` xc`a devn xa dyrpc `id
y"xdc ,ibilt dfa dxe`kle  .'a xc`a devn xa dyrpc ('h 'iq) upin
oiicre ,gela iepiy oi` `ziixe`c mipic iablc ,l"pd '` 'izk l"q ield
`"nxde upin i"xdnd eli`e ,'` xc` ycg `ed a"id ycega lecb dyrp
dyrp jkitle ,xc` mr 'a xc` s` ddcfpe geld dpzypc 'a 'izk l"q

.dagxda y"iire ,g"en c"zkr  .'a xc`a f"dfa lecb

j`oicd xcbc `niz elit`c ,geld dpzypc ipyd uexiz` r"vc ,`wr `c 
`wec e`le ,dpexg`d dle`bl gela xkf dyrpy `ed dfd ycgdc

 ep` oi`y dn wx qpxti df n"n ,mixvn zle`blmi`xewf"dfa miycgl 
oqip `l` ,'eke ipyde oey`xd ,epax dyn zenia mdl e`xw xy` zenya
xaqdke ,dpzyp mpn`c dia ecen r"ek `ld df oic bedipe) 'eke xii`

 dpzyiy xewn oi` dxe`kl la`  .(o"anxddpanmiycgd qgie geld 
,b"ide a"id miycgd z` zedfl ycgzp `xfr iniac iziz `kidne ,f"lf
.laa zle`bl xkf ztqez meyn dfa oi` `lde ,xqilz ycege xc` yceg

f"itle`ziixe`c geld dpan dpzyp `l zn`ac ,l"pd '` 'izk r"ekl l"v 
s` ield y"xe upin i"xdnd ewlgpc `vnpe ,epax dyn inia didy itkn
'iya a"v aeye  .dzr cre f`n dpzyp `l `ldc ,dyn inia oicd iabl
lcbzi `l i`n` dheyt dpya a"id ycega f` clepdc ,upin i"xdnd
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.b"id ycegd ribdy cr zxaern dpya

d`xpdeixd dneg ixr izaa zia xkendc (.`l) oikxra opz dpdc ,dfa 
el z`ln cr] xne` `edyk ,'eke [xda 'ta aizkck] ycg a"i lk l`eb df
zxaern dpy dzid m`y i"yxite ,xeaird yceg z` `iadl dninz [dpy
a"i `ed dpy xcb `nlrac b"r`c epiide  .k"r ,ycg b"i cr zhlgp dpi`
ycg a"i dxcb minrtlc dninzc k"difb gkn ycgzp `kd ,yceg

ycg b"i `ed dpy xcb zxaern dpyac ,b"i minrtle7cer x`azie) 
oey`xd xc`a e"ha cg` dneg ixr iza ipy xkn (:`l) dlr 'i`e  .(oldl
xc`a '` mei ribdy oeik ipyd xc`a el xkny df ,ipyd xc`a '`a cg`e
`l oey`xd xc` ly e"ha el xkny df ,dpy el dzlr d`ad dpy ly
dil `nile `piax dl siwzn ,d`ad dpy ly xc`a e"h cr dpy el dzlr
izynzyd] jcic `nwn `xep oigy micw `p` [ipy gwell oey`x gwel]
meyn ,[dinza ,hlgiz `l ilye xc`a '`a hlgp jlye ,jnn mcew ziaa
zqpkp i"yxite ,`xeairl zizgp `l `p`e `xeairl zzgp z` dil xn`c

aycegla` ,xeaird yceg el ozil aizk dninzc ciqtz jkitl xeaird 
laeie dhiny 'ld) m"anxd oeyl inp `ed oke]  .k"r ,ea izqpkp `l ip`

a [oey`xd] gweld cxiy iptn ,('e 'ld a"itycgdcig xe`iaae  [.xeaird 
g"e`) g"xt 'ir ,oey`xd gweld zpy mcew zxnbp ipyd gweld zpyy ef
a"id ycegd ,'` xc`c (xc` d"c :hi) d"x 'qezn gikedy (i"q d"p 'iq

oic i"tr sqepd ycegd `ed ,zxaern dpyay8el yi '` xc`c `ed okle) 
dninz oice  .(dheyt dpyay xc`a enk h"k el yi 'a xc` eli`e mei 'l
.a"i `le ycg b"i dl yi ,ezvwn e` xeaird yceg da yiy dpy lkc ,`ed
xeaird ycega ligzdy oey`xd xkendc ,oikxr 'nba oeaygd iz` okle
xkend eli`e  .`ad xc`a zxnbp ezpy z`vnpe ,ycg b"i ira ('` xc`)
dvw s` zllek ezpy oi` ('a xc`) k"g`ly ycega ligzdy ipyd
xc`a k"b zxnbpe ycg a"i wx `id dninzd ezpy okle sqepd ycegd
,g"xtae 'qeza 'ed (d"d `"t) dlibn 'yexin `aeh rnyn oke]  .`ad

.7dpyc `pic `kil k"zdkac dny 'nbd jyndn wiic ('g ze` yix :`l) w"nhya 
ipeeb ixz `ki`c ,xnelk  .dneg ixr izan zniieqn `zetli `ki`c `kid `l` dninz

'x icici ipxird dpde  .dxarzpy t"r`e yceg a"i ly `id k"zdkac mzq dpye ,dpy
(`"i ze` c"wq c"q 'iq miwqetd xve`a 'ed) dpicn zekld 'qac ,uxay xi`i `xfr

dpey`x dpyc (a"i 'ld seqa y"iir oke ,e"h 'ld seq f"t) dheq `ztqez oeyla oiad
ozg 'ixnb `lc ,y"` w"nhyd ixac itle  .dxarzp i` elit`e ycg a"i ly `id ozgc
'ldd zrc itl ,ab`e]  .mzq dpya `l` dninz dpya ielz epi` k"`e dneg ixr izan

[.ozgd zpyc `ziixe`c oirk owzp zelia`c yceg a"i oicc l"i xity dpicn
.8edpi`c ,`ed xg` oipr ,mixcpe zexhy iabl (.bq) mixcpa mi`pzd ewlgpy dne 

 sqepd ycegd edfi` belti``"pa oeyla`"xbd xe`ia mya g"enn izrnyy enke ,
 sqepd ycega 'ixii` `kd eli`e ,(f"q g"qwz 'iq) g"e`loic i"tr.
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liawn xc`c meyn `l xc`a zexnbp mipyd izyy `vnpe  [.ahid y"iir
k"ynk `lce ,oeaygd iz` okc meyn `l` ,'a xc`le '` xc`l ,ediiexzl
xc`c (g"kwq yix a"it i"eny 'ld) dpen` jxca iwqaipw g"xbd dfa

.mixc`d ipy mewna cner dheyt dpya

y"iireoicl mb ok 'itlic ,y"`xde opgl` 'x mya ('g ze` :`l) w"nhya 
xeb`d `ived xity f"itle  .dninz dpy ira `ed mbc ,'` meie dpy b"i
dpya eclepy mixrp ipya p"dedc oikxrc `ibeqn ('` 'iq oefgd 'qa)
dpya milcbzne ,'a xc`l '`a ipyde '` xc`l e"ha oey`xd ,zxaern
clepd eli`e ,xc` e"h cr devn xa dyrp epi` oey`x clepdc ,dheyt
ixr izaa 'nbc `pic xe`iak oicd xe`iae ,xc` '`n devn xa dyrp ipy

.dneg

`zydexeiva `idy ,ield y"xd cbp `"nxde upin i"xdnd 'gnl xefgp 
itl  .zxaerna lecb dyrpe dheyt dpya xc`a clep xrpdc ,jtednd
,b"id ycegd ,'a xc`a lcbzi dxe`kl lirl epx`iay fpky` inkg 'iy
oeike ,sqepd ycegd `edy '` xc`l dteqa zqpkp b"id dpyd `ldc
,lirl z"pynke ,ycg b"i zeidl efd dpyd xcb jtdp aey `xeairl zigpc
dyrpc ,`"nxde upin i"xdnd 'iy idefe  .'a xc`a mixnbp ycg b"i ixde

.'a xc`a devn xa9

eli`e,fpky` inkg lr ceqia bilt edi`c ,x`al yi ield y"xd 'iya 
a ielz '` meie dpy b"i oicc l"q edpi`conf jyndyrpy ,dpy oica ,

,(zeninz) mipy b"i exary xg`l lecb10dyrpc l"q ield y"xd eli`e 
 `eaa lecbzcledd meia ielzc epiide ,ely b"id jix`zea xy` miieqn 

enk edfe  .lirl g"en 'iay enke ,('` xc`) a"id ycega i`cea edfe  .clep
a inp miielzc ,h"eiajix`zexn` md opaxc mixet iablc `l` ,miieqn 

`vnpe ,opaxcn df mr df midcfn b"id ycegde a"id ycegdc exn` mde
k"`yn  .xc` c"i jix`z oic edl zi` ediiexz 'a xc` c"ie '` xc` c"ic
,laa zle`b mcew didy itkn dpyd dpan dpzyp `lc ,`ziixe`ca
a"id ycegd mr wx ddf dheyt dpyay a"id ycegd okle ,z"pynke
gipd g"enc) g"en k"ynke ,zxaernay b"id ycegd mr `le zxaerna

.(miieqn jix`za oic `ed dpy b"ic ,'ad cvk zehiyta11

.9mbe d"ca) edi` k"yna el` mixac oirk iz`vne ,ield y"xden z"ey 'q icil `a aey 
b"i opira xrpd iab ,ield y"xd l"fe ,eilr wlegd upin i"xdnd zhiy xe`iaa (d`xp
zpyy oeike ,a"in yie miycg b"in dpy yie miycgn mipnp minly mipye ,minly mipy

.l"kr ,dpy dze` seq cr oizndl jixv miycg b"in did b"i
.10.l"fix`d mya dfa `iady dn ('a 'rd) o`vd iawra 'qa y"iire 
.11epax dyn iniac ,dheyt dpya lcbzpe 'a xc`a clepy ina g"en k"yn 'ir k"enke 
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a
r"eyddny `"nxde ,xeb`d ixack `nzq wqt (i"q d"p 'iq g"e`) 

,fpky` inkg 'iyk ihwp ediiexzc epiide ,upin i"xdnd ixack rixkd
epi`e ,zeninz mipy b"i ly onf jyna ielz dpy b"ic l"pd '` cv `ede
lcbzpe zxaerna clepa ixii` r"eyd dpde  .dcild jix`z zrbda ielz
.zxaerna lcbzpe dheyta clepa epc ield y"xde `"nxde ,dheyta
dyrp mbe (zxaerna) '` xc`a clepy ,iyily xeiva mipexg`d ewlgpe
n"n '` xc`a clepc b"r`c (i"wq) `"bn 'ir  .zxaern dpya devn xa
ahid x`aa 'ed) mipexg` dnk eilr ebiyde ,'a xc`a devn xa dyrp
devn xa dyrp '` xc`a clepdc i`ce `l` ,`xaqd jtid edfc (`"iwq
xc`l liawn ea clepy '` xc`c ,'aa devn xa dyrp 'aa clepde '` xc`a
j` ,eywnw xity dxe`kle  .'a xc`l liawn 'a xc`e ,mipy b"i xg`l '`

d dpyd `ld ,l"pd epixac itla"i,xc`a zxnbp ('` xc`a) clepyn 
xc`a f` zlgzn dninzd b"id dpyde ,oikxr 'nb i"tr xeb`d ixacke
xeztk miler `"bnd ixacc `vnpe  .`"nxd ixacke ,'a xc`a zxnbpe
epi` dheyt dpya clepy in ,l"fe envr `"bnd oeyln rnyn oke  .gxte
clepy t"r` df mb k"`e ,d"bda azky enk ipyd xc` cr devn xa dyrp
mzq xc`a a"i oa dyrpe dheyt dpy dzid cwzy` n"n xeaird zpya
dpy 'irac oikxr seq rnyn oke ,ipyd xc` cr b"i el e`ln `l k"`
,'eke ,yceg b"i za xeaird zpyc mipyd lkn b"i zpy `py i`ne ,dninz
xazqnc eilr eywdc `de  .l"kr ,ipy xc`a devn xa dyrpc l"p okl
zpad itl `aeh xazqn ikd ,'` xc`a devn xa dyrp '` xc`a clepdc

d zrbd 'irac ,ield y"xdjix`zxza 'ilf` i`ce eitlc ,ea clepy 
,'al 'ae '`l liawn '` xc`c `nipe ,(l"pd dpen` jxcd oeylke) dlawdd
inkg zpad i"tr oc `"bnd la`  .ea clepy ycega lg ezcled meie
`ki`c oeike ,`"nxde xagnd zrxkdke ,(zeninz) mipy b"i 'irac fpky`
,edpip yceg b"i zepa ediiexz b"ide '`d mipyd ,seqe dlgz xeaird yceg

.'a xc`a devn xa dyrp '` xc`a clepdc y"`e12

mpn` f"k  .b"id ycegd ribd `l izk` xc` yceg lkac ,oqip g"xa devn xa dyrp did
.miieqn jix`z zrbda ielz dpy b"i oicc ,ield y"xd 'iy itl y"`

.12.`pixg` `nrhn `"bnd 'iyl yyegy g"enl 'ire 
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Rav Zalman Sorotzkin 
on Megillas Esther
Rabbi Elozor M. Preil
_____________________________________________________

127 YEARS, 127 COUNTRIES

The first pasuk of Megillas Esther tells us that Achashveirosh
ruled over 127 countries.  Breishis Rabbah (58) states:  “Why did
(eventually) Esther rule over 127 countries?  Because she was a
descendant of Sarah Imeinu (our matriarch Sarah), who lived 127
years.”

Rav Sorotzkin asks:  Of all the Jewish women who descended
from Sarah Imeinu, why specifically was Esther chosen?

He answers:  Esther was the true spiritual heir of Sarah, for like
Sarah, she overcame the most difficult challenge a woman can
face, the challenge of great beauty.  Esther was chosen to be the
queen of a great empire.  Rather than rejoice at her good fortune,
she was miserable, preferring to adhere to the spiritual teachings of
Mordechai rather than lose herself in the material luxuries of
palace life.  

What was the source of her spiritual strength?  The role model of
Sarah Imeinu!  The Gemara describes Sarah as so beautiful that
other women paled in comparison to her1 (Baba Basra 58).  When
she and her husband came to Egypt, the Egyptian officers
immediately hurried her off to the palace of the king, for her
beauty was worthy of royalty.  Rather than rejoice at her good
fortune, Sarah spent the night praying to Hashem to remove her
from her “prison.”  An angel came to her aid, and struck each
Egyptian at her command, forcing Paroh to return her to Avraham.
She preferred life with her old and poor husband, together engaged

.1deg mc` ipta sewk deg ipta dxy mc` ipta sewk dxy ipta lkd ... d`pa x"`
.mc` ipta sewk dpiky ipta mc` mc` ipta sewk mc` ipta
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in their life’s work of kiruv, rather than a life of luxury and
comfort in the palace of Paroh.

THE VASHTI AFFAIR

Rav Zalman Sorotzkin quotes his son, Rav Elchonon, that Vashti’s
refusal to appear (unclothed) before her husband’s party was
because he sent the summons b’yad hasarisim (in the hands of the
ministers).  This means a) she was insulted that he sent the order
through his agents rather than invite her personally; b) she
suspected the whole idea was that of the advisers and not his own.
Rav Zalman adds that she suspected Achashveirosh wasn’t
involved at all, and the advisers were using his name to get her to
appear and entertain them.  Achashveirosh even used this
argument in her defense when he presented the case before the
yodai ha’itim (those knowledgeable of the time) for judgment.  In
addition, said Achashveirosh, we were all drunk at the time, so
how can you blame the queen for not obeying such a ludicrous
demand?

WE HAVE MET THE ENEMY, AND HE IS US

Memuchan/Haman advises Achashveirosh to kill Vashti, a
Jew-hater like Haman, and replace her with a new, better queen –
who turns out to be Esther, a Jewish woman who obstructs the
plan of her “benefactor,” Haman, to slaughter the Jews, and
instead sends him to the gallows.  

Those gallows are described in the Megillah (6:4) as “ha’eitz asher
haichin lo – the tree (gallows) that he (Haman) had prepared for
him.”  The simple meaning of “him” is Mordechai.  However, the
Talmud teaches (Megillah 16a) that the object of lo (him) is
actually Haman himself.  Unknowingly, he built the gallows for
his own eventual hanging.

Rav Sorotzkin concludes:  “And in our times, too, we have seen
that the Haman of our generation (Hitler) caused his own demise
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by attacking his ally, Communist Russia, where he and his army
were defeated and buried.  Kein yovdu kol oyvecha Hashem…”

A STUDY IN CONTRASTS

At the end of chapter 2, Esther reveals to Achashveirosh, in the
name of Mordechai, the plot of Bigsan and Seresh to kill him.
Achashveirosh investigates, confirms Esther’s report and executes
the would-be assassins.  Chapter 3 begins with the elevation of
Haman and Haman’s scheme to kill every Jew in the empire.

Let’s examine these well-known episodes more closely.  When
Esther reports Bigsan and Seresh, the king refuses to take action
against them until he conducts his own investigation.  However,
when Haman proposes eradicating an entire people, Achashveirosh
consents without a second thought.  What is going on here?

Says Rav Sorotzkin:  It is plain, old-fashioned Jew-hatred.  The
report of the plot of Bigsan and Seresh came from Mordechai the
Jew, so it could not be trusted at face value.  An independent
investigation was required to confirm the veracity of Mordechai’s
words.  Even then, the incident was simply recorded in the King’s
chronicles, but no reward was granted to Mordechai.  However,
when Haman maligned an entire people, the Jews, no commission
or investigation was required to confirm Haman’s charges.
Achashveirosh was more than willing to accept any slander by
Haman against the Jewish people.
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Count Us In:  
An Analysis of qpd eze`a eid od s`
Rabbi David Flamholz
_____________________________________________________

The `xnb in .c dlibn quotes in the name of iel oa ryedi 'x: 
qpd eze`a eid od s`y dlibn `xwna zeaiig miyp

Women are obligated in the Mitzva of dlibn `xwn 
since they were also involved in that miracle.

This dkld of iel oa ryedi 'x is quoted by the `xnb in two other
places: (1) In .bk zay with regard to the devn of dkepg zexp and (2)
in :gw migqt with regard to the devn of zeqek rax`.  In all three
places, this dkld is meant to obligate women in specific zeevn
opaxc.  The yecg of this statement is that although these are zeevn
`nxb onfdy dyr - time bound zeevn (from which women are
ordinarily exempt1) - the `xaq of qpd eze`a eid od s` obligates
women in these opaxc zeevn, nonetheless.

However, the `xnb does not provide any further analysis of the
statement of iel oa ryedi 'x, and the mipey`x therefore struggle to
provide a underlying rationale behind this dkld of iel oa ryedi 'x.  

Rashi’s Approach
 i"yx in (s`y d"c .c) dlibn explains that the rationale underlying this
dkld is that women were also included in the evil edict of ond and
subject to a threat to be killed.  Since they faced the prospect of
being killed and were nonetheless saved by the miraculous events
that occurred, they too are obligated in the devn of dlibn `xwn. 

Rashbam’s Approach
zetqez in (s`y d"c .c) dlibn quotes the opinion of the m"ayx, that it
is not merely the fact that women were included in the evil edict
that serves as the basis of women’s obligation under the dkld of s`
qpd eze`a eid od; rather it is the fact that women (i.e., xzq`) played

1. See .hk oiyeciw dpyn
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such a critical role in our salvation that serves as the basis for their
obligation.  In other words, it is due to the primacy of women’s
role and involvement in the miracle that l"fg deemed it appropriate
to obligate them in this devn, even though the devn is of the type
from which women are typically exempt.

It should be noted that both in migqt and in zay, Rashi quotes
both reasons as the basis for women’s obligation in the devn of
zeqek rax` and dkepg zexp.  It is only in dlibn, where the `xnb
discusses the devn of dlibn `xwn, that i"yx cites only the first
reason and not the second.

zetqez point out that i"yx’s approach seems to fit better with the
text of the `xnb as the word "s`" would seem to indicate that
women were only secondarily included in the devn; not to signify
the primary role they played.  It is for that reason that zetqez
themselves adopt i"yx’s approach, stating that the rationale behind
the dkld of qpd eze`a eid od s` is that women were also threatened
by the decree of our enemies.

However, i"yx’s approach is also problematic for the following
reason: In applying i"yx’s approach, it is difficult to determine just
how far reaching the notion of qpd eze`a eid od s` is.  If it means
that women’s lives were threatened, this approach would
potentially obligate women in almost all zeevn adopted as a result
of some salvation experienced by the Jewish people, as long as the
threat they faced was placed equally on women as on men.  Can
we then apply this logic to any time bound devn that happens to
relate to a miracle which involved women?  For example, in zeny
'h:b'i, the dxez ties the obligation of wearing oilitz - a time bound
devn - to  the miraculous exodus from Egypt, stating:

"m¦iẍ §v ¦O ¦n 'd L£̀ ¦vFd dẅf̈£g cï §A i ¦M ...Li¤pi¥r oi ¥A oFxM̈ ¦f§lE L §cïÎl ©r zF`§l L§l dïd̈ §e"

And it [the tefillin] shall be a sign on your hand and a
remembrance between your eyes ... that Hashem took you out of
Egypt.
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Should we then apply the `xaq of qpd eze`a eid od s` to obligate
women in the donning of oilitz as well?  

Further, the `xnb in (:bn) migqt seeks to find the source for
women’s obligation to eat dvn on gqt - why does the `xnb there
not simply rely on qpd eze`a eid od s` as the basis for this
obligation?  

(s`y d"c .c dlibn) zetqez therefore propose that no matter which
approach is adopted, qpd eze`a eid od s` can only impose an
obligation on women to perform opaxc zeevn.  It was never meant
by iel oa ryedi 'x as an all encompassing aiign on all zeevn tied in
some way to a miracle.  Thus, while it is appropriate to apply od s`
qpd eze`a eid to such opaxc zeevn as dkepg zexp, zeqek rax` and `xwn
dlibn, it would not be appropriate to apply qpd eze`a eid od s` to
such zeevn as oilitz and dvn as those zeevn are `ziixe`cn zeevn and
beyond the scope of qpd eze`a eid od s`.  

Another answer is quoted in the name of Rav Yosef Dov
Soloveitchik zt”l:  The Rav suggested in the name of his father that
qpd eze`a eid od s` is only applicable to those zeevn that have an
aspect of `qip ineqxt associated with them.  dkepg zexp, zeqek rax`
and dlibn `xwn all have some aspect of `qip ineqxt and therefore
qpd eze`a eid od s` can be applied to these zeevn to obligate women
as well.  oilitz and dvn on the other hand, do not require ineqxt
`qip and qpd eze`a eid od s` is therefore not applicable to these
zeevn.2  

The question is why?  What is the connection between `qip ineqxt
and qpd eze`a eid od s`, such that the parameters of eze`a eid od s`
qpd would be limited to those zeevn that involve `qip ineqxt?
Harav Mayer Lichtenstein formulated the Rav’s position as

2. This explanation would appear to be dependent on a mipey`x zwelgn
regarding the obligation of women in the devn of zecerq yly on zay.
See s"ixd itca .cn zay o"x quoting the opinion of mz epiax that women
are obligated in zecerq yly on zay - a devn unrelated to `qip ineqxt - 
because of qpd eze`a eid od s`.  The (my) o"x disagrees.  
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follows: One for whom a miracle occurred is obligated to publicize
it.3  In other words, those who have been rescued from a threat of
annihilation in miraculous ways possess not only a duty to
commemorate the salvation, but to publicize it and express it in an
open way.  qpd eze`a eid od s` is then not just a rationale for why
women are obligated to perform certain zeevn but is an actual aiign
upon them to perform these zeevn in a public way - the very threat
of danger experienced triggers an obligation to publicly
commemorate the miracle.  That obligation, however, is only
placed upon categories of people that were subject to that threat.
On gqt, dkepg and on mixet, women were subject to a threat of
extreme persecution and were miraculously saved.  They therefore
have a duty to commemorate those miracles by way of the
performance of these zeevn  - each of which must be conducted
publicly. 

With this, we can perhaps suggest a reason for why i"yx in zkqn
dlibn felt compelled to  provide only the first explanation of od s`
qpd eze`a eid - that of being included and threatened by the evil
edict of ond - and not the second explanation - of women’s critical
role in the miraculous events (as he did regarding dkepg zexp and
zeqek rax`).  In so doing, i"yx seeks to underscore the heightened
obligation of `qip ineqxt that exists on mixet and the essence of the
perspective we are to have when fulfilling the zeevn and
publicizing the miracles of mixet.  One could, after all, view the
events that took place as an exciting and dramatic story that came
about as a result of the courage and foresight of some great leaders
along with a little bit of luck and not necessarily due to the hand of
Hashem.  Had i"yx highlighted the critical role women played in
the miracle as the basis of women’s obligation, the primary
message behind qpd eze`a eid od s` on mixet might have been lost.
Specifically on mixet, when the events unfolded in a somewhat
ordinary fashion, qpd eze`a eid od s` is there to instruct us to view
the events as anything but “ordinary.” According to i"yx, women’s
obligation in dlibn `xwn carries with it an obligation not only to
fulfill the devn in a public setting, but also to view the miraculous

3. See vbm-torah.org 
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events for what they were - the hidden hand of Hashem carefully
setting events into place, to bring His people - men and women
alike - a salvation that would be discussed and commemorated in
all future generations.
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Aseres B’nei Haman 
in Halachah and Machshava
Josh Gelernter
_____________________________________________________

The gemara in Maseches Megilla daf 16b teaches us the halacha
that the names of all ten sons of Haman and the word "zxyr"
should be read by the `xFw lra in one breath. The gemara explains
that the reason for this practice is that all of Haman’s sons died at
exactly the same time. An initial question could be asked as to
why the word zxyr is included in this requirement. It is interesting
to note that from the pesukim it appears that the ten sons of Haman
had already been killed at the time when they were hanged on the
gallows. Perek 9 pesukim 5-9 describe the battle in Shushan and
the deaths of the five hundred men plus the ten sons of Haman. In
pasuk 13, Esther asks Achashveirosh to hang the sons, and in
pasuk 14 that request is fulfilled. Apparently, in addition to all ten
sons being hanged from one gallows together, they had all been
killed in battle at precisely the same time.
 
The Maharsha explains that from the way it is written in the
megilla, one might think that Haman’s sons died in the order that
they are listed. Therefore, we read all of them in one breath in
order to indicate that they all died simultaneously. The order in the
pasuk is based on the order in which they were hanged on the fifty
amah gallows from the bottom to the top.
 
Interestingly, there is an argument between the Mechaber and the
Rema with respect to where the `xFw lra begins reading in one
breath. As mentioned above, the gemara states that the sons of
Haman plus the word zxyr should be read in one breath. This is
how the Mechaber quotes the halacha in Orach Chayim 690:15.
The Rema there states in the name of the Maharil that the minhag
is to begin from the words yi` zF`n yng. This does not mean that
all five hundred men died at the exact same time. Rather, the
reason to include those additional words is because each of the
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sons was a captain over fifty men, all of whom were killed during
the battle in Shushan on the 13th day of Adar. 

I heard a very interesting idea in a shiur given by Rabbi Ari
Ginsberg. In his shiur he explains the reason for saying all of the
names in one breath, as well as the machlokes between the
Mechaber and the Rema. One of the main ideas of the megilla in
general, and of Haman and his sons in particular, relates to the
mitzvah of wlnr xkf z` dgnz - the mitzvah to wipe out any
memory of Amalek. Looking at the pesukim at the end of Parshas
Ki Seitze carefully, one notices an apparent paradox. On the one
hand we are commanded to wipe out or eradicate all traces of
Amalek. Chazal explain that this is fully accomplished only when
one cannot even identify an animal and say this animal belonged
to Amalek. On the other hand, we are commanded never to forget
what Amalek did to us on the way as we left Mitzrayim.
Apparently, the obligation to remember is in order to completely
annihilate any semblance of Amalek from the world. By
mentioning the names of Haman’s sons we are recalling their
existence and in a certain sense giving them credence or
acknowledgment. In some areas there is a certain degree of respect
between combatants so that even after one side is victorious, the
victors recognize that their vanquished foe was a worthy
adversary. The commandment of wlnr xkf z` dgnz implores us to
avoid this kind of emotion with respect to Amalek. By reading the
names all in one breath, we are attempting to fulfill the obligation
not to forget and at the same time to avoid giving any sense of
acknowledgment to Amalek’s descendants. 

We find this idea in modern times as well. When many people are
killed in a single event, there is a loss of dignity of each individual.
At subsequent memorials commemorating the event, there is a
practice to read the names of each of the individuals who lost his
or her life at the tragic event. This small measure restores some of
the dignity to each individual. By reading all of Haman’s sons’
names in one breath, we are doing the opposite of this. Even
though Haman’s sons all died at the same time and we are
mentioning their names, by mentioning them all in one breath we
are removing the dignity otherwise associated with remembering
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those who were killed together. By doing this we more fully fulfill
of the idea of wlnr xkf z` dgnz. 

Based on this understanding, it makes sense for the word zxyr to
be included in the requirement of “one breath.” The word zxyr
further strips the individuality of each of Haman’s sons which as
we just mentioned is the purpose of reading the names all in one
breath. This also explains the machlokes between the Mechaber
and the Rema. According to the Rema, by including yi` zF`n yng
with the names of Haman’s sons in one breath, we are further
minimizing the individuality of each of the sons by lumping their
deaths together with those others who were killed. According to
the Mechaber, however, this concept is only applicable to Amalek
and the concept would be misapplied by including the zF`n yng
yi` with the names of Haman’s sons in one breath. 

There is another interesting issue relating to the ond ipa zxyr. Our
minhag in Beth Abraham is for the entire tzibbur to read the names
of the ten sons of Haman along with the words yi` zF`n yng and
zxyr. This is similar to the way we say the four pesukim of yi`"
"ikcxn ik" ",dzid micEdil" ",`vi ikcxnE" ",icEdi. The Chayei Adam in
klal 155:22, quoted in the Mishna Berurah in siman 690 s’eif katan
52, strongly disagrees with this custom. He emphatically states
"bdpn Fpi`" - “it is not a legitimate custom.” 

The Rogatchaver in his sefer Tzafnas Paneach explains the
rationale for the aforementioned minhag. Generally, when the
tzibbur listens to the `xFw lra, the tzibbur fulfills its obligation to
read the megilla through the halachic concept of dpFrk rnFy -
listening is like saying. In general terms, this means that someone
who hears spoken words is considered as if he is actually reading
or saying those words himself. However, this rule only applies
when the congregation’s obligation is merely to read. If there are
any particular nuances related to the reading, however, then the
concept of dpFrk rnFy will not work. Therefore, says the
Rogatchaver, the concept of dpFrk rnFy will not obviate the tzibbur
from its obligation to read the names of the ten sons of Haman in
one breath. Therefore, each member of the tzibbur must read their
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names in one breath by himself in order to fulfill that nuanced
obligation.1

Some acharonim quote a simpler more practical explanation of the
minhag. The halacha states that one must hear each and every
word from the `xFw lra in order to fulfill his obligation to hear the
megilla. When the `xFw lra reads the ten sons of Haman in one
breath, he will be rushing through the words. It is quite possible
that the tzibbur will not hear each and every word that the `xFw lra
says as a result of his hurry to say all the names in one breath.
Therefore, each member of the congregation reads the names
himself in order to ensure that he hears/reads each and every word
of the megilla.

1. A similar idea applies to mipdk zkxa. One Kohein cannot perform zkxa
mipdk on behalf of another utilizing the concept of  dpFrk rnFy. The reason
for this is that there is a special requirement regarding mipdk zkxa for the
Kohanim to duchan mx lFwa, in a loud voice. While dpFrk rnFy would
work so that the Kohein who is listening would be deemed to be
speaking, he would not be deemed to be speaking in a loud voice. As a
result dpFrk rnFy does not work.
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Purim - A Day Without Thought
Benjamin Rubin
_____________________________________________________

Among the more difficult holidays to understand, Purim presents
us with special challenges. Each of the Jewish holidays is typified
by a specific mitzvah or historical event. Purim seems to leave us
wanting on both counts. In terms of the mitzvos, the mdxa` obn
points out in siman 692, that the mitzvos of zFpn gFlyn and zFpzn
mipFia`l are simply a fulfillment of the same mitzvos of tzedakah
and chesed that are in effect throughout the year. For this reason,
writes the mdxa` obn, we do not recite a brocha of Epiigdy on these
two mitzvos. Even the mitzvah of megillah reading does not
provide us with a practical, physical action through which we can
express the ideas of Purim. For contrast, we can look to the
mitzvos of eating matzah or shaking the lulav that are concrete
actions, allowing us to give tangible expression to the celebrations
of Pesach and Sukkos. In terms of the historical event, there is no
major, miraculous alteration of the laws of nature that we celebrate
on Purim. On Purim, we don’t have the ten makkos, the splitting of
the yam suf, har Sinai, the clouds of glory, or even the eight days
of the menorah staying lit that we commemorate on other holidays.
Indeed, the Jewish people were saved from destruction, but that
has happened many times throughout history. The questions left
unanswered are: what are we meant to be celebrating on Purim?
And how are we intended to conduct ourselves meaningfully?

I would like to share an understanding of Purim from the work
zn` zxFz. The zn` zxFz contains the teachings of R’ Leibele
Eiger, the Chassidic Rebbe in Lublin, and grandson of R’ Akiva
Eiger. These ideas about Purim were taught between the years
1856 and 1887.

R’ Leibele writes that Purim is the last of the holidays. In the cycle
of Jewish holidays, it is the final marker. Purim culminates a
year-long process of growth, and is an opportunity to solidify the
spiritual gains that were achieved over this lengthy period. Purim
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is also the last of the holidays, in that the miracle of Purim was the
last of miracles to be recorded. 

There is another element to the identity of Purim. Interestingly
enough, the final gemora in maseches megillah (32a), as if to
bridge Purim to what comes after, teaches us that thirty days
before a holiday one begins to learn the laws of that holiday. In
this sense, Purim, as it falls thirty days before the 14th of oqip, is the
beginning of preparation for Pesach. R’ Leibele quotes the Maggid
of Kozhnitz that mixEny lild `Ed ok mixEtd `Edy Fnk, as Purim goes
so too does the seder night. 

The posuk in a:ai zFny tells us miycg y`x mkl dfd ycFgd. oqip is the
beginning of the Jewish year, and similarly, Pesach is the
beginning of the cycle of holidays. Pesach, writes R’ Leibele, is
the day of the birth of the Jewish nation. Each year the nation as a
collective, as well as each individual, is meant to experience a
spiritual rebirth on Pesach. In Purim, we find two aspects that are
distinct but interrelated. It is the climax of a year that is to pass,
and it contains the seeds of the new year to come.

The single greatest association that many have for Purim is the
mitzvah to drink ikcxn jExal ond xEx` oia rci `lc cr. To say that
this is a troubling mitzvah would be an understatement. As the
y"`x writes in his miig zFgxF`, one who drinks is rwtFn -
completely removed - from 'd zcFar. How then are we to make
sense of a mitzvah to not only drink, but to drink until reaching a
state of drunkenness? The acute impenetrability of this question is
somewhat alleviated by a comment of the `"nx. The `"nx points
out in siman 695 that drinking enough to become drowsy, and then
taking a nap would be enough to fulfill this mitzvah. And although
this solves some of the difficulty because the mitzvah does not
require one to drink so substantially, it still remains to be
determined, what is the religious value in having a cup of wine and
then taking a refreshing nap? Either way that we look at the
mitzvas seudah of Purim, the underlying concept of the mitzvah is
difficult to determine. (As an aside, although the mitzvah of Purim
is often presented in terms of drinking, based on the gemora
megillah 7b, the zezli`y of Rav Achai Gaon at the end of xtq
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zFny writes that the mitzvah of Purim is actually to eat, drink,
praise and thank Hashem.)

R’ Leibele writes that the significance of rci `lc cr is that the
celebration of Purim transcends the concept of zrc. Although
every other holiday of the year impels us to find our relationship
with Hashem through thoughtful contemplation and observance,
i.e. through zrc, Purim is a day of complete thoughtlessness, cr
rci `lc. The significance of this idea is that while zrc is our single
most powerful tool in connecting to `Ed jExa yFcwd, it does come
with a cost. Sometimes, we can become so convinced or so set on
certain ways of thinking that we become rigid and stuck. Rather
than being open to new perspectives and new approaches, our
minds become narrow. We can become closed off to different
ideas or ways of doing things. zrc is a critical element in 'd zcFar,
worship of Hashem, but it can be limiting if we do not engage in a
constant process of rebirth and renewal. 

In the plant world, writes R’ Leibele, the fruit that is produced by a
tree represents the culmination of a complex, and lengthy process
spanning the course of winter, spring, and summer. Once that
progression has been realized in the bearing of fruit, then the tree
is no longer able to bear anything new. In order to produce more
fruit, the tree must begin the cycle once again. The fruit falls off,
the leaves descend, and the current lively appearance of the tree
experiences decay. Ultimately, after a lifeless winter, the spring
returns and the tree appears rejuvenated. The growth of the
spiritual and holy parts of the Jew is also a lengthy and complex
progression. Ultimately, that process is realized in our spiritual
“fruit,” the ideas and deeds that we have accumulated over a
period of time. That fruit, though, is meant to represent a climax, a
pinnacle, from which we, “descend,” and begin anew. The descent
occurs on Purim. 

In parshas Vaeschanan (bk:c mixac), Moshe warns the Jewish
people that they should not make "jiwl` 'd jev xy` lk zpenz" - “a
picture of anything, as I have commanded you.” The Rebbe of
Izhbitz (the Rebbe of R’ Leibele Eiger) explains with a play on
words, in his gFliyd in, that the Torah is communicating to us that
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we should not make a false G-d, even out of the Torah or mitzvos.
The Rebbe’s teaching is that we are intended to remain flexible
and focused on the broad picture of 'd oFvx. It is not ideal to be so
committed to single acts of devotion or observance that the
broader Torah values become obscured. All the more so, when it
comes to ways of 'd zcFar or even lifestyle choices that don’t have
a clear relationship to one’s dcFar. In all of these arenas, man
should not get lost in the minutiae of the commandments,
forgetting about 'd and the 'd oFvx, the will of Hashem, that we seek
to fulfill.

Over the course of months, years, and even decades, we tend to
develop a certain style of observance or philosophy of religion.
The daily routine allows us to roll along without forcing us to
analyze whether there is a better way of davening, or maybe a
different way that Shabbos and aFh mFi should appear. The truth is
that within the world of Halacha, as it is codified in Shulchan
Aruch and interpreted by the later miwqFt there remains a great
deal of diversity. Different types of nusach, different ways of
thinking about mitzvos, different foci of observance etc. Purim
offers us the opportunity for a fresh start. We are intended to
reexamine and consider our previous notions that have become so
stuck that we may do and think them as if on auto-pilot. Purim
challenges us to ask real, personal questions and reenergize our
Judaism by becoming more reflective people. Ironically enough,
the process of approaching Hashem in a more thoughtful manner
starts with the complete removal of zrc. On Purim, we celebrate
rci `lc cr, until we have reached a point that is removed from zrc,
from all preconceived notions, either in drink or in sleep. 

How is one meant to shed ways of thinking and action that have
become so entrenched over a lifetime? R’ Leibele explains that
this goal is actually beyond the capacity of man. One is not simply
able to wake up in the morning and decide that he is going to
radically shift his personality and outlook on life. Instead, all that
we can do is demonstrate our desire and willingness to serve
Hashem as truly and completely as possible, and trust that He will
provide us with the tools to strengthen and realize that desire. This
is what the gemora in megillah 5b is referring to when it tells us
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that Jews of the megillah accepted the dzynE dgny of Purim but
did not accept the aFh mFi of Purim. The elements of joy and good
spirit that are important in preparation for receiving the Torah
were upheld by the Jews. The notion of aFh mFi, that is to say, the
experience of closeness with the dpiky, was beyond the capacity of
the Jews to create. It needs to be granted from Above. The
responsibility of the Jew is to prepare and make himself ready for
greater spiritual growth. The growth itself, and this includes on
some level the desire for growth, comes from Hashem. 

It is fairly well known that Purim is connected to the holiday of mFi
xEtk, as the i"x`  explained that mixEtk mFi is a mFi, a day, mixEt §k,
like mixEt. How is it though, that the special and awesome day of
Yom Kippur is equated to the seemingly frivolous celebration of
Purim? R’ Leibele explains the relationship between the two
holidays with the use of an analogy. Imagine a couple that is
engaged in an argument. The two debate back and forth, each
making his/her point, and the argument becomes increasingly
heated. Over time, the argument cools down and the two are able
to make peace. One of two things may have happened. Either the
spouse who was angry with the other has relented and decided to
move on, despite the original perceived offense, or the other
spouse has apologized for doing something wrong. 

Both Yom Kippur and Purim are days of dxFzd zlaw, of receiving
the Torah. At the very highest moment of Yom Kippur, during
dlirp, we turn to Hashem and say miryFtl ci ozFp dz`, you extend
Your hand (in forgiveness) to those who sin wantonly. Even the
greatest sinners can find atonement on Yom Kippur. The zlaw
dxFzd of Yom Kippur signifies Hashem’s forgiveness of the
Jewish people for the sin of the golden calf. This gift of
forgiveness is unmerited and completely from Hashem. 

The halacha on Purim is that Fl mipzFp ci hyFtd lk (Shulchan Aruch
siman 694), anyone who extends his hand for charity should not be
sent away empty. The dxFzd zlaw of Purim is dramatically
different. The gemora in shabbos 89a tells us that the Jewish
people accepted the Torah on Purim of their own will, from the
love that developed through the Purim miracle. On Purim, as it
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were, we are the ones extending our hand and accepting the Torah
anew each and every year. However, the Torah is not ours to take.
We put forth our effort, extend our hands, and daven to Hashem.
Ultimately, we look to Hashem to bestow upon us the passion for
Judaism, the depth of thought, the desire for greater connection,
and the personal qualities that we need in order to best express the
'd oFvx in this world. As the `iap Yechezkel (36:26) writes, Hashem
tells the Jewish people mkaxwa oz` dycg gExe ycg al mkl izzpe - I
will give you a new heart, and a fresh spirit I will place into your
midst. And, as the halacha states, Fl mipzFp ci hyFtd lk, whoever
extends his hand is not turned away empty. 

On Purim, we prepare for the upcoming year by re-engaging in a
process of growth. We begin by challenging stale, preconceived
ideas, and refreshing our commitment to Hashem and Judaism. It
is a day of profound introspection that is inspired by our love for
Hashem. The mitzvos of the day indicate the special quality of
Purim as a day in which we extend our hand to accept the Torah
anew. Through the mitzvah of megillah, we learn the story of
Hashem’s direct involvement in our lives, and reinforce our love
for Judaism. In zFpn gFlyn we express the dxFzd zlaw of Purim, as
the gemora in Shabbos 31a teaches us that the single underlying
principle of the Torah is ciarz `l jxagl ipq jlrc dn - what you
dislike, do not do to your fellow person -  or as Rabbi Akiva
teaches us dxFza lFcb llk df jFnk jrxl zad`e - Love your neighbor
like yourself - this is a fundamental principle of the Torah inlyExi)
(:l mixcp. And finally, the mixEt zcErq is the opportunity to dedicate
a time of joy to reconsidering how we relate to the source of our
happiness, `Ed jExa yFcwd.

May this Purim be a time of inspiration and rebirth, leading us to
the flowering growth of Pesach, the spiritual harvest of xivwd bg
(Shavuos), and the gathering in of our holy produce on siq`d bg 
(Sukkos). 
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xFc xFcn ... dngln
Seth Lebowitz
_____________________________________________________

Each year, shortly before Purim, an ancient battle renews itself.
The struggle, apparently eternal, between the forces of good and
evil, surfaces once again. The opposing camps face off.  On one
side, a coalition of wine connoisseurs, would-be fraternity
members, and zFevna miwcwcn (some, although certainly not all, of
whom are apparently using this as an opportunity to get started in
such wEcwc).  One the other side, an alliance between health and
safety advocates, general killjoys, and what I once heard a rosh
yeshiva refer to as “the extreme Litvish fringe.”  These two camps
vie annually for the hearts and minds of klal yisrael, waging
rhetorical war over whether or not to drink at the Purim Se’uda.
The tipplers seem to have right on their side.  After all, they are
acting in accordance with the Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chaim
695:2), which follows the simple understanding of the gemara
(Megilla 7b).  On the other hand, the abolitionists also seem to be
in the right, since they are trying to prevent the effects of drinking
leading to behavior that is at best inappropriate, and at worst
dangerous.  With the conflict brewing again this year, perhaps we
can find an accommodation between the two sides.

The Biur Halacha has distilled from earlier sources several
principles which if applied together might assuage the concerns of
the the abolitionists and at the same time prevent any inappropriate
behavior or negative consequences by the tipplers.  

First, the Biur Halacha (Siman 695, "yipi` aiig") quotes the Eliya
Rabba to answer a fundamental question --if the Torah considers
drinking to excess to be a “great stumbling block,” how could our
sages enact it as a mitzva on Purim?  The answer given is that
since the hidden miracles of Purim came about in large part
through festive drinking, there is a mitzva to commemorate the
miracles in this way.  This explains why the sages made something
we usually are to stay away from a mitzva, but it does not change
the status of such drinking as a great stumbling block.  Its status as
a stumbling block needs to be considered at Purim no less than at
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any other time of the year.

Second, the Biur Halacha (Siman 695, "rci `lc cr") quotes the
Meiri to the effect that the intent of the sages is not that we
diminish ourselves with indiscriminate merrymaking on Purim, but
rather that we enjoy ourselves in a way that brings us to the love of
God and to thanking Him for the miracles He performed for us.
This principle seems to preclude drinking for the sake of drinking,
and also to differentiate drinking on Purim from doing so the rest
of the year.

Next, the Biur Halacha (Siman 695, "rci `lc cr") quotes the
Chayei Adam, who teaches us how to give concrete expression to
the prior two principles.  Each person, he says, must know himself
and his tendencies; if sober introspection leads him to believe that
drinking on Purim --even if intended as a devn in the spirit of the
Meiri-- will result in him neglecting one or more mitzvot or acting
inappropriately, he should refrain from drinking.

On a basic level, the mitzva of drinking at the Purim Se’uda can be
compared to another familiar rabbinic mitzva --lighting Nerot
Chanuka.  Lighting a fire can be dangerous, and we would never
do so, even for the purpose of a mitzva, if we legitimately feared it
would either start a fire or turn someone into a firebug.  Drinking
alcohol also has possible negative effects, and Purim or not, we
should refrain if we foresee such negative effects.  Also, someone
who lights Nerot Chanuka because he wants to light up the room
or because he enjoys having a flame going for its own sake, rather
than for the reason that the sages instituted this mitzva, at best
performs the mitzva in a sub-optimal way.  So too, if we drink on
Purim for the novelty or merely because one finds it amusing we
are missing the point according to the Biur Halacha.

We now have an approach that takes into account the desires and
concerns of both of our factions.  Health and safety advocates are
correct to decry drinking by, for example, someone who will drive
afterward or by someone who has a tendency to abuse alcohol.
The extreme Litvish fringe are correct that everyone should be
careful and not imbibe amounts that might impair their ability to
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perform mitzvot or their discretion.  On the other hand, the wine
connoisseurs are correct that they should be allowed to allowed to
enjoy themselves --so long as they are careful about the stumbling
block presented by consumption of alcohol and their enjoyment is
focused on leading toward love of God and appreciation of the
Purim miracle.  The zFevna miwcwcn should have no problem as
long as they don’t forget about the advice of the Chayei Adam.  As
for the would-be fraternity members and general killjoys, it may
be impossible to satisfy them with the words of the Biur Halacha.
But would it be unreasonable to ask these two groups to reconsider
their positions and possibly inch closer to that of the Chafetz
Chayim?  We can leave that question to ferment for the time
being.

Whatever each of us may have planned for our Purim Se’uda this
year, let us take to heart the principles stated in the Biur Halacha
and balance safe and proper behavior with celebrating God’s
miracles in the manner designated by our sages.  The precise way
to do this will likely differ for different individuals.  In the words
of the Rema (Orach Chaim 695:2),  calaE hirnnd cg`e daxnd cg`"
"minyl Fal oeekiy.
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Megillah Reading - Night and Day
Rabbi Avie Schreiber 
_____________________________________________________

Introduction - the source for Megillah reading

As the 13th day of Adar darkens, marking the end of Taanit Esther
(in most years) and the imminent onset of Purim, costumed men,
women, and children gather excitedly for the annual nighttime
reading of Megillat Esther. Amid the joyous energy filling the
sanctuary, the Baal Koreh begins to chant the three-fold brachot
and the story begins...

But what is the source for this celebrated mitzvah of dlibnd z`ixw?
And what is the source for the practice of performing this mitzvah
at night and then repeating the identical action the very next
morning?

The source for this mitzvah is perek 9, pasuk 28 in Megillat
Esther. The Pasuk states: xFcë xFCÎlk̈ §A mi ¦U£r©p §e mi ¦xM̈ §f ¦p d¤N ¥̀ d̈ mi ¦nÏ ©d §e -
“And these days shall be remembered and celebrated in every
generation.” Chazal understand that the way in which “these days”
are mi ¦xM̈ §f ¦p - “remembered” - is through the reading of Megillat
Esther.1 

The source for the practice to read the Megillah twice - once at
night and then again during the day is more obscure2. In Masechet
Megillah3, Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi teaches:

 mFia dzFpylE dlila dlibnd z` zFxwl mc` aiig

I.

1. .k sce  :a sc dlibn zkqn
2. While the Mitzvah to read the Megillah during the day is from the
Pasuk we quoted above - xFcë xFCÎlk̈ §A mi ¦U£r©p §e mi ¦xM̈ §f¦p d¤N ¥̀ d̈ mi ¦nÏ ©d §e,  the
source for the Mitzvah to read the Megillah at night as well, is not as
clear. In fact, there are those who suggest that the level of obligation to
read the Megillah at night is different than during the day. Some believe
that the obligation at night is opaxcn whereas the obligation by day is
dlaw ixacn  (based on pesukim in j"p).
3. .c sc
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il dinEc `le dlil ,dprz `le mnFi `xw` iwFl`" xn`py4"
A person is obligated to read the megillah at night
and repeat it during the day as it says in the pasuk,
“G-d, I call out to You during the day but there is
no response, and at night I am not silent.”  

Later, the Gemara quotes Ulla who expresses an almost identical
idea.

 mFia dzFpylE dlila dlibnd z` zFxwl mc` aiig
mlFrl iwFl` 'd mFci `le cFak jxnfi ornl" xn`py

.jcF`5"
A person is obligated to read the Megillah at night
and repeat it during the day as it says in the pasuk,
“In order that I sing of Your honor and not be
silent, Hashem - forever will I praise You.” (Rashi
explains that the first half of the pasuk - “In order
that I sing of Your honor” - refers to the daytime
and the next phrase, “and not be silent” - refers to
the nighttime.)

Questions raised because of the double mitzvah of Megillah
reading

Let’s carefully examine the mitzvah to read the Megillah night
and day and raise some questions in order to understand more
fully the nature of this requirement.

1) Repeating the same mitzvah night and day is a very unusual
practice - something which is almost never done for
holiday-related mitzvot!6 Mitzvot associated with holidays are
either done exclusively at night - such as eating matzah and other
seder-related mitzvot, or they are done exclusively during the

II.

4. b :ak milidz
5. bi :l milidz 
6. In fact, it is practically non-existent. The only possible exceptions are
the mitzvah of seudat Yom Tov - which applies night and day, and the
minhag of hakafot - performed night and day. Regarding mitzvot
unrelated to holidays the one mitzvah that does follow this model is kriat
shema where the mitzvah applies at night and then the next morning.
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daytime - such as shofar and lulav. There is almost never a
mitzvah done at night and then repeated the next morning. What
then is the significance of the two-fold Megillah reading?

2) The Baalei Tosfot raise a fascinating question that emerges
from this unusual doubling of the mitzvah of dlibnd z`ixw.
Immediately before we read the Megillah at night, we recite three
brachot, Epiigdye ,miqip dyry ,dlibn `xwn lr. What about prior to
reading the Megillah in the morning? In addition to the first two
brachot, do we recite the bracha of Epiigdy as well, or do we
omit Epiggdy since this is not the first time we are reading the
Megillah? Tosfot conclude that we should recite the Epiigdy7 since
"`nnic d`ixwa ied `qip inEqxt xwir" - “the primary requirement of
publicizing the miracle is fulfilled by reading the Megillah during
the day.”

While the Baalei Tosfot offer several proofs for this assertion8,
they do not explain the rationale for the idea. Why and in what
way is “publicizing the miracle” more fully accomplished by
reading the Megillah during the day?

3) While Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi and Ulla agree to the basic
law to read the Megillah twice, they offer different sources for the
halacha.9 Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi quotes the Pasuk, “G-d, I call
out to You during the day but there is no response, and at night I
am not silent.” Ulla quotes the Pasuk, “In order that I sing of Your
honor and not be silent, Hashem - forever will I praise You.”  Do

7. The Rambam disagrees and writes: epiigdy jxane xfeg epi` meiae - during
the day one does not say the bracha of shehecheyanu again.  Rambam
Hilchot Megillah V’Chanukah Perek 1, Halacha 3.
8. Among the proofs is that based on a dyxc (homiletic method of
interpretaion) Megillah reading is linked to the  mitzvah of having a
purim feast. Since the main mitzvah is to have a meal during the day, in
the same way, the main mitzvah of Megillah is to read it by day. Also, in
the first pasuk quoted as the source for reading the Megillah twice, the
daytime is mentioned first, indicating its priority.
9. Both Amoraim also also agree that the source for this idea is not found
explicitly or even implicitly in Megillat Esther, but is found in Sefer
Tehillim through homiletic interpretation.
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the different sources reflect a deeper difference of opinion
between Ulla and Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi? If they do, what is
this deeper difference?

4) The statements of both Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi and Ulla that
convey the rule to read the Megillah twice use an unusual word.
Both Amoraim use the word "dzFpyl" which the gemara ultimately
interprets to mean “repeat.” Why is the obligation to read the
Megillah during the day  referred to as “repetition?” Isn’t the
daytime reading its own independent activity? Looking at a
comparable mitzvah such as Kriat Shema which we also read
night and day, we wouldn’t view the daytime recital as a
repetition of the nighttime one. Rather, there is a mitzvah to recite
the Shema at night and to recite the Shema during the day.10

Perhaps a more apt way to express this dual reading of the
Megillah could have been dlila - m¦in̈ ©rR̈ dlEbnd z` zFxwl mc` aiig
mFiaE - A person is obligated to read the Megillah twice - at night
and during the day.

Two views of the Megillah

We can find the answer to these questions by looking closely at
the different pesukim cited as the source for reading the Megillah
twice. Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi quotes, “G-d, I call out to You
during the day but there is no response, and at night I am not
silent.” Ulla quotes the pasuk, “In order that I sing of Your honor
and not be silent; Hashem - forever will I praise You.” The person
expressing his feelings in the first pasuk is in a starkly different
emotional and physical state than the person praying in the second
pasuk. In the first pasuk, the person is broken-spirited, vulnerable
and desperate. He calls out to Hashem but senses no response and
so he continues to call out - “at night I am not silent.” In his time

III.

10. Even though the Rambam counts the recital of Shema night and day
as one Mitzvah, the Rambam does not formulate the daytime obligation
as a repetition of the nighttime recital. In the heading to Hilchot Kriat
Shema, the Rambam writes: minrt rny z`ixw zexwl `ide zg` dyr zevn
meia. In Perek 1, Halacha 1, he writes m¦in̈ ©rR̈axra rny z`ixw oi`xew mei lka 
xwaae - Every day we recite the Shema twice - in the evening and in the
morning.
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of crisis he petitions Hashem to listen and respond. In contrast, the
person in the second pasuk is triumphant and joyous. In his time
of celebration, he turns to Hashem to thank Him and praise Him
for His help - “forever will I praise You.” 

We can suggest that these two pesukim reflect two aspects of
Megillat Esther. The two aspects of Megillat Esther are embodied
by the two halves of the story. The first half of the story is
ominous and frightening. Haman, promoted to
second-in-command, despises Mordechai and the Jewish nation.
He devises a plot to murder  the Jewish People en masse. As we
read this part of the story, we are filled with dread and feelings of
vulnerabilty. The second half of the story, however, takes a
dramatic turn. Abundant with jubilant irony, this half tells of
Esther’s bravery and the unraveling of Haman’s plan which leads
to Mordechai’s surge to power. Both halves of the story can lead
us to connect with Hashem, but in different ways. The first half
reminds us of our fragile human condition and our never-ending
dependence on Hashem. The second half inspires us to joyously
thank and praise Hashem for His abundant kindness to us.

And so, the two pesukim quoted above reflect these two aspects of
the Megillah. Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi and Ulla disagree as to
what constitutes the main part of the story. Rabbi Yehoshua ben
Levi sees the first half as the defining half of the Megillah, and as
such, it is primarily a story of a barely averted tragedy. According
to this, the purpose of Megilla reading is to bring us closer to
Hashem out of a sense of vulnerabilty. We read the Megillah day
and night, as delineated by the pasuk, to continuosly remind
ourselves that life can change instantaneously. This inspires us to
turn to Hashem for help. Thus Megillah reading is a prayer of
'd l` dywa - petition to Hashem.

Ulla, on the other hand, sees the second half of the Megillah as the
main part of the story. The Megillah is essentially about the great
victory of the Jewish people and the protection we receive from
Hashem. We read the Megillah day and night, as outlined in the
pasuk, in order to show our constant and everflowing gratitude to
Hashem and to celebrate our redemption from the clutches of
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Haman. Thus Megillah reading is a prayer of 'dl gay - praise to
Hashem.

IV. Two Types of Megillah Reading

Let’s take this a step further. We can suggest that the correct view
of Megillah reading can only be discerned when taking the
statements of both Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi and Ulla into
consideration. The Megillah reading is both a prayer in a time of
crisis and a prayer in response to redemption. It is both dywa -
petition, and gay - praise. However, there is a difference between
the reading of the Megillah at night and the reading during the day.
When we read the Megillah at night, we cannot help but focus on
the first half of the Megillah. At night, we read the story as if for
the first time and the impending doom of the opening chapters is
terrifying. The terror is hard to shed even when the crisis is
averted. And so at night, as we read the Megillah, we feel weak
and vulnerable and as a result we turn to Hashem in desperation.
Our sentiments at this time correspond to the dark of night and to
its symbolism. Darkness symbolizes exile, fear and the need for
faith in Hashem. Thus, at night, the Megillah takes on the
character of dywa - petition.

During the day however, we feel very differently. Now, the
beginning of the story does not seem so frightening since the
conclusion of the story is still fresh in our minds from the previous
night. Events that we experienced the night before as impending
doom, we now see as merely setting the stage for the ironic
upheaval about to take place. As a result, the concluding chapters
are the defining chapters of the morning reading. As we read the
Megillah, we are inspired to praise Hashem with joy and
celebration. Our spirits are further buoyed by the daylight around
us and the redemtive symbolism of the daytime mirrors our
emotional state. During the day, the Megillah takes on the
character of gay - praise.
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V. Conclusion 

We can now explain why the Amoraim use the word "dzFpyl" -
meaning “to repeat” - the Megillah. The daytime reading is
specifically meant to be a repetition; it needs to be the second
reading. Since we are reading the Megillah for the second time we
know the end, and as a result, the feel of the narrative is very
different than the first time we read it. The entire story takes on a
positive and even celebratory feel. In order to fully experience the
daytime Megillah reading as a prayer of gay - praise to Hashem, it
needs to be the second reading.

With this we can also understand why Tosfot believe that the main
mitzvah of publicizing the miracle occurs during the day. Only
during the daytime does the Megillah story take on its full
character as a story of triumph, Divine intervention, and a
celebration of Jewish survival. As a result of this, the bracha of
Epiigdy is warranted since we experience the megilla during the
day in a new way.

Based on this, we can now understand an oddity of Megillah
reading. It always struck me as perplexing that when Purim begins
and we excitedly read the Megillah for the first time, we are all
fasting because of xzq` ziprz, feeling weak, light-headed, and not
quite in a mood for celebration. It seems that because of a
technicality - not eating before Maariv - we are forced to read the
Megillah in a frame of mind not really suited to the mitzvah!
Based on our explanation above, we can suggest that indeed the
Megillah reading at night is not a wholly celebratory reading.
When we read the Megillah at night we petition Hashem and turn
to Him to protect us in our time of need. The nighttime reading is
more closely connected with xzq` ziprz than with Purim itself.
Just as Esther and the Jews fasted and davened to Hashem at their
moment of crisis, we do the same. Fasting at this time is therefore
perfectly appropriate for the message of the nighttime reading.

By engaging in these two types of Megillah reading we learn to
connect to Hashem both out of a sense of our great need for Him
and out of a sense of gratitude to Him. In our own lives, we know
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well the veracity of the Purim message,  that life can turn on a
dime; at times, from celebration  to sadness, and at times from
despair to delight. Our days and our years are woven together by
moments of vulnerabilty and moments of confidence.  The Purim
message, as embodied by the dual Megillah reading is to channel
both of these emotional states into our service of Hashem -
“Crying out to Him” and  “Singing of His honor” throughout our
lives.
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Mordechai -
Not the Ideal Role Model?
Dr. Elly Gamss
_____________________________________________________

The gemara in Megilla 16b cites a perplexing drasha on the last
pasuk in Megillas Esther.

The last pasuk reads:
 W ¥xŸC eig̈ ¤̀  aŸx§l iEvẍ §e mi ¦cEd§I©l lFcb̈ §e WFx¥e §W ©g£̀ K¤l ¤O©l d¤p §W ¦n i ¦cEd§I ©d i ©k ¢C §xn̈ i ¦M"

".Fr §x©fÎlk̈§l mFlẄ x ¥aŸc §e FO ©r§l aFh
“For Mordechai the Jew was viceroy to King Achashveirosh; he
was a great man among the Jews, and found favor with the
multitude of his brethren; he sought the good of his people and
was concerned for the welfare of all his posterity.” 

The gemara, analyzing the phrase of "aŸx"eig̈ ¤̀   as opposed to "lk
"eig̈ ¤̀ , understands that the pasuk teaches that some of the
Sanhedrin (Jewish High Court) separated themselves from
Mordechai.

A number of difficulties emerge. Why did these members of
Sanhedrin distance themselves from Mordechai? Were they
jealous of his ministerial status? Didn’t Hashem just save klal
yisrael through Mordechai? How could his colleagues, members
of the Sanhedrin, snub him? Alternatively, did Mordechai truly do
something wrong, thereby warranting censure?

The gemara does not clearly explain why these members of the
Sanhedrin acted in this way towards Mordechai. Rashi writes that
they did this because “he (Mordechai) was idle from Torah and
took on a governmental leadership role.” Rashi suggests that their
distancing from him was because of Mordechai’s actions after the
Purim story. Mordechai did not return to his former role as Rosh
Sanhedrin (Head of the Court) and instead assumed an active role
in running the kingdom. 
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If so, did Mordechai err in working for the kingdom? It appears
from the megilla that Mordechai could not turn his back on
Achashveirosh after being given greater responsibility. Nor would
doing so seemingly be in the interest of the Jewish community. 

Medrash Shmuel on Maseches Avos (3:10) offers what may be a
touch of realism when working on behalf of the klal - the
community. The verse in Avos states:
"Epnid dgFp mFwnd gEx ,Epnid dgFp zFixad gExy lk", roughly translated:
Hashem is pleased with one who makes things well for people.
Medrash Shmuel comments that the mishna does not say making
things well for “all” people, rather for “people.” That is because it
is nearly impossible to make everyone happy. This may explain
our drasha, as it is reasonable that Mordechai would only be
beloved by most of the people. This conveys an important lesson
for people who work on behalf of the commuinty: The goal is to
try to satisfy all needs with the expectation that not everyone will
be satisified.

The Ksav Sofer has two interesting essays that address this drasha.
In an essay on Purim he poses the question: How could people
reject Mordechai? 

He suggests that the rejection of Mordechai is related to the taxes
levied on the entire populace at the end of the megilla (10:1).
These Jews felt that Mordechai could have and should have
intervened to exempt them from the taxes, taxes that made
everyone poor (gemara megilla 11a). Mordechai, however, was
concerned for future generations, when the Jews would not be a
feared people. Having a religious tax exemption could prove
dangerous to them, a point of ire for the society at large. Most of
the Jews understood this. Those that did not were upset with
Mordechai. 

In his chidushim on Maseches Megilla, the Kesav Sofer asks the
inverse question: How could Mordechai allow himself to be pulled
away from talmud Torah? Esther informs Achashveirosh of the
plot on his life and specifically notes Mordechai as the source of
the information. Likely, it was at Mordechai’s behest that his
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involvement was noted which would surely pull him out of the
bais hamedrash! And this was before any threat on the Jewish
community had surfaced. 

The Kesav Sofer, quoting from Sefer Yosifun, relates that prior to
the Purim story, Mordechai had a dream that the Jewish people
would soon be in danger. He realized that informing
Achashveirosh of the assassination threat would ingratiate him to
the king and may create the potential for a future opportunity to
save the Jewish people, a prediction that came true. In this vein,
Mordechai fell into the role of protector of Klal Yisroel. 

Was Mordechai to be faulted for his involvement in the king’s
government? According to the Kesav Sofer, no. Mordechai was
given the opportunity to fulfil this task and he rose to the occasion.
According to the Chasam Sofer, father of the Kesav Sofer,
Mordechai is to be faulted. In a drasha for Parshas Zachor, the
Chasam Sofer writes that Hashem has many avenues through
which to save Klal Yisroel. The fact that Hashem chose to pull
Mordechai out of the bais medrash for this task instead of
someone else or a different method, demonstrates that Mordechai
considered his own talmud Torah not of utmost importance. This
idea is highlighted by the continuation of the gemara in Megilla
16b: Talmud Torah is greater that hatzolas nefoshos (saving lives).
The gemara proves this from the fact that Mordechai, on a list of
important Jewish people, is seemingly lowered in importance
despite his promotion in the secular government. It must be, as
Rashi explains, that his appointment caused his religious status to
be diminished. This does not appear to be the opinion of just some
of the Sanhedrin here. Once the threat manifests, Mordechai has to
step in to help. He is faulted that his Torah scholarship was not as
strong as it should have been before the Purim story takes place. If
it had been, his Torah scholarship would have been left intact and
the Jews would have been saved a different way. 

To those of us involved in professions outside of klei kodesh,
Mordechai would seem to be the ideal role model: talmid
chacham, community leader, successful professional. His
demotion by some would appear an affront to this perspective. It
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would seem from our analysis, though, that this paradigm may not
be exactly true. 

I would suggest that Mordechai himself recognized that, from a
public policy perspective, the lowering of his religious stature was
necessary. The integrity and central importance of talmud Torah is
preserved only by keeping perspective on an ideal of complete
dedication, Toraso u’mnuso (one whose Torah is his “profession”).
Mordechai himself, therefore, would not have been offended by
his estrangement from some of Sanhedrin. Just as it was necessary
for him to become a government minister for the greater good, it
was necessary to subtly note that shift in his commitments for all
the klal (community) to see. 

In commemorating the events of Purim, the Yom Tov of Eniw"
"Elaiwe - “they fulfilled and accepted,” we have the opportunity to
rededicate our efforts to talmud Torah and to dinkge dxFzd cFak.
May we all be zoche to the highest levels of jizxFza Epwlg oze and
to the ultimate Epnia dxdna ,'d zrEyi.
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`vi `l dt lr d`xw
Rabbi Menachem Schrader, `"hily1

_____________________________________________________

zlibn `xewdy "xtqa oexkf z`f aezk" weqtn zcnel .gi dlibna `xnbd
xn`py ,azkd jezn dze` `exwl aiig `l` ,ezaeg ici `vi `l dt lra xzq`
zpeek dxe`kl ".xtqa oexkf z`f aezk" -oexkf my xn`pe "mixkfp" -oexkf o`k
jezn dta d`ixw ici lr rvazdl zaiig dxezd on wlnr zxikfy `xnbd
jezn dta miiwzdl zaiig dlibnd z`ixw s` deey dxifb jezne ,azkd

.azkd

.miyexit ipy zlaeq z`f `xnb zehyt
enk ,okle ,dlibnd z`ixw zeevne wlnr zxikf zeevn oia dey dxifb yiy (1

.dlibnd z`ixw ok ,azkd jezn rvazdl zaiig wlnr zxikfy
,wlnr xekfl dxezd zeevn meiw zeidl zpeekn dnvr dlibnd z`ixw aeig (2
d`xwl miaiig dlibnd z`ixw ici lr wlnr zxikf zeevn miiwl ick `linne

.wlnr zxikf ly meiw lka enk ,xtqd jezn

jezn d`ixw zyxec `ziixe`c wlnr zxikf zeevny xexa miyexitd ipya
.xtqd

dlibn `xnba `ziixad `iade ,wlnr zxikf zeevn `iad d:d miklna m"anxd
`l" weqtdn ala dgkyl xeq`e ,"xekf" weqtdn dta d`xwl miaiigy .gi
epeyln .llk wlnr zxikf zeevn iabl xtq oic `ian m"anxd oi` la` ".gkyz
`l dyxtd z`ixw zaeg mvr mb .azkd jezn d`xwl daegy mircei epiid `l
eay xeaic lky eixac zernyn ,daxc` `l` ,m"anxd ixacn mircei epiid
z`py xekfl xacn eze`l mxeb dfy lk ezaeg ici ea mi`vei wlnr mixikfn

 .wlnr zai`e

ezxkf` jeza m"anxd xikfd `l dxezd z`ixwa xekf zyxt z`ixw zevn mb
k:bi dlitz zeklda `l` ,'d wxt mikln zeklda wlnr zxikf zeevn ly
fnx oi` my .dxezd z`ixw zekld zxbqna zeiyxt rax` z`ixw oic ez`ada
z`ixwy m"anxd zrc dxe`kl .dxezd on `id xekf zyxt z`ixwy dfl

.opaxcn `l` epi` xekf zyxt

1. Rabbi Schrader, of Efrat, Israel, is a talmid of R’ Soloveitchik zt”l and
of R’ Aharon Lichtenstein, shlit”a and currently oversees the Seif Jewish
Learning Initiative on Campus.
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Purim            

miyexitd ipyly .gi dlibn `xnbd zehyt m"anxd lr dyw mewn lkn
ici mi`vei `le ,xtqd jezn dta d`ixw zyxec wlnr zxikf zeevn epxkfdy

.xtq `la dta d`ixwa daeg

miaiigy "xtqa oexkf z`f aezk" weqtdn cenild m"anxd itly ,d`xpde
xtqay wlnr zxikf zyxta ixd .llk wlnr zxikf zeevna oic epi` xtq
dynl ieeiva wx `ed xtqd oipr .xtq xkfen oi` `vz ik zyxt seq mixac
l`xyi llk da deehvpy dxikfd zeevnn wlg epi`e ,"xtqa oexkf z`f" aezkl
zeklda wlnr zxikf zeevn zxkfda xtq jxev `ian m"anxd oi` okl .zexecl

 .d:d mikln

minide" gk:h xzq` zlibna weqtl "xtqa oexkf z`f aezk" oia d`eeydd
dlinay "lrtp"d jezn `wec `ed "xece xec lka miyrpe mixkfp dl`d
dcaer raew weqtd `l` ,aiign ieeiv lret `edy "xekf" xne` epi`y ,"mixkfp"
e` dey dxifbd jezn .dxikfd ite` yxtn epi`e ,mixkfp dl`d minidy

 d`eeyddzipeirxd"mixkfp" zeevn meiwy xxazn "xtqa oexkf z`f aezk"l 
oexkf" aezkl did ziyi` dyn deehvp eay "oexkf"dy enk ,"xtq" yxec
lr wx miiwzn dfe ",xtq" meiw zyxec dlibnd z`ixw zeevny `vei ".xtqa

".xtq" meiw oi` `nlra d`ixwa ik ,xtqd jezn d`ixw ici

miiwzn ,epax dynl zcgein devn `idy ,"xtqa oexkf z`f aezk" zeevn meiw
ef devn .dxez xtqd jezae ,dxezd on wlg xeza wlnr zyxt zaizk ici lr
zniiwzn "wlnr jl dyr xy` z` xekf" zeevn .d`ixw mey ila mb zniiwzn
dlibnd z`ixw zeevn la` .azkd jezn `ly mb ,dta xeaic e` ,d`ixwa
meiw epiidc ,cg` aelya el` zeiyxt izy meiw sexiv ici lr wx zniiwzn
"xtqa oexkf z`f aezk" oipr meiwe ,dlibnd z`ixw ici lr wlnr zxikf zeevn
zeevnl yxcp epi` dfd ipyd meiwd .xtq jezn `wec dlibnd z`ixw ici lr

".xtq" yxec oexkf ".oexkf" oipr meiwl `l` ,"xekf"

lke mi`iapd ixtq lk" gi:a dlibn zekld seqa dkldl `ian m"anxd
zniiw `id ixd ,xzq` zlibnn ueg giynd zenil lhail oicizr miaezkd
okzi ".mlerl oilha opi`y dt lray dxez ly zekldke dxez iyneg dyngk
xzq`a aezkk ,ycewd iazk xeza xzq` zlibn zaizky `id jkl daiqy
zx`yp `linne ,"xtqa oexkf z`f aezk" ly meiw ea yi ,"xtqa azkpe" al:h
zeidl zaiig dlibnd zaizk df llbay okzi .gvpl dnvr dxezk zizernyn
,oibz mre dnyl ceair mr mipey`x dnk itle ,hehxy mr ,dxez ly daizkk
aezk" ly meiw dzaizka yiy oeik ,dxez xtq zaizk jynd `id ezaizky

".xtqa oexkf z`f
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wlnra 'd zngln ,zigvp `id dlek dxezd lky it lr s`y siqedl d`xpe 
s` mixet qp zxikf zeevny d`xpe ,cgein ote`a (fh:fi zeny) "xec xecn" `id
xzq`) dlibnd z`ixw zevn micnel epnny weqta aezkk ,df owz lr `ed
xzq` zlibn z`ixw ".xece xec lka miyrpe mixkfp dl`d minide" (gk:h
z`f" jynd dedne ,xg` xeca ef dngln jynd lr d`ixw `id azkd jezn

".xtqa oexkf

ipy ea yi "mixkfp" zaegy zyxec  m"anxd it lr `xnbd zpad ,dpwqnl
dlibnd z`ixwa cgia mialzyny ,"oexkf" zaege "xekf" zaeg ,micxtp mineiw

.xtqd jezn
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The Court Jew
Yossi Markovitz
_____________________________________________________

We are all familiar with this term.  Sometimes we react to this
characterization in a positive light, referring to a Jew who rose
through the ranks of government and is now able to protect his or
her people from within the foreign administration.  However,
sometimes “Court Jew” is used as a derogatory term, a label for
one who is more concerned with the ruling party’s needs than
those of his brothers.  But perhaps both depictions are accurate and
the truth lies somewhere in between.  

In the Pesach story, when Moshe is commanded by G-d to
confront Pharaoh his initial response is disappointing:

"dŸr §x ©t i¦p ¥rn̈ §W¦i Ki ¥̀ §e i©l ¥̀  Er §nẄÎ Ÿ̀l l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦iÎi¥p §A o ¥d"
“Behold, even the Children of Israel didn't listen to me, so how
will Pharaoh listen to me?" (Shemot 6:12)

In the Purim story, when Esther is asked by Mordechai to
approach Achashverosh on behalf of her people, she comes up
with a barrage of excuses:

x ¤W£̀ dẌ ¦̀ §e Wi ¦̀ ÎlM̈ x ¤W£̀ mi ¦r §cFi K¤l ¤O ©d zFpi ¦c §nÎm©r §e K¤l ¤O ©d i ¥c §a ©rÎlM̈
c ©a§l zi ¦nd̈§l FzC̈ z ©g ©̀  ` ¥xT̈¦iÎ Ÿ̀l x ¤W£̀ zi ¦ni¦p §R ©d x¥vg̈ ¤dÎl ¤̀  K¤l ¤O ©dÎl ¤̀ Î`Faï

K¤l ¤O ©dÎl ¤̀  `Fäl i ¦z` ¥x §w¦p Ÿ̀l i ¦p£̀ ©e dïg̈ §e ad̈G̈ ©d hi ¦a §x ©WÎz ¤̀  K¤l ¤O ©d FlÎhi ¦WFi x ¤W£̀ ¥n
:mFi mi ¦WFl §W d¤f

All the king’s servants, and the people of the king’s provinces, do
know, that whosoever, whether man or women, shall come unto
the king into the inner court, who is not called, there is one law of
his to put him to death, except such to whom the king shall hold
out the golden sceptre, that he may live: but I have not been called
to come in unto the king these thirty days.  (Esther 4:11)

What could make these heroes of our tradition vacillate during
these golden opportunities? When we read about their hesitation to
act should we view it as a sign of cowardice or prudence?
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In his wonderfully insightful book on Megillat Esther, “The
Dawn,” Yoram Hazony suggests that we delve into the mindset of
a Court Jew by studying the paradigm of the role - the life of Yosef
Ha’tzaddik.

Anyone familiar with the impressive story of Yosef in Egypt
elevated from the position of a lowly kidnapped slave can infer
that he is energetic and ambitious, that he is brave and resilient.
However, we should also notice that he is skillful at conforming to
his surroundings to please his new hosts.  During his remarkable
rise to becoming vizier to Pharoah, Yosef resolves to:

1. Shave his beard
2. Interpret dreams
3. Adopt an Egyptian name
4. Wear Egyptian clothes
5. Wear gold and silver
6. Ride in a chariot
7. Swear in the name of Pharoah
8. Marry the daughter of the Egyptian high priest
9. Order his father embalmed
10. He even names his son Menashe; stating that “G-d has made
me forget my father’s house.”  

These are just some of the great compromises Yosef makes to gain
favor in the eyes of Egypt. At this point in the story one could
easily confuse Yosef for a sycophant, a backstabber, a deserter, or
worse. Clearly, we know better than to castigate him.  We have the
good fortune of knowing the remainder of the story, including
when Yosef reveals to his brothers his benevolent motives and
noble interests in rising to power:

i ¦p ©gl̈ §W dï §g ¦n§l i ¦M dP̈ ¥d i ¦zŸ̀  m ¤Y §x ©k §nÎi ¦M m ¤ki¥pi¥r §A x ©g¦iÎl ©̀ §e Ea §vr̈ ¥YÎl ©̀  dŸ ©r §e
x ¤W£̀ mi¦pẄ W ¥ng̈ cFr §e u ¤x ῭ d̈ a ¤x ¤w §A ar̈ẍd̈ m¦i ©zp̈ §W d¤fÎi ¦M  :m ¤ki¥p §t¦l miwŸl¡̀
zFi£g ©d§lE u ¤x ῭ Ä zi ¦x ¥̀ §W m ¤k̈l mEUl̈ m ¤ki¥p §t¦l miwŸl¡̀ i ¦p ¥gl̈ §W¦I ©e  :xi ¦vẅ §e Wi ¦xg̈Îoi ¥̀

... miwŸl¡̀d̈ i ¦M dP̈ ¥d i ¦zŸ̀  m ¤Y §g©l §W m ¤Y ©̀Î Ÿ̀l dŸ ©r §e  :dl̈Ÿc §B dḧi¥l §t¦l m ¤k̈l
And now, do not be distressed and do not be angry with yourselves
for selling me here, because it was to save lives that G-d sent me
ahead of you. For two years now there has been famine in the
land, and for the next five years there will be no plowing and
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reaping. But G-d sent me ahead of you to preserve for you on
earth and to save your lives by a great deliverance.  So then, it
was not you who sent me here, but God.
(Beraishit 45:5-8) 
 
Clearly, Yosef is focused on using his position to shield his people
from harm, but in order to do so he must please the king.  The
more he pleases the king, the more he is fulfilling his duty, the
more lives he can save, the more he is serving G-d.  If he were to
disobey Pharaoh, he would be committing the ultimate sin. His
fealty to the king is a yoke he must bear in fulfilling his divine
mission.

Moreover, this mindset can explain Yosef’s aggressiveness in
consolidating power for the Egyptian king at the end of Vayigash:

w©fg̈Îi ¦M Ed ¥cÜ Wi ¦̀  m¦i ©x §v ¦n Ex §kn̈Îi ¦M dŸr §x ©t§l m¦i ©x §v ¦n z ©n §c ©̀ ÎlM̈Îz ¤̀  s ¥qFi o ¤w¦I©e
d¥v §w ¦n mi ¦xr̈¤l FzŸ̀  xi ¦a¡r ¤d mr̈d̈Îz ¤̀ §e :dŸr §x ©t§l u ¤x ῭ d̈ i ¦d §Y©e ar̈ẍd̈ m ¤d¥l£r

 :Ed¥vẅÎc ©r §e m¦i ©x §v ¦nÎlEa §b
So Yosef bought all the land in Egypt for Pharaoh. The Egyptians,
one and all, sold their fields, because the famine was too severe
for them. The land became Pharaoh’s, and Yosef reduced the
people to servitude, from one end of Egypt to the other.
(Beraishit 47:20-21)

After the Egyptians have no more money to purchase food, they
are required to surrender their property to the king and work as
sharecroppers.  This extreme measure certainly lacks compassion,
like kicking someone when he’s already down.  We’d like to think
that Yosef doesn’t believe in price gouging.  Yet, strengthening
Pharaoh’s grip on his citizens at all costs is to Yosef no different
than being gentle and loving to his fellow Jew.  They are two sides
of the same coin.  This is the complicated dichotomy with which
these heroic individuals grapple.  This is the world of the court
Jew.

The midrash in Beraishit Rabba (100:4) declares, “The
enslavement of the Jewish people began after the death of
Yaakov.”  Chronologically, we know this is not accurate.  Actual
slavery did not begin until at least the death of Yosef and his
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brothers.  The midrash must be alluding to something else.  What
follows is an amazing insight.

After the famine ends, Pharaoh is eager to keep Yaakov and his
sons in Egypt.  Maybe he was impressed with the financial
contributions that the family had made to the country and was
afraid to lose them.  Alternatively, he may have feared that the
clan would return to Eretz Canaan and cause military instability
on the border.  Either way, he is adamant about Yosef’s family
staying local and even designates Goshen as their community.

With his last breaths, Yaakov makes his sons swear that they will
bury his body in the city of Chevron.  Yosef is now confronted
with the same gut-wrenching paradox that Moshe and Esther will
grapple with in later generations.  He is bound to obey his father,
but it will force him to act against the king’s interests.  Confusion
and panic set into Yosef.  Ultimately the great politician, the
second to the throne, approaches some random officer in the
government with a meek plea:

xŸn ¥̀l i¦p ©ri ¦A §W ¦d i ¦a ῭   :xŸn ¥̀l dŸr §x ©t i¥p §f ῭ §A `p̈ÎEx §A ©C m ¤ki¥pi¥r §A o ¥g i ¦z`v̈n̈ `p̈Îm ¦̀
`P̈Îd¤l¡r ¤̀  dŸ ©r §e i ¦p ¥x §A §w ¦Y dÖẄ o ©r©p §M u ¤x ¤̀ §A i¦l i ¦zi ¦xM̈ x ¤W£̀ i ¦x §a ¦w §A z ¥n i ¦kŸp ῭  d¥P ¦d

:däEW ῭ §e i ¦a ῭ Îz ¤̀  dẍ §A §w ¤̀ §e
If I have found favor in your eyes, speak to Pharaoh for me. Tell
him, “My father made me swear an oath and said, ‘I am about to
die; bury me in the tomb I dug for myself in the land of Canaan.’
Now let me go up and bury my father; then I will return.”

How shocking!  Yosef doesn’t even have the temerity to approach
Pharaoh with this question himself.  He was certainly a daily
visitor to the inner chamber but he now acts like the lowly slave
who arrived in Egypt years before.  Instead of telling the king that
he needs some well deserved time off, he shifts the blame to his
father Yaakov for putting him in this predicament and grovels for
mercy.  What caused this rapid diminution to occur to our fearless
forefather? 

Hazony explains, “As compelling as the story of Yosef is, it is an
illusion.  For the first among slaves may be powerful, but a slave
he remains, subject to annihilation by his master at a moment’s
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notice, in Pharaoh’s house no less than in that of Potiphar.”  The
midrash is indeed correct.  The slavery in Egypt truly begins with
the death of Yaakov because Yosef is now challenged with
confronting Pharaoh with the burial request and realizes what little
power he actually has.

Esther confronts the same reality when she is asked to confront
Achashverosh.  She hesitates because she prefers to accomplish
her goals by remaining in the good graces of the king. It may be
that Moshe tries to sidestep his command because he feels he
could do more without angering the man in whose house he grew
up.  The life of a court Jew is volatile.  Each one of our national
heroes had a great desire to further the cause of the Jewish people.
Each one was wildly successful.  Yet each one struggled with the
right approach at a critical juncture.  That is what makes their
stories even more educational.

As we navigate the challenges in our own lives, it can be
frustrating when we don’t know which decision will have the best
outcome.  Sometimes there is need for an extreme transition, and
those are often painful.  We may do well to consider the lives of
our beloved heroes who struggled during their own challenging
periods and managed to succeed in the end.
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Will the “Real” Adar Please Stand up? 
A Connection between Purim and Pesach
Based on a shiur from R’ Meir Soloveitchik
Miriam Fried
_____________________________________________________

This year is a leap year in the Jewish calendar, putting an
additional month of Adar on our calendar.  The Sanhedrin (Jewish
high court) instituted this additional month to ensure that Pesach
will remain in the Spring, chodesh ha’aviv.  The question arises as
to which Adar is the “true” Adar- Adar I or Adar II?  Many of us
assume Adar II is the “real” Adar, as this is when Purim is
ultimately observed.  But this was not a given. The gemara in
megilla (daf vuv) discusses when Purim should be observed- Adar
I or II.  

dpye dpy lk dn .dpye dpy lka xaq iqei iaxa xfril` iax - dpye dpy lka
.dpye dpy lka xaq b"ayxe .hayl jenqd xc` o`k s` hayl jenqd xc`
iax `nlya .oqipl jenqd xc` o`k s` oqipl jenqd xc` dpye dpy lk dn
i`n b"ayx `l` ,zevnd lr oixiarn oi`c `nrh xazqn iqei iaxa xfril`
dle`bl dle`b jnqn l`ilnb oa oerny iaxc `nrh iah iax xn` ?`nrh

.sicr

Rabbi Eliezer B’Rabi Yosi suggests that Purim should be
celebrated in the Adar closest to the month of Shevat, Adar I, in
congruence with the concept of zevnd lr oixiarn oi` - not letting an
opportunity to do a mitzvah pass by.  Rabbi Shimon ben Gamliel
holds the opposite, that Purim be celebrated in the Adar closest to
chodesh Nissan, or Adar II.  He bases this on the concept of jnqn
sicr dle`bl dle`b - it is preferable to link holidays celebrating our
redemption and salvation. We ultimately hold like the latter
opinion, celebrating Purim in Adar II, but why is this so?  Isn’t the
principle of not letting a mitzvah pass by at least as compelling as
the concept of linking the holidays commemorating our
redemptions? Shouldn’t we “spread the wealth” and space out
Purim and Pesach so that we are celebrating and remembering our
salvation throughout the year, and not in such close proximity to
each other.  (And wouldn’t celebrating Purim in Adar I make the
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Pesach cleaning process much easier too?) Why then do we hold
like Rabbi Shimon ben Gamliel, and celebrate Purim in Adar II?
Why is it so important to be jnFq (juxtapose) the two zFlE`b
(redemptions), even at the expense of zevnd lr oixiarn oi`. 

Another question based on this gemara is why we celebrate the
Bar Mitzvah of a boy born in Adar of a non-leap year in Adar II,
when the concept of connecting the zFlE`b is not relevant.
Shouldn’t we celebrate in Adar I in that case?

In order for a boy to be considered a Bar Mitzvah, he has to be
entering his 13th year, having completed 12 years.  In a leap year,
where there are two Adars, he would not have completed his 12th

year if he celebrated in the first Adar, as there is an additional
Adar that year. So celebrating in Adar II is a necessary result of
him having to complete 12 years of living.  

Our first question still remains. Why is being jnFq the zFlE`b so
important here? Rabbi Soloveitchik suggests the following. Pesach
and Purim are inherently related in that Purim actually helps us get
ready for Pesach. One of the key components of Pesach is that of
mixvnn `vi `Ed Eli`k Fnvr z` zF`xl mc` aiig - to take a historical
occurrence and literally feel as if it happened to us,  to actually
experience the redemption. This is not an easy task, as it requires a
leap of the imagination. Parenthetically, this is one reason that our
children play such an integral role in the Pesach seder, as their
imaginative spirit helps us  rekindle our own imaginations. Purim
shares this concept as well, of us re-experiencing what our
ancestors went through in that time. We fast as the Jews then
fasted. We send mishloach manot to foster our friendships, as the
achdus (unity) of the Jewish people at that time helped bring about
the dlE`b. Megillat Esther is an zxb`, a letter,  as opposed to a xtq.
An zxb`, a letter, is contemporaneous, while a xtq, a book,
denotes something that happened in the past.  When you receive a
letter and read it, the contents are news to you, even if it was
written a while ago and took some time to arrive.  A letter is in the
present. Even the brachot we say at Megillah reading remind us of
this. While the bracha we recite before the Megillah - miqip dyry
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EpizFa`l - is in the past tense, the bracha at the end is in the present
tense- Epznwp z` mwFpd - as if the redemption happened to us. 

Purim, therefore, represents both past and present.  Purim trains us
and prepares us for Pesach.  It is the first exercise in our
imagination to get us into the “spirit” (pun intended) of mc` aiig
mixvnn `vi `Ed Eli`k Fnvr z` zF`xl, thus enriching our Pesach
redemption experience.  May the commemorations of  the
redemptions of Purim and Pesach bring about the dlE`b in our day,
aFxwa. 
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From Purim to Pesach: 
Leaping From One Geulah to the Next
Avi Strauss
_____________________________________________________

ilztp oa xi`n oinipa ixen ia` znyp ielirl

During the Jewish leap year, the original Adar is, by and large,
stripped of its Purim trappings and the leap month of Adar takes
center stage as the celebratory month of Purim.  The reasoning
behind the arrangement is quite familiar to us: the juxtaposition of
Purim and Pesach in succeeding months ensures the thematic
continuity between the two holidays, preserving the semichus
(proximity) of one geulah (redemption) to the next.1  

But, while it is true that a shared theme of geulah animates each of
these holidays, the goal in juxtaposing the two holidays seems
otherwise hollow without a deeper understanding of what Chazal
were trying to accomplish.  This article endeavors to explain
Chazal’s objective in linking Purim and Pesach by identifying the
thematic current that runs through both holidays.  Moreover, this
article suggests that the Megillah intentionally borrows imagery
and literary references from the Pesach narrative in order to train
our minds to appreciate the similarities between the two
experiences.  

Purim:
It is often suggested that disunity rendered the Jewish people
vulnerable to the machinations of Haman.2  It was the unflattering
description of the Jewish people as an "minrd oia cxetne xfetn mr"3

that Haman offered to Achashveirosh in requesting the king’s
approval of his campaign to wipe out all the Jews in the kingdom.
Beyond the face value meaning that the description likely held for
Achashveirosh, the Kli Yakar suggests it reflected a nation whose

1. See Gemara Megilla 6b.
2. See Rabbi Beinish Ginsburg, “Parshas Shekalim - Achdus.” 
3. Esther 3:8.
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individual members were "xfetn" from one another and "cxetn"
from Hashem.4  The twinned fracturing of the Jewish people’s
relationship with Hashem and with one another exposed them to
the existential threat of Purim.   

Displays of unity were necessary to provide some sort of antidote
to the disease of discord.  According to R. Shlomo Alkabetz’s
Manos HaLevi, the gathering of klal yisrael to fast (Esther 4:16)
was a showing of solidarity designed to offer a measure of tikkun
(remedy).  Moreover, the mitzvos of mishloach manos and
matanos la’evyonim provided mediums through which to promote
the cohesiveness of the Jewish community and reinforce the
message of achdus (unity) for all generations.  

Finally, the restoration of national unity provided the appropriate
and necessary backdrop to the climax of the Purim
redemption—the matan Torah-like experience of elaiwe eniiw"
"micedid.5  The Jewish people re-accepted the yoke of Torah and
mitzvos, but only after they self-identified and acted as a collective
unity.  In fact, Esther’s own personal journey might reflect the
nation-wide transformation that played out in the Purim story.  At
Mordechai’s behest, Esther initially assumes the crown under an
“alias”—as a queen with no national affiliations or responsibilities.
It is only once Esther reveals her Jewish roots to Achashveirosh
that Hashem brings about the redemption.  

Pesach:
A mere seven weeks after the Jewish people escaped from Egypt,
Bnei Yisrael experienced the Divine revelation at Har Sinai and
accepted Torah and mitzvos.  The unprecedented gathering was
punctuated by the Jewish people’s remarkable showing of
solidarity and cohesion, famously likened by Rashi to that of yi`"
"cg` ala cg`.6  On the surface, the impressive display of unity
would seem to belie any assertion that dysfunction and discord
could have possibly contaminated the Jewish community in Egypt,
much less been the driving force behind the exile in Egypt.

4. Kli Yakar, Shemos 17:8.
5. Esther 9:27.
6. Rashi, Shemos 19:2.
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However, Rashi’s beautiful portrayal of the Jewish unity at Har
Sinai as that of "cg` ala cg`  yi`" only tells half of the story.
Rashi himself observes in the very next line of his Torah
commentary that, in contrast to the inspirational showing of unity
at Har Sinai, "zwelgnae znerxza zeipgd lk x`y".  All of the other
encampments, both before and after mattan Torah, were marred by
strife and infighting.  

The Midrash Tanchuma further highlights how unprecedented it
was for the generation of yotzei Mitzrayim (those that left Egypt)
to achieve any measure of achdus (unity), much less on the level
of  "cg` ala cg` yi`".  According to the Midrash, Hashem wanted
to give the Torah to the Jewish people from the moment they left
Egypt, but could not because of the constant bickering among the
people.  Hashem could not give the Torah, described in Mishlei
3:17 as  "mely dizeaizp lke mrep ikxc dikxc"  and characterized by the
midrash as "mely dlek", to the Jewish people until the nation
reflected the very unity embodied by the Torah.  

In truth, disunity was both the main impetus behind the Jewish
people’s enslavement in Egypt and the primary obstacle that stood
in the way of the redemption.  The struggle between Yosef and his
brothers initiated Bnei Yisrael’s descent to Mitzrayim and
ultimately triggered years of national enslavement and suffering.
Similarly, a nationwide culture of baseless hatred and disjunction
perpetuated and prolonged the exile.  Chazal teach us that Moshe
himself came to this realization ("xacd rcep ok`") when he tried to
defuse a fight between Dasan and Aviram and was
unceremoniously threatened with the prospect of Dasan and
Aviram informing on him to Pharaoh.7    

It is likely not coincidental that Dasan and Aviram responded to
Moshe’s rebuke with the accusatory retort of xy yi`l jny in" 
 "?epilr hteye,8 a rejoinder that is reminiscent of the brothers’

7. See Rashi, Shemos 2:14.
8. Shemos 2:14.
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rebuke to Yosef- "?epa leynz leyn m` ,epilr jelnz jelnd".9  Moshe
Rabbeinu may well have viewed the episode between Dasan and
Aviram as an indication that the same communal problems which
precipitated the exile and slavery continued to persist and prevent
the geulah (redemption).  If so, it is symbolically significant that
Moshe sought out the bones of Yosef before leaving Egypt.  By
fulfilling the brothers’ promise to Yosef, Moshe advanced the
unity of klal yisrael and modeled for the Jewish people the
restoration of unity that would be necessary to sustain a course of
geulah.

Nevertheless, the path to the unity of Har Sinai was not smooth.
The very disunity that Moshe recognized as an existential threat to
the Jewish people reared its ugly head almost immediately in the
nation’s sojourn through the desert.  According to the Kli Yakar,10

Amalek was only able to attack Bnei Yisrael in Refidim because of
their failure to cultivate positive relationships bein adam
la’chaveiro (between man and his fellow man)  and bein adam
la’makom (between man and G-d).  Amalek capitalized on the
vacuum of shalom.

Purim and Pesach Parallels:
The above-presented accounts of the Purim and Pesach narratives
reveal that the two stories share the same basic framework.  In
both cases, disunity plagued the Jewish people, Amalek exploited
that disunity to attack us, and, finally, the redemption culminated
in a newfound national unity and commitment to Torah and
mitzvos.  Other, more nuanced similarities between Purim and
Pesach draw our attention to their common themes as well.  

In many ways, the specter of Yosef permeates the story of Purim
and reminds us that the brothers’ failings bein adam la’chaveiro
precipitated galus mitzrayim (the exile in Egypt), much like the
bein adam la’chaveiro deficiencies of the Purim generation
prevented the geulah.  For example, Esther becoming queen and
Mordechai ultimately ascending to the position of mishneh
la’melech (second to the king) parallels Yosef’s rise in the royal

9. Bereishis 37:8.
10. Shemos 17:8.
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house of Pharaoh and a place among his inner circle.  So too,
Esther’s concealment of her identity reminds us of Yosef hiding
his identity from the brothers upon their arrival in Egypt.        

The parallels between the events involving Bigsan and Teresh, on
the one hand, and Dasan and Aviram, on the other, are manifest as
well.  Bigsan and Teresh speak ill of King Achashveirosh and
conspire to overthrow him. Mordechai overhears them
scheming ("ikcxnl xacd rceeie") and saves Achashveirosh from a
potential coup by informing on them to the king.  Similarly, Dasan
and Aviram inform on Moshe Rabbeinu to Pharaoh, and Moshe
Rabbeinu responds to the news, saying "xacd rcep ok`" - “Indeed, it
is known.” In the end, Achashveirosh kills Bigsan and Teresh for
their disloyalty, while Pharoah unsuccessfully tries to kill Moshe
Rabbeinu.  Mordechai endears himself to the king for his heroic
act, while Moshe Rabbeinu loses his place in Pharaoh’s palace for
his act of defiance.

Esther prepared for her unauthorized audience with the king in
much the same way as the generation of yotzei Mitzrayim prepared
for their encounter with Hashem at Har Sinai.  Esther designated
three days as fast days before she dared approach the king, much
like the Jewish people spent three days preparing for mattan Torah
(the giving of the Torah).  In both cases, the punishment for
approaching without permission was certain death.  Just as Esther
knew that entering the king’s chambers without permission
ordinarily warranted a penalty of death, the Jewish people were
warned that any intrusion onto Har Sinai would result in certain
death.  

The Purim story ended with the happy result of dxe` dzid micedil" 
 "dgnye, much like the Pesach narrative records that, during the
plague of darkness, "mzeayena xe` did l`xyi ipa lkle".11  In both
cases, the Jewish people took advantage of that “light” to secure
for themselves the spoils of victory.  In the Megillah, the Jewish
people took advantage of their newfound good fortune to loot their
enemies ("feal mllye").  So too, the midrashim tell us that during

11. Shemos 10:23.
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the plague of darkness, the Jewish people used the light they were
afforded to scout out the booty available for capture from their
Egyptian neighbors.12       

Conclusion:
The Purim and Pesach geulah narratives track the struggles and
triumphs of Bnei Yisrael along its path of development into a
nation with a singular identity and sense of achdus.  In both
instances, the disease of discord infected the Jewish community,
threatened our very existence and nearly killed our spirit.
Ultimately, the salvations of Purim and Pesach evolved from the
restoration of national unity and culminated in the people rallying
around its commitment to the Torah—a Torah whose very nature
secures the unity of the Jewish people and ensures the preservation
of peace.     

12. Seen from another perspective, Bnei Yisrael’s request for valuables
from their Egyptian neighbors, "...edrx z`n yi` el`yie"  (Shemos 11:2),
provides a contrast to the Megillah’s mandate of "edrxl yi` zepn gelyn". 
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From Exodus to Purim -
How Purim Shows Us the Way
Jonathan Kaplan
_____________________________________________________

On a yearly basis we are fortunate to have the opportunity to
review the five books of Moses.  Through this process we get to
re-experience our formative years as a nation.  Every time we
come to the post sEq mi zrixw story I feel the same pain.  Why did
the Jewish people after the exodus and the splitting of the sea turn
around and start complaining?  Not only did they have a clear
vision of Hashem but the Torah tells us explicitly that they
believed in Him:

'd z ¤̀  mr̈d̈ E` §xi¦I ©e m¦i ©x §v ¦n §A 'd dÜr̈ x ¤W£̀ dl̈Ÿc §B ©d cÏ ©d z ¤̀  l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i ` §x©I©eEpi ¦n£̀©I©e 
FC §a ©r d ¤Wn §aE 'da:

And Israel saw the great hand, which the Lord had used upon the
Egyptians, and the people feared the Lord, and they believed in the
Lord and in Moses, His servant. (Exodus 14:31)

It is from this spiritual high that we see a complete reversal.

:d ¤Y §W¦P d ©n xŸn ¥̀N d ¤Wn l©r mr̈d̈ EpŸN¦I ©e
The people complained against Moses, saying, what shall we
drink? (Exodus 15:24)

:xÄ §c ¦O ©A oŸx£d ©̀  l ©r §e d ¤Wn l©r l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i i¥p §A z ©c£r lM̈ EpFN¦I ©e
The entire community of the children of Israel complained against
Moses and against Aaron in the desert. (Exodus 16:2)

oEai ¦x §Y d ©n d ¤Wn m ¤dl̈ x ¤n Ÿ̀I©e d ¤Y §W¦p §e m¦i ©n Ep̈l Ep §Y Ex §n Ÿ̀I ©e d ¤Wn m ¦r mr̈d̈ a ¤xÏ©e
:'d z ¤̀  oEQ©p §Y d ©n i ¦cÖ ¦r

So the people quarreled with Moses, and they said, Give us water
that we may drink and Moses said to them, why do you quarrel
with me? Why do you test the Lord? (Exodus 17:2)

What went wrong?  Where was the point of failure?  
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In order to understand this mystery, we need to appreciate a
fundamental conflict inherent in the Exodus story. 

zF` §a ¦v lM̈ E` §vï d¤G ©d mFI ©d m ¤v ¤r §A i ¦d§i ©e dp̈Ẅ zF` ¥n r ©A §x ©̀ §e dp̈Ẅ mi ¦Wl §W u ¥T ¦n i ¦d§i ©e
m¦iẍ §v ¦n u ¤x ¤̀ ¥n 'd:

lk̈§l mi ¦x ªO ¦W 'd©l d¤G ©d dl̈§i©N ©d `Ed m¦iẍ §v ¦n u ¤x ¤̀ ¥n m ῭ i ¦vFd§l 'd©l `Ed mi ¦x ªO ¦W li¥l
 :mz̈ŸxŸc§l l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i i¥p §A

It came to pass at the end of four hundred and thirty years, and it
came to pass in that very day, that all the legions of the Lord went
out of the land of Egypt.
It is a night of anticipation for the Lord, to take them out of the
land of Egypt; this night is the Lord’s, guarding all the children of
Israel throughout their  generations. (Exodus 12: 41-42)

Rashi explains:
ux`n m`ivedl ezghad miiwl el dtvne xney d"awd didy :mixny lil

:mixvn
It is a night of anticipation: for which the Holy One, blessed be
He, was waiting and anticipating, [in order] to fulfill His promise
to take them out of the land of Egypt.

What Rashi is telling us, in other words, is that this was an event
that was destined to happen from the time of Hashem’s covenant
with Avraham.  If the exodus was predestined to happen, then we
are faced with the question of our personal significance in the
process.  (Rambam confronts these issues in Hilchot Teshuva
chapters 4-6).  Once we understand this to be an underlying issue
in the exodus story we can understand where things went wrong
for the Jewish people.  In fact, the last line of the daixn in story
jumps out at us.

 xŸn ¥̀l 'd z ¤̀  mz̈ŸQ©p l ©r §e l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i i¥p §A ai ¦x l ©r däi ¦x §nE dQ̈ ©n mFwÖ ©d m ¥W `ẍ §w¦I ©eW¥i£d
:o¦i ῭  m ¦̀  Ep ¥A §x ¦w §A 'd

He named the place Massah [testing] and Meribah [quarreling]
because of the quarrel of the children of Israel and because of
their testing the Lord, saying, Is the Lord in our midst or not?
(Exodus 17:7)

Their question concerning Hashem was not whether or not He
existed or was capable.  Rather their question was, “Is Hashem
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with us or not.”  This issue was an outgrowth of the original
conflict - how does the individual matter when events are destined
to happen anyway?  What is astounding is that it is specifically this
mindset that leads to Amalek’s attack.  The next verse tells of
Amalek coming to attack.  Rashi explains that this is not a
coincidence:

lkl onefne mkipia ip` cinz xnel ,df `xwnl ef dyxt jnq :'ebe wlnr `aie
`a alkdy mkiig ,oi` m` epaxwa 'd yid (f weqt) mixne` mz`e ,mkikxv

:ip` okid oercze il` miwrev mz`e mkz` jyepe
Amalek came, etc.: He [God] juxtaposed this section to this verse,
[“Is the Lord in our midst or not?”] implying: “I am always
among you, and [I am] always prepared for all your necessities,
but you say, ‘Is the Lord in our midst or not?’ By your life, the dog
will come and bite you, and you will cry out to Me, and [then] you
will know where I am.” 

When we question our personal relevance, we in essence
disconnect from the Creator and His direct involvement in our
world.  As a result of this attitude, Amalek attacks.  Amalek sees
everything as coincidence because it doesn’t see the G-d - man
relationship.  When we asked “Is the Lord in our midst or not?” we
were questioning this relationship as well.  

The ultimate rectification of this issue is found in the Purim story.
When Mordechai finds out about Haman’s plan, he goes into
public mourning.  Esther sends her servants to request that
Mordechai stop his public display.  Mordechai responds that the
Jewish People are in grave danger because they are facing their
arch enemy: Amalek ("Edxw xy` lk z`"- “that which had
happened” - code for Amalek who “happened” upon us in the
desert).  Esther counters by saying that she cannot go to the king
because she would be putting herself in danger as it was not her
time to enter into his presence.  Mordechai responds quite
forcefully:

i ¦M m ¦̀ W ¥x£g ©d i ¦Wi ¦x£g ©Y z¥rÄ z Ÿ̀G ©d g©e ¤x dl̈S̈ ©d §e cFn£r©i mi ¦cEd§I©l mFwÖ ¦n x ¥g ©̀ §Y ©̀ §e
zi ¥aE Ki ¦a ῭ Ec ¥a Ÿ̀Y i ¦nE ©r ¥cFi m ¦̀ z¥r§l z Ÿ̀fM̈ §Y ©r©B ¦d :zEk§l ©O©l
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For if you remain silent at this time, relief and rescue will arise for
the Jews from elsewhere, and you and your father's household will
perish; and who knows whether at a time like this you will attain
the kingdom? (Esther 4: 14)

Mordechai’s message here is very powerful and within it lies the
key to our ability to overcome Amalek.  Mordechai does not say to
Esther, “If you don’t go in, the Jews will be killed.”  Rather he
says,  “Esther, the Jews are going to be saved.  The issue here is
about you. What are you going to do?  Are you going to be the one
that makes it happen?  Similar to the exodus story of destiny, the
outcome for the Jewish people here is predestined.  Now it’s about
you.”

We see that Esther understands the message from her response:

K¥l qFp §M z ¤̀ lM̈ mi ¦cEd§I ©d mi ¦̀ §v §n¦P ©d oẄEW §A EnEv §e :i©lr̈
Go, assemble all the Jews who are present in Shushan and fast on
my behalf. (Esther 4: 15)

Her request is for the people to fast for her as this is about her.
We conquer Amalek when we are able to realize that what we, as
individuals do, matters and that Hashem is with us. 

It is with this important idea in mind that we can understand why
the name of Hashem is not complete as long as Amalek is in
existence. The Torah tells us at the end of the Amalek story the
following:

x ¤n Ÿ̀I©e i ¦M cï l©r q¥M D-ï dn̈g̈§l ¦n w¥ln̈£r ©A 'dl xŸC ¦n :xŸC
And He said, For there is a hand on the throne of the Eternal,
[that there shall be] a war for the Lord against Amalek from
generation to generation. (Exodus 17: 16)

dai`e dngln el zeidl e`qka rayil dnxed d"awd ly eci :d-i qk lr ci ik
d"awd rayp !eivgl wlgp myd s`e ?`qk xn`p `le qk edne ,zinler wlnra
eny dgniyke ,elek wlnr ly eny dgniy cr mly e`qk oi`e mly eny oi`y

:mly `qkde mly myd didi
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For there is a hand on the throne of the Eternal: Heb. qk lr ci ik
d-i - The hand of the Holy One, blessed be He, was raised to swear
by His throne, to have a war and [bear] hatred against Amalek for
eternity. Now what is the meaning of q¥M [as opposed to ` ¥q ¦M and
also [why is] the Divine Name divided in half? [I.e., why is the
Name  d-i used instead of  d-e-d-i ?] [The answer is that] the Holy
One, blessed be He, swore that His Name will not be complete and
His throne will not be complete until the name of Amalek is
completely obliterated. And when his name is obliterated, the
Divine Name will be complete, and the throne will be complete.

Why is Hashem’s name lacking?  We see back in the creation
story that Adam is tasked with naming all of the animals.  This
process was crucial as it gave each creature its definition in the
world.  Avot D’Rav Natan (Quoted in Torah Shlema 238) explains
that Hashem tasked Adam to give G-d a name as well. What is the
significance of man giving Hashem a name? Hashem wanted to
see how man understood Him in this world.  Hashem is unlimited
and cannot be captured in a name.  The naming ultimately is an
expression of how we relate to and understand G-d.  The emphasis
in this process is that it matters to G-d how Adam views Him.
There is a desire for a connection between the Divine and man.
When the Jews came out of Egypt and started to complain “Is the
Lord in our midst or not?” there was a breakdown in this
connection.  Amalek, which is opposed to this connection and all
that it represents, used this as an opportunity to attack.  It is from
this point that Hashem’s name is no longer complete.  As long as
Amalek exists, then there is a group in this world that strives for
the separation of the Divine and man. Amalek represents the idea
that the individual does not matter.  As we experience Purim we
must realize that we play a vital role in this world and it is in our
power to bring Hashem into this world. When we actualize this
idea we will merit seeing the final redemption. 
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Hishtadlus is Overrated
Dov Goldman
_____________________________________________________

oEW ¦x£g ©Y m ¤Y ©̀ §e m ¤k̈l m ¥gN̈¦i 'd ... 'd z ©rEW§iÎz ¤̀  E` §xE Ea §S©i §z ¦d (1
w¥ln̈£r ©A m ¥gN̈ ¦d `¥v §e mi ¦Wp̈£̀ Ep̈lÎx ©g §A (2

There seems to be a contradictory approach between the beginning
of glya zyxt and the end.   In both cases the Jews are about to be
attacked by enemies.  At the beginning of the dyxt it is the
Egyptians chasing them and at the end of the dyxt  l`xyi ipa are
attacked by Amalek.  When the Jews are trapped by the sea and
the Egyptian army is approaching, they cry out to Hashem to save
them.  Hashem responds by telling them to stand and watch as He
fights and destroys the powerful Egyptian army.  The Jewish
people have no part in this war and are mere spectators.  A few
days later however, at the end of the dyxt, when they are attacked
by Amalek, there is no mention of Hashem fighting on their
behalf. They are told to select soldiers and to go and battle the
enemy on their own.  They are no longer mere spectators but
active participants.  There seems to be no direct role for Hashem in
this war.  Even the aron kodesh does not go out to battle with
them.

The Mei Shiloach of Ishbitz explains these divergent approaches
allegorically by explaining that Egypt and Amalek represent two
different types of yetzer hara.  The yetzer hara represented by
Egypt denies Hashem’s existence, as evidenced by Egypt’s denial
of Hashem’s role (“who is Hashem?”) and the yetzer hara
represented by Amalek denies man’s “existence,” meaning that
there is nothing special about the role of man in this world
(everything that occurs is happenstance).  The Torah, in describing
the fight with these two yitzrei hara, is telling us that we do not
need to worry ourselves about proving Hashem’s existence in this
world but it is our job to overcome the second and prove that there
is an important role for man in this world.
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The Kedushas Levi explains that Hashem’s involvement (or lack
thereof) stems from the particular nature of the opponents in these
two specific cases.  He explains that when Hashem does miracles
it is a chesed for the nations of the world as it leads to some of
them converting to Judaism (or strengthening the Jewish people’s
belief) and makes them into vessels for kedushas Hashem.  Egypt
deserved to be involved in a miracle because of the chesed they
had shown the children of Israel when they first came to Egypt.
Amalek on the other hand, because they don’t even recognize
Hashem’s existence, do not deserve to have miracles done to them.
The Jewish people are instructed to fight them naturally.

Rabbenu Bachya explains that the reason Hashem fought the
Egyptians and told the Jewish people to sit quietly is because it
was clear that the Egyptians’ intent was not to fight the Jewish
people but to oppose Hashem. They were chasing the Jews to fight
against Hashem.  After the death of the firstborn they had no doubt
about the existence of Hashem and His protection of the Jewish
people.  By attacking the Jews after all of the miracles, Hashem
was telling the Jews that this fight was not theirs but His, and
therefore they had no role but to sit quietly.

The Ramban approaches this from the side of Amalek and explains
why this battle has to be waged by the Jewish people, seemingly
without Hashem’s involvement.  After Amalek is defeated in this
battle at the end of the Parsha, Hashem states that D-ï q¥MÎl©r cïÎi ¦M
xŸC xŸC ¦n w¥ln̈£r ©A 'd©l dn̈g̈§l ¦n – there will be a war with Amalek forever.
In the pasuk the words qk and d-i are incomplete to indicate that
so long as Amalek is in existence Hashem’s throne is divided (qk
instead of `qk and d-i instead of the complete name of Hashem).
Hashem is swearing that His throne and Name won’t be whole
until Amalek is eradicated.  Once the battle with Amalek is
complete and its memory blotted from existence, then Hashem’s
Name and throne will be complete.  In Tehilim 9:7, there is an
allusion to this final victory where it states, "EO ©Y a¥iF`d̈" - “the
enemy has come to an end,” - "dÖ ¥d mẍ §k ¦f c ©a ῭ " “they are lost of
remembrance,” and immediately afterward, the verse continues 9:8
"F` §q ¦M hR̈ §W ¦O©l o¥pFM a ¥W¥i ml̈Fr§l 'd©e" - “For Hashem (spelled out fully)
forever is enthroned, He prepares His throne for judgment.”  Now
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that the enemy (i.e., Amalek) is lost from remembrance, the Name
of Hashem is complete and His throne is spelled whole.  This
battle to eradicate Amalek and unify Hashem’s Name is one that
must be fought without miracles and solely with the efforts of the
Jewish people.

This is why in some opinions, the holiday of Purim will continue
longer than Pesach; it will be celebrated even once Moshiach
comes.  The connection of this battle to the future redemption will
be stronger than Pesach’s connection because Pesach remembers
the original geulah but has no connection to the coming of
Moshiach.

In my opinion the fundamental nature of the two enemies and the
cosmic nature of the conflicts explains why in one, the Jews were
prohibited from being involved in any way in the outcome of the
struggle and in the other, it had to be through their own efforts
without any direct divine intervention. mixvn z`ivi was a one-time
event to free the Israelite slaves to be Hashem’s chosen nation.  It
created the underlying relationship between l`xyi ipa and Hashem
for all time.  Throughout the Torah, we are constantly commanded
to remember that Hashem took us out of mixvn and therefore we
are obligated to obey Him and keep the Torah. The involvement of
the Jewish people in the freedom from their bondage to mixvn
would have been detrimental to this eternal relationship.  Some
Jews would have felt that they were freed from bondage through
their own efforts.  The message of the Egyptian geulah is that we
were freed to serve Hashem.  Our own efforts would have been
fruitless.  As the Haggadah states, “if Hashem had not freed us, we
would still be slaves in Egypt.”  

The battle with Amalek on the other hand, as the Ramban
explained, is eternal, from one generation to another, until its
memory is destroyed.  It is a battle that we need to fight through
our own efforts.  If Hashem had miraculously saved us from
Amalek, that would have defeated the purpose.  Hashem could
destroy Amalek’s remembrance whenever He wants, but for it to
be meaningful, it is a battle that the Jewish people have to fight
themselves throughout all generations until the end of time.  It is
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our effort that counts.  In addition, because this battle is
throughout history, there will be times that it will be waged during
periods of mipt xzqd, when Hashem’s presence is hidden.  The
Jewish people need to be prepared to fight this battle on their own
and not rely on Hashem’s direct intervention.  

This need to fight on our own without Hashem’s direct
intervention, however, has the potential to lead to our defeat even
in victory.  When the Jewish people achieve military victory
through natural means (“choose men and go and fight”), it is easy
to think that it is our military power that caused us to win.  We
could easily forget that everything comes from Hashem.  Even as
we physically beat Amalek, we could be falling to his philosophy
of dxwn, happenstance.  It is possible to believe that it is our
hishtadlus (efforts) that makes the difference.  If Yehoshua recruits
the right soldiers and has a good battle plan, we win.  If not, we
lose.  If this attitude becomes prevalent, than the philosophy of
Amalek wins regardless of the outcome of the battle.

Rabbi Schwab points out that this is why despite making a big
production of Yehoshua having to select soldiers and go fight
Amalek, Moshe has to go on the mountain and raise his hands.  As
the mishna asks, is it Moshe’s hands that cause l`xyi ipa  to win or
lose?  It was when the Jewish soldiers looked to Hashem and
realized that their efforts could only succeed if they had emunah in
Hashem that they were able to win the battle.  The Zohar explains
this is why Moshe instructed Yehoshua to lead the people instead
of doing it himself and he instead remained on top of the hill,
continuously raising his hands heavenward.  He desired to show
the nation that its supreme objective for all time, was to cleave
strongly to God.  This was more important than going out to do
battle.

In fact, the hishtadlus without the emunah would have been
fruitless.  We have to do our part, but ultimately it all comes from
Hashem.  
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The Simcha of Purim and Pesach1

Allen Pfeiffer
_____________________________________________________

We know that dgnya miaxn xc` qpkpyn. Rashi explains this phrase
to mean that we have simcha as we look forward to both Purim and
Pesach. What kind of simcha do we experience at this time of year?
There are three types of simcha that I would like to explore.  The
simcha of this time relates to passion, anticipation and clarity. 

1. The gemara in Megilla daf 13b records the conversation between
Haman and Achashverosh. Haman was an expert in loshon horah,
spreading negativity through seemingly true stories. Haman
explains to Achashverosh that the Jews are powerful at times; they
are unable to be defeated when they unite together with energy and
passion as they did against Pharaoh and Amalek. Those enemies of
the Jewish people were destroyed. However, Haman notices that
now the Jewish people are without passion. They are “am echad -
one nation,” but they are all “sleeping.” He figures that the Jews can
be beaten now. Achashverosh passes the decree against the Jews.
Ultimately, when the Jews “wake up” in reaction to this decree, they
are then able to defeat Haman and Achashverosh. The pasuk in
Megillas Esther states xẅi ¦e oUÜ §e dg̈ §n ¦U §e dẍF` dz̈§id̈ mi ¦cEd§I©l. The
gemara explains that on a deeper level, this is code language. dẍF`
is code for Torah, dg̈ §n ¦U is Yom Tov, oUÜ is Bris Milah and xẅi is
t’fillin.  Why a code?  Why doesn’t the pasuk  simply say the Jews
became committed to these four mitzvot? The answer is that they
were always doing them. Now they picked up their passion. They
were, as the gemara says,  xak Elaiwy dn Eniw. They now took
responsibility for what they already had taken on. That means that
the mitzvos were now more valuable to them. They displayed a
passion for the mitzvos.  In Adar, instead of waiting for an external
stimulus, we have an extra passion or simcha. The simcha of Adar
is to add energy to what we are already doing. 

1. Many of these ideas were adapted from a shiur given by Rabbi
Dovid Miller, Rosh Yeshiva of YU Gruss Kollel.
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2. Another concept of simcha relates to Pesach in addition to Purim.
We would expect that the aforementioned pasuk of "...mi ¦cEd§I©l"
should be at the end of the megilla when the Jews are happy with
their improved situation. But the pasuk is actually found in Sivan,
ten months before Adar, before the Jewish salvation. The battle isn’t
close to over and yet the Jews are celebrating?  Regarding Pesach,
one can ask a similar question.  We eat matzah on Pesach because
on the 15th of Nissan Hashem escorted us out of Egypt. The Jews
had unleavened dough and ate matzah. However, the truth is that if
you look carefully at the pesukim in the Torah, matzah was eaten
along with the meat before makkas bechoros (the plague of the first
born). It was the night before they left Egypt. The Shibolei  haLeket
says they ate matzah quickly because they were confident that the
next day would be a special journey. This is the lesson of simcha of
both Purim and Pesach.  We can be in the present and in the future
too.  In Egypt and in Shushan, we had this sensation.  Jews
pre-lived the Exodus and the victory over Haman too.  

The famous gemara at the end of meseches Makkos tells of Rabbi
Akiva laughing when a fox was walking around on Har Habayis.
Now that Uriah’s nevuah associated with bayis rishon had
happened, Rabbi Akiva anticipated that Zecharia’s prophecy related
to bayis sheini would also be fulfilled. Rabbi Akiva saw the
fulfillment in the present, even though the fulfillment would be in
the future. To believe in the future promise of Hashem is reality
now. That anticipation is a great new level of simcha. Every
morning in our daily brachos, we thank Hashem for creating a
rooster to distinguish between day and night - dpia iekyl ozp xy`
dlil oiaE mFi oia oigadl. Why is a rooster chosen as the animal
mentioned to have that special bina or wisdom?  The rooster is not
particularly smart. Every animal can distinguish between day and
night.  The Avudraham in his commentary on the siddur explains
that a rooster has insight to know daylight is coming twenty minutes
before it actually comes. That bina is what we need. We strive for
the anticipation - to be in the present and at the same time, the
simcha to be certain of the future. That certainty brings simcha.
The resolution of doubt and confidence in the future brings an extra
level of simcha.  That is what the Jewish people experienced before
the salvation in Shushan and prior to leaving Egypt. 
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Rabbi Akiva also lived his life this way. Rabbi Akiva knew that if
any Jew learns and desires, he can become a great man (see Tosfos
related to the annulment of the vow of Rachel’s father Kalba
Savuah with his son-in-law Rabbi Akiva). The future is built into
the present. One needs to have faith in the growth of the future.
That is the simcha we find within ourselves to bring about success
in the future.  That is the simcha of Purim and Pesach.  We
celebrate that potential in anticipation of it becoming reality.

3. The third definition of simcha can be found in the gemara in
Succah daf 28a. Hillel had eighty special students. The best of those
students was Yonasan ben Uziel. Birds would be destroyed by fire
over his head when he was learning. Tosfos comment that the fire
came from Sinai and that when Yonasan ben Uziel learned Torah he
reached a level of happiness like at Sinai. What kind of simcha was
that? Sinai was filled with fear and reverence.  We can understand
this based on a Rashi at the beginning of Parshas Matos.  Rashi
says that Moshe was unique in that he spoke with certainty of what
Hashem was saying to him. Moshe’s prophecy was exact. The
pasuk says dl`""mixacd  - “These are the words.”  Each and every
one of the Jews experienced that at Sinai.  That simcha is clarity.
zFwtqd zxzdk dgny oi`"2" - “there is no joy like the resolution of
doubts.” The certainty of knowing that what we are doing is correct
brings about a great simcha.  This too was the simcha of both Purim
and Pesach. There was clarity to Mordechai and Esther that Hashem
was behind it all. With that certainty, Esther was able to carry out
the plan. During Yetzias Mitzraim, the Jewish people also had that
clear belief. The Jewish people knew that what was taking place
was no coincidence but instead they were on a divine journey.  We
are still on that divine journey. That certain knowledge brings us
simcha.

Internalizing what we are doing and instilling passion, anticipation
and certainty about the geulah is what these months are about. We
look to the future, rising above time with the certainty that Hashem
is controlling the absolute truth. We are moving from Purim to
Pesach with simcha as we keep these ideas in mind.

2. ly ilyn xtql yexit .cg` mkg mya e wxt ` wlg dlerd zxez extqa `"nxd
.l weqt eh wxt cec zcevn
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Moshe Rabbeinu: The Untold Story
Josh Gelernter
_____________________________________________________

It is well established that the Torah is not merely a history book,
and its main focus is not storytelling. Nonetheless, it is clear that
the majority of Sefer Breishis and the beginning of Sefer Shemos
are more narrative in nature as compared to the rest of Chamisha
Chumshei Torah. However, despite all of the time the Torah
spends on telling us about the lives of our Avos - forefathers, there
are significant information gaps if one just reads the pesukim in
Breishis and Shemos. 

The Midrashim and other Aggadic sources provide some details
regarding events that are not recounted in the Torah. Two of the
more famous examples of this involve Avraham Avinu and
Yaakov Avinu. Almost everyone is familiar with the famous story
of Avraham destroying Terach’s idols, blaming it on the biggest
idol and being thrown into the fiery furnace by Nimrod as a result.
Similarly, many people know the Medrash that states that Yaakov
Avinu spent fourteen years learning in Yeshivas Shem V’eiver on
his way to Lavan’s house. I would like to focus on Moshe
Rabbeinu’s life and, based on some Midrashim, describe in greater
detail some of the events of Moshe’s early life that are not
recorded in Parshas Shemos.

Let’s begin with what the pesukim do describe. We know that
Moshe spent the first three months of his life in his parents’ home.
After three months, he was placed in the Nile where Bas Paroah
discovered and saved him, at which point he was returned to his
mother for an undisclosed period of time. The pasuk does say that
Moshe was returned to Bas Paroah after he had been weaned.
Based on pesukim about Yitzchak, it is a fair assumption that
Moshe returned to Bas Paroah at the age of two. (There is another
opinion in the Medrash that says Moshe was twelve when he went
back to the palace. I find this opinion amazing because it is
surprising that Bas Paroah still wanted to take Moshe in twelve
years after she saved him.) 
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The next episode begins in Shemos 2:11 with the famous story of
Moshe killing the Mitzri one day and chastising Dassan and
Aviram for fighting with one another the next day. The Torah then
describes Moshe escaping to Midyan, settling there, taking a wife
and having a child. The next clue comes in Shemos 2:23 where the
Torah says mdd miaxd minia idie. Eventually d"awd appears to
Moshe, and after much negotiation Moshe accepts the role of
leader, returning to Mitzrayim at the age of eighty.  

The first question we raise is how old was Moshe at the time when
he killed the Mitzri. The only clue the Torah gives us is the phrase
"dyn lcbie" - “and Moshe grew.” In Shemos Rabbah, there are two
opinions: one opinion says Moshe was twenty years old, and
another says he was forty years old. Other sources variously
describe Moshe as being twelve, eighteen, twenty-one,
twenty-nine, thirty-two, fifty or sixty when these episodes
occurred. 

The Ramban on the pasuk of mdd miaxd minia idie begins to fill in
some of the pieces. The Ramban explains that the phrase lcbie"
"dyn means that it was immediately when Moshe grew up into a
young lad of approximately twelve that he went to see the
suffering of his brethren. In any event, the Ramban concludes,
Moshe was no older than twenty when he ran away from Paroah
and therefore was on the run from Paroah for at least sixty years.
The Ramban assumes that the episode of arriving in Midyan and
marrying Tzipporah happened at the end of the sixty year period.
The Torah omits the details of those sixty years because “nothing
new happened during that entire time that would require the Torah
to inform us of the events.” The Ramban says it is logical that
Moshe, as a fugitive, was constantly on the run and therefore did
not settle in any one place for a long enough period of time for
anything significant to have occurred. In order to make it clear that
these events happened over an extended period of time, the Torah
uses the phrase "mdd miaxd minia idie" during the story.

There are a number of Aggadic sources that describe a fascinating
episode that fills in the gap that the Ramban describes as being
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filled with insignificant events not worthy of being written in the
Torah:

Around the same time Moshe was escaping from Paroah, a war
broke out between Kiknos, the King of Cush, and some of his
vassal states who rebelled against Kiknos. Kiknos took his army to
quash the rebellion and left none other than our old nemesis
Bilaam in charge of the capital city. Kiknos went to battle, was
successful and returned to Cush to resume his reign. While Kiknos
was away, Bilaam had organized a coup and appointed himself as
the new king with the support of all of the Cushim who did not go
to battle. Bilaam reinforced the walls on two sides of the city, dug
trenches and filled them with water on a third side of the city and
dug trenches and filled them with poisonous snakes on the fourth
side of the city. When Kiknos returned, he first saw the two
reinforced walls and assumed the inhabitants had strengthened the
city out of fear from attack while the king and army were away.
However, when he called for the gates to open and was rebuffed,
he realized what Bilaam had done and tried fighting on the walled
side of the city without success. Next he tried the third side but
Bilaam had that wall defended as well. Lastly, he tried the fourth
side with the snakes but the army was repelled. Unable to
reconquer his city, Kiknos set up a siege around the city. 

It was at this point that Moshe Rabbeinu, while fleeing from
Mitzrayim, arrived on the scene. He joined Kiknos’s army and
eventually became the king’s closest advisor. After nine years of
besieging the city, Kiknos died, and in searching for a replacement
king, the army decided that Moshe Rabbeinu was the most fitting
to sit on the throne. According to the sources that relate this story,
this took place when Moshe was twenty-seven years old. 

Moshe advised the army as to how to defeat Bilaam’s forces. Each
soldier went to the forest and captured a baby stork and trained the
stork to fight. After the baby storks matured, Moshe announced
that they were to starve the storks for three days at which point
they would send the storks to attack the snakes. The starving storks
easily dispatched the snakes, and the army of Cush easily
re-entered the city and killed those loyal to Bilaam. As for Bilaam,
he was able to escape and made his way to Mitzrayim where he
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eventually became a chief advisor to Paroah (according to this
source, Bilaam was not involved in giving advice to enslave the
Jews).

After capturing the city, Moshe was appointed the full time king
and was given Kiknos’s widow as a wife. After quashing another
rebellion by the vassal states, Moshe reigned in Cush in peace for
forty years. However, the queen was unhappy as Moshe would not
consummate their relationship and she complained to the Council
of Cush explaining that since Moshe did not share their beliefs, it
was not proper that he remain king any longer. The Council agreed
and sent Moshe away with great honor. It was then, after forty
years in Cush, that Moshe Rabbeinu arrived in Midyan and sat by
the well as described in Shemos 2:15 x ¥̀ §A ©dÎl©r a ¤W¥I©e oï §c ¦nÎu ¤x ¤̀ §A a ¤W¥I©e.

Using the dates of the prior story, Moshe would be sixty-seven
years old upon his arrival in Midyan. After saving Yisro’s
daughters and being invited into his home, Moshe related his
entire life story to Yisro. Yisro was suspicious of Moshe’s story,
assuming that he had done something wrong to be deposed in
Cush, and threw him into prison. Yisro forgot about Moshe, and
Moshe languished in prison for ten years. During that time,
Tzipporah secretly fed him, keeping Moshe alive. After ten years,
Tzipporah approached her father, asking if he remembered the
stranger from ten years prior who had been in prison this whole
time. Yisro assumed that Moshe had died from starvation but, after
some convincing from Tzipporah, sent men to check on him.
When the men saw Moshe alive and well, they freed him from
prison and brought him to Yisro’s house. After speaking with
Moshe, Yisro had a newfound appreciation for Moshe and decided
that he would be an appropriate shidduch for one of his daughters.
Thus, Moshe was seventy-seven when he married Tzipporah. The
story as to how he came to marry Tzipporah is also brought down
in these same Midrashic sources. 

When Yosef died, Paroah took all of his belongings including the
famous matteh - staff that Adam had received in Gan Eden, and
which had been passed down through the generations eventually to
Yosef. Yisro wanted the matteh, and when he ran away from
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Paroah’s palace1 he took it with him and planted it in his garden in
Midyan. He promised that anyone who would be able to remove
the stick from the ground would be given his daughter Tzipporah
as a wife. Many had tried to remove the stick but none were
successful. After Moshe was freed from prison, he was strolling
through the garden and noticed the matteh. Upon closer
examination, he recognized the writing etched onto the stick as a
shem Hashem (a name of Hashem). He picked up the stick and
brought it to Yisro, at which point Yisro told him of the promise,
and thus Tzipporah and Moshe were married.

Moshe remained in Midyan for a few years at which point d"awd
appeared to Moshe with the message of redemption. Moshe then
returned to Mitzrayim, approximately sixty years after having fled
for his life.

1. Yisro had been an advisor to Paroah during the time when Bnei Yisrael
came down to Mitzrayim. When Paroah was looking for ideas as to how
to deal with the Jewish problem, Yisro fled his position because he did
not agree with the advice Paroah was following from another advisor,
namely, Bilaam who suggested, according to this source, the plan Paroah
ultimately carried out.
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The Ten Plagues 
and the Self Destructive Anti-Semite
Rabbi Rafi Abraham
_____________________________________________________

Throughout our history, we have faced many villains, who are
epizelkl epilr micner – stand upon us to destroy us. To our fortune,
d"awd saves us from these villains. Paroh, one of the prototypical
villains, required ten zekn from Hashem in order to save us from
his hatred and control. Through analyzing Paroh’s reaction to each
of the ten plagues, we can gain a greater understanding of the
depth of Paroh’s hatred and anti-Semitism in general. One would
expect that anti-Semitism, even in its most extreme manifestation,
would have its limits. The perpetrator would act on his hate only
as long as it does not negatively affect his situation. However, we
see that Paroh went way beyond our expectation of hatred and
even attacked the Jews to his own detriment. He was ytp xqen
(made great sacrifices) in his attempt to destroy l`xyi llk and to
prove Moshe wrong.1

mc – Blood
Hashem told Moshe, “Take your stick and stretch out your hands
over the waters of Egypt... and they will become blood. And there
will be blood in all the land of Egypt, and in the trees, and in the
rocks (Shemot 7:19).” Moshe fulfilled Hashem’s command and all
the readily accessible water in Egypt becomes polluted and turns
into blood. The Torah emphasizes in passuk 21 that “The
Egyptians could no longer drink water since there was blood in all
the land of Egypt.” Immediately after this humanitarian crisis
unfolds, one would expect Paroh to call the red-cross, the UN, or
at least beg Moshe for water. However, Paroh did not interest
himself in his people’s needs but rather in how he could confront
and disprove Moshe’s miracles. Instead of helping his people,
Paroh’s advisors replicated the miracle and also transformed water

1. One first sees this in Jewish history, when the Plishtim cover
Yitzchak’s wells even though those wells helped their economy (Berashis
26).
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into blood. Many of the commentaries2 ask, “Where did advisors
find water?” A more fundamental question for our discussion is
why would Paroh take whatever drinkable water that remains and
turn it into blood? Paroh had a water crisis on his hands and
instead of feeding his people with the few drops that somehow
remain, he spilled it down the drain of hatred to demonstrate that
Moshe’s miracles did not require such skill.3

rcxtv – Frogs
After Hashem told Moshe to tell Aharon to bring about the plague
of frogs, the weqt says, "mixvn ux` z` qkze rcxtvd lrze" – “The
frog went up and covered the land of Egypt (Shemos 8:2).” The
word rcxtv is singular. How can one frog cover the entire Egypt?
Rashi explains that initially, one frog appeared. The Egyptians hit
it repeatedly and on every single hit another frog came out of the
original frog and eventually the entire land was covered in frogs.
Why did they keep hitting this frog? One would think they would
learn to stop hitting it? Such a question presupposes that the
Egyptians were acting rationally. However, since they were a
people of extreme anger they were willing to hit their nemesis
even if it worsened their predicament.4 

Not only did they continue to hit this frog to produce more frogs,
but Paroh’s advisors also unleashed frogs. Just like for the plague
of blood, in trying to prove that Moshe’s miracles were not that
impressive, they were willing to increase the plague.

Finally, when Paroh had enough of the frogs, he called Moshe and
said, “Pray to Hashem to remove the frogs.” It’s ironic that he and
his people played a major part of exponentially worsening this
plague and then he has to tell Moshe to remove the plague. Moshe
asked Paroh, “When shall I pray for you, your servants, and your

2. 1) Ibn Ezra shemos 7:22 – He answers that Aharon only changed the
water above ground to blood and the Mitzrim dug the water from
underground. 2) Ohr HaChaim my – They bought from the Jews. 3) Daas
Zekanim my – They brought it from another place.
3. Ben Gerstman pointed this idea out to me.
4. Rav Yaakov Kanievsky in uxt zkxa and R’ Chaim Shmulevitz in
Sichos Mussar make a similar point.
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nation to cut off the frogs from you and your house?” Paroh
responded succinctly “Tomorrow! (Shemos 8:5-6).”  The Sifsei
Chachamim, quoting the Maharshal, asks, “Why would he pain
himself until tomorrow? Why did he not say to destroy them
immediately?” He answers that Paroh thought that Moshe was a
master seyik lra (magician) and knew the opportune moment to
remove the frogs. To prove this idea, Paroh allowed the frogs to
remain for another day. Again Paroh hurt himself and his own
people in order to undermine Moshe.

mipk – Lice
After the start of the plague of lice, Paroh’s advisors admitted that
these plagues were beyond their abilities. They declared rav`"
"`id miwl` – “It is the finger of G-d (8:15).” Did the advisors
finally recognize the control of Hashem or did they mean
something else by proclaiming `id miwl` rav`? There are three
differing opinions amongst the commentators. The Ibn Ezra
explains that they did not admit that the lice was from Hashem but
from midl` of miakekd zkxrn – the astronomical forces. The
Ramban says they did finally admit that it was from Hashem,
however, they still believed that He was a weak G-d. It was only
the rav` and not the ci of Hashem. Rashi says that they did
actually admit it was from Hashem with no provisos. Depending
on each interpretation, the audacity of Paroh’s advisors changes.
According to the Ibn Ezra, even when they came closer to the
truth, they still found a way to explain Moshe’s powers jxc it lr
rahd – in a natural fashion. According to the Ramban, they
minimized the truth. Even according to Rashi, as we saw in the
previous plagues, they tried to replicate the plague, and if they
succeeded would have created a greater humanitarian crisis.

aexr – Wild Animals
A change occured during this plague. Prior to this plague, Bnei
Yisrael were still in harsh slavery, however during this plague, the
Jews were no longer under harsh subjugation.5 The bitter

5. Ibn Ezra 8:18.
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back-breaking slavery ceased. The Netziv6 explains that Paroh
realized that Hashem was punishing him for harming the Jews.
Even after realizing this, he nevertheless did not let the Jews leave
Egypt. One would think that once they were no longer real slaves,
Paroh would want to exile them from his country. However, Paroh
first concerned himself with discomforting the Jews. He was
willing to do so even at the threat of six additional plagues.

xac – Pestilence 
Towards the end of the plague, Paroh searched for a way to justify
why the plague did not demonstrate Hashem’s dominion. The
pasuk says, a¥l c ©A §k¦I ©e cg̈ ¤̀ Îc ©r l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i d¥p §w ¦O ¦n z ¥nÎ Ÿ̀l d¥P ¦d §e dŸr §x ©R g©l §W¦I©e"  
".mr̈d̈Îz ¤̀  g©N ¦W Ÿ̀l §e dŸr §x ©R - “Paroh sent and behold no Jewish-owned
animal died, until one, and Paroh hardened his heart and he did not
send the nation (Shemos 9:7).” The Malbim explains that cg` cr
means llka cr `le cr7 meaning that one Jewish-owned animal
died. This fact was enough for Paroh to justify keeping l`xyi ipa in
captivity and allowing his people to suffer. In truth, that one
animal was owned by the son of the one intermarriage between a
Jewish woman and Egyptian man.

6. my. 8:28. He continues and explains that this is the difference between
first three plagues- j"vc and the next group y"cr.
7. The Malbim supports this idea with two other examples: At mi zrixw
seq, with regard to the Egyptians, the pasuk says, "cg` cr mda x`yp `l"–
“no one of them remained (Shemos 14:28).” However the Medresh says
that Paroh survived. The other example is from wxa destroying `xqiq’s
army. The verse says, "cg` cr mda x`yp `l"– “no one remained (Shoftim
4:18).” However, `xqiq did survive the battle and lri killed him later.
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In addition to Paroh’s extremely pitiful rationalization, there is
another example of the Egyptians demonstrating their hatred for
the Jews in this plague. Hashem described the plague to Moshe as
follows,  "cŸ̀ §n c ¥aM̈ x ¤a ¤C ... d ¤cV̈ ©A x ¤W£̀ L§p §w ¦n §A" - “To your livestock in
the field… a very tough pestilence (Shemos 9:3).” The Ohr
HaChaim8 explains that the xac affected only the animals that
remained outside in the field, however, any animals brought within
a structure survived. One would believe that after the first four
plagues, Moshe had a proven track record, and therefore everyone
would bring their animals indoors. However, again the Egyptians
violated Moshe’s suggestions and tried to prove that they were
above Moshe.

oigy – Boils
In this dkn, there was not the same degree of self-deprecating hate
as the other plagues. However there is a different side of the mixvn
that reveals how far they were willing to go to try and hurt the
Jews. The pasuk says, "oigyd iptn dyn iptl cenrl minehxgd elki `le"
– “and the advisors could not stand in front of Moshe because of
the boils (Shemos 9:11).” Why specifically in this plague were
they embarrassed to appear in front of Moshe? They were not
embarrassed in the other plagues that affected their bodies in
disgusting ways such as frogs and lice, so why specifically the
plague of boils? The Meshech Chachmah (my), explains that in
their hate towards Moshe and Bnei Yisrael, the Egyptians tried to
send the boils on to Moshe. However they did not succeed, even
though Moshe contracted zrxv previously and was in close
proximity to Paroh’s palace.9 Their greatest embarrassment
stemmed not from their own predicament but due to their inability
to harm Moshe even when he seemed like an easy target.

cxa - Hail 
After Hashem described the destruction of the hail to Moshe, he
said, Ed¥p §w ¦nÎz ¤̀ §e eic̈ä£rÎz ¤̀  qi¦p ¥d dŸr §x ©R i ¥c §a ©r ¥n 'd x ©a §CÎz ¤̀  ` ¥xÏ ©d"

8. The Ramban takes a different approach and says that xac did affect the
animals in homes as well.
9. The Meshech Chachmah assumes that these two facts would make it
easier for Moshe to become infected with the same disease. 
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".d ¤cV̈ ©A Ed¥p §w ¦nÎz ¤̀ §e eic̈ä£rÎz ¤̀  aŸf£r©I©e 'd x ©a §CÎl ¤̀  FA¦l mÜÎ Ÿ̀l x ¤W£̀ ©e .mi ¦YÄ ©dÎl ¤̀–
“Whoever feared the word of Hashem, more than the slaves of
Paroh, brought their slaves and livestock into their homes. And
whoever didn’t place his heart to the word of Hashem would leave
his slaves and livestock in the field” (Shemos 9:20-12). Rav
Yaakov Kanievsky asks, how can it be that they squandered their
money in such a fashion? Moshe had repeatedly proven Hashem’s
ability but the Egyptians persistently refused to give in. They
would rather demonstrate their sense of anti-Semitism or denial of
G-d, than save their livestock and slaves. The Meshech Chachmah
explains this pasuk in more extreme fashion. What is the meaning
of the extra phrase drxt icarn (more than the slaves of Paroh)? If
they feared Hashem and placed their belongings inside, why does
it matter that they feared Hashem more than Paroh’s servants? Rav
Meir Simcha explains that Paroh’s servants tried to prevent
everyone from placing their possessions indoors. Due to their
entrenched anti-Semitism they tried to force other people to lose
their belongings from the oncoming hail so that nobody would
seem to believe Moshe.

A more subtle example of what Paroh feared can be seen after
analyzing the order in which the plague is described. The Torah
describes, that at the end of the plague, Moshe left Paroh, reached
up to Hashem and then, "El §C §g©I©exḧn̈E cẍÄ ©d §e zFlŸT ©d ".dv̈ §x ῭  K ©Y¦pÎ Ÿ̀l  –
“the thunder and hail stopped, and the rain did not reach the
ground (Shemos 9:33).” In the next pasuk, Paroh perceived the
stopping of stormy activity in a different order. l ©cg̈Îi ¦k d §Ÿr §x ©t ` §x©i©e"

zŸlŸw ©d §e cẍä ©d §e xḧn̈ ©d"`Ÿh£g©l s ¤qŸi©e  - “and Paroh saw that the rain, hail,
and thunder stopped and he continued to sin (my :34).” Rav Meir
Goldwicht explains that it would make sense that Paroh would first
notice that the hail stopped, since that causes the most damage.
However, Paroh feared the rain most, since the rain demonstrated
that their sustenance came from the heavens - meaning G-d - and
not from the Nile, their deity. Again Paroh was more concerned
with disproving Hashem and the power of the Jewish people than
his own people’s needs.
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dax` - Locusts
The next two zekn do not have the same level of defiance as the
previous two. After Moshe warned Paroh about the imminent
destruction from a swarm of locusts, drxt icar - Paroh’s servants,
pled with him to send Bnei Yisrael away (Shemos 10:7). The same
drxt icar, who during the plague of cxa tried to stop their fellow
Egyptians from protecting their animals, finally had had enough.
Their anti-Semitism had its limits. However, Paroh had no such
limitations. He called for Moshe and Aharon and said, z` ecar ekl"
"mikledd ine in mkiwel` 'd - “Go serve Hashem, your G-d. Who is
walking with you? (my 10:8).” Moshe responded that everybody
was coming, even the young and the elderly. Paroh asked this
question to please his servants and then used Moshe’s response as
an excuse to refuse to free Bnei Yisrael since in his mind only the
men should participate in serving Hashem.10 Even after Paroh’s
own servants, who were also rabid anti-Semites, tried to free the
Jews to save themselves, Paroh continued to harm the Jews.
Again, he was willing to hurt the Jews at the expense of himself
and his own popularity.

jyg - Darkness
Similar to dax`, Paroh seemed to give in and free Bnei Yisrael.
Paroh said to Moshe, "bvei mkxwae mkp`v wx 'd z` ecar ekl" - “Go
serve Hashem, however your sheep and cattle will remain (my
10:24).” Moshe responded that they would only leave if they could
take their livestock. Similar to dax`, Paroh refused to give in to
Moshe and free Bnei Yisrael. He looked for another excuse to
please his constituents and continued to show his hatred to the
Jews.

zxeka zkn - Killing of the Firstborn
In the final plague, Paroh showed that he was even willing to lose
everything in order to cause more pain and hardship for the Jews.
The medrash describes that an attempted coup occurred right
before the final plague:

10. For a more detailed analysis of the back and forth behind Moshe and
Paroh’s different views on who should be part of serving Hashem, look at
the Kli Yakar my 10:8.
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The firstborn children went to their fathers and said,
“Everything that Moshe says occurs. Don’t you want us to
live? Let us free the Jews!” Their fathers responded,
“Even if all the Egyptians die, we will not let them free
from here!” What did the firstborn do? They went to
Paroh and pleaded, “Please free this nation. Because of
them a lot of bad will befall us and you.” Paroh responded
to his servants, “Go out and hit [the firstborn] on their
legs!” What did the firstborn do? They immediately went
out, grabbed their sword[s] and killed their father[s]. As it
says,  mixvn dknl"a"mdixeka  - “to plague Egypt on behalf
of their firstborns (Tehillim 136:10).”11

After this attempted coup, the actual killing of the firstborn
occurred later that night after Paroh’s failure to listen to the
firstborn. 

Paroh’s actions are even worse than simply ignoring this revolt.
After the killing of the firstborn, including Paroh’s son, the pasuk
says "mixvn lke eicar lke `ed dlil drxt mwie" - “And Paroh got up
that night, him, all his servants, and all of Egypt (my 12:30).” Why
is there a break between Paroh rising up and the rest of the
populace? Secondly, what is the word mwie adding? Rashi adds one
word: "Fzhnn - mwie". This tells us that Paroh woke up from his
bed. In the midst of this entire catastrophe Paroh was able to lie
down in his royal bed, just like he would on any night. He did
whatever he could to push away the needs of his people and
demonstrate that the threat from Moshe could be ignored.12 

11. gi `a oyi `negpz. dnly zxez on shemos 11:5:24 - quotes many other
similar midrashim.
12. Rav Asher Brander pointed this Rashi out to me.
Another example during this plague of the extent of the Egyptians’ hate
occurs when Moshe describes the plague. Moshe says dlild zevgk -
around midnight, Hashem will kill the firstborn. While during the actual
plague, the Torah says dild zevga - at midnight. Rashi (shemos 11:4)
explains the discrepancy. Paroh and the chartumim had a different way of
calculating midnight than the real midnight. In order to not give them a
way to discount Hashem, Moshe says around midnight. The Sifsei
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Concluding Words
One might think that this extreme type of anti-Semitism was only
shown by the likes of Paroh, over three thousand years ago.
However, many times in our history, the Jews have raised the
economic and political clout of their locale only to be persecuted
and exiled. Subsequent to our exile, the country loses many of its
economic and political leaders. In the War Against the Jews, Lucy
Dawidowicz researches and proves that many of Hitler’s policies
against the Jews hurt the German war effort. Hiter would delay
railcars with supplies for the troops, in order to transport more
Jews. In our own recent history, as well, we have confronted the
challenge of anti-Semites like Paroh and in our current times, we
continue to do so.

mcin eplivn d"awde epizelkl epilr micner xece xec lka - May
Hashem give us the strength to quickly and swiftly defeat our
enemies.

Chachamim, quoting Rabbeinu B’chai asks, who cares at this point? Bnei
Yisrael are going to go free? He says that whatever convincing was
accomplished until this point about the proof of Hashem, would have
been nullified retroactively. A few minutes off of the exact moment of
midnight would have been enough to disprove all of Hashem’s powers
from the other nine plagues.
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Secular Dates1

Shmuel Yaniv Goldman
_____________________________________________________

In Parshas Bo (12:2) the pasuk says mi ¦Wc̈¢g W Ÿ̀x m ¤k̈l d¤G ©d W ¤cŸg ©d"
"dp̈Ẍ ©d i ¥W §cg̈§l m ¤k̈l `Ed oFW` ¦x - “This month is for you the head of all
months. It is the first month for you for the months of the year.”
The Ramban on that pasuk says that from here we learn that there
was a mitzvah to count the months of the year in accordance with
the redemption from Egypt (first, second, third).  However, after
the Jews returned from Bavel, they began referring to the months
by their Persian names (Nissan, Iyar etc) that we use today. This is
based on the prophecy in Yirmiyahu: “It will no longer be said,
‘Hashem, who redeemed Bnei Yisroel from the land of Mitzrayim,’
but rather ‘Hashem, who rescued and brought forth Bnei Yisroel
from the northern land” (Yirmiyahu 16:14-15). Calling the months
by their Persian names served to remind the people of their second
return to Tzion.  

The question is, now that the system of counting has changed, is
there any restriction on using secular dates?

Although most halachic authorities do not uphold the obligation to
use a particular system of months, the Hungarian tradition treats
the matter with utmost stringency. The Chasam Sofer writes in
Toras Moshe, Parshas Bo on this pasuk, “This is an explicit
rebuke [to those who do not use the Jewish calendar]: We should
write in our letters and similar documents the day of the week, the
month of the year, and the year from creation (e.g. yom shlishi,
gimmel adar, 5653), to testify that Hashem created the world in six
days, ‘and He rested on the seventh,’ and to remember the
redemption from Egypt—and not Heaven forbid, the dates of the
nations.” In two other places the Chasam Sofer writes “Those who
want to reform, and begin their letters with the year of the birth of
the Christian messiah, are writing and signing away their portion
for the world to come!”

1. Based on a shiur given by Rabbi Daniel Glatstein (Jan 1, 14)
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The talmid muvhak (primary student) of the Chasam Sofer was the
Maharam Schick. The Maharam Schick writes, “Aside from the
prohibition of using non-Jewish months (as drawn from the
Ramban), using the secular count of years transgresses the
prohibition of ‘You shall not mention the names of other gods,’
because the count is based on [another religion].”

Some people claimed that the Chasam Sofer later changed his
mind and permitted using secular dates.  The Debreziner Rav (Reb
Moshe Stern) rejects this position.  He writes “I received a letter
from a certain person who wrote that there is a sefer that says the
Chasam Sofer changed his mind because on Daf 648 of Drashos
Chasam Sofer Chelek Beis it relates something that happened in
1848 (referencing the secular year). The author of the sefer says
that we see from here that the Chasam Sofer changed his mind.”
The Debreziner Rav rejected this argument because (a) the
Chasam Sofer published Chelek Beis of Drashos Chasam Sofer
before Chelek Alef and (b) the Chasam Sofer died in 1839 so he
could not have written about something that happened in 1848. 
 
Although the Debreziner Rav defends the position of the Chasam
Sofer, he concludes that although it is better not to write the
secular date, if one needs to write the secular date (e.g., on a check
or contract), he should write it like this: Feb/3/14 so as not to
explicitly reference either the Persian months or Christian years.

Many modern day authorities take a more lenient stance than that
of Chasam Sofer and his disciples. 

One of the most comprehensive discussions of the subject is found
in Yabia Omer (vol. 3, Yoreh De’ah, no. 9). Rav Ovadiah Yosef
challenges the very premise whereby the secular count of years
dates back to the birth of the founder of Christianity. Citing
numerous proofs from Talmudic and other writings, Rav Yosef
demonstrates that the founder of Christianity lived long before
[and at the very least four years before] the beginning of the
Gregorian calendar. Quoting from Otzar Yisrael (vol. 5, p. 277) he
proves that their year-count dates back to the Roman Empire, and
not to the birth of their religion’s founder. 
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He adds that even if we do assume that those who use the secular
dating system implicitly refer to the common presumption that the
year refers to the birth of the founder of Christianity, there would
still be no prohibition of “going in their ways,” because this
prohibition applies only to cases in which we do not know the
rationale behind the non-Jewish ways, or cases in which the
custom involves immodesty (Beis Yosef, Yoreh De’ah 175). With
regard to the dating system, these concerns do not arise.

He also notes that we find many Jewish leaders over the
generations who used non-Jewish dates in their letters, such as the
Shach (who dates a letter February 3rd, 1660), the Maharam of
Padwa, and others. 

A very similar position to Rav Ovadia is taken by the Tzitz Eliezer
(vol. 8, no. 8). Yet, the two disagree over the preferable way in
which non-Jewish months should be written. According to Rav
Ovadia, it is preferable to write out the name of the secular month
in full (January, February, and so on), and not to mention the
number of the month, so as not to uproot the number of the month
counting from Nissan. The Tzitz Eliezer, however, writes that it is
better to use the number of the month, and not to mention its
name, because one should make no mention of the non-Jewish
months, whose names derive from idolatry (e.g., 01/01/14).

Although he holds that there is no prohibition involved in
referencing secular months or the secular year, the Tzitz Eliezer
writes that one who uses the non-Jewish count of years should
append the word “leminyanam” or “lemisparam” (according to
their count) to the end of the date. He writes that if the Jewish
count is also mentioned (in addition to the secular) then it is
unquestionably permitted.

In conclusion, although some poskim such as the Chasam Sofer
seem to restrict the use of secular dates completely, many other
poskim hold that it is permissible.  The Debreziner Rav (Jan 1, 14)
and Rav Ovadia (January 1, 14) require slight modifications, while
the Tzitz Eliezer permits using secular dates with no restrictions
(e.g., January 1, 2014 or 01/01/2014).  
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Historical Accuracy of the dxez 
from the Stories of sqei and l`xyi ipa in mixvn1

Uri Jacobs
_____________________________________________________

Introduction
Although we live and breathe the truth that our entire Torah is
precisely the same as what G-d gave to Moshe at Har Sinai,
unfortunately certain secularists and skeptics promote the idea that
the Torah was written by human authors many years after it was
actually given.  However, the historical accuracy of many details
in the Torah would seem to support the truth as we know it. 

While finding corroborative historical similarities may not be able
to prove that the dxez is the word of 'd, they can substantiate its
historical accuracy of daily life in mixvn. Details that are
mentioned in the dxez show that the Author of the dxez knew of
ancient common terms, names, practices, etc… that occurred, even
after they fell out of use, making the suggestion of the secularists
and skeptics that the Torah was “compiled” in the 8th- 6th centuries
BCE (long after Ma’amad Har Sinai) hard to reconcile.

The dxez has a tremendous amount of historical detail, so not
everything mentioned in it has yet been found through
archaeology. However, not one archaeological or historical find
has conflicted with what the dxez records. The famous saying of
“absence of evidence is not evidence of absence” still resonates
ever so loudly. This article will present a few amazing historical
“proofs” as they relate to the story of l`xyi ipa in mixvn.

1. I am grateful to Rabbi Leibel Reznick and his article Egyptology in the
Torah: Biblical Archeology, which was the genesis and basis for this
article.
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Timeline
The below timeline will be helpful for the rest of the article:
1812 BCE epia` mdxa`  is born

1712 BCE epia` wgvi is born

1652 BCE epia` awri is born

1544 BCE sqei is sold into slavery

1522 BCE Family of sqei joins him in mixvn.

1428 BCE  l`xyi ipa are enslaved

1392 BCE  epiax dyn is born

1312 BCE mixvn z`ivi  and dxez ozn  

Examples: 
1) How much for your brother? The dxez tells us that sqei was sold
to the mil`rnyi  for twenty pieces of silver. In ancient times, just
like in our time, prices slowly but steadily increase over the course
of time. In ancient Ur, circa 2000 BCE, a slave would cost
between ten to fifteen pieces of silver. During the reign of the
Hammurabi dynasty, circa 1700 BCE, the price increased slightly
to about twenty pieces of silver. For a while, the price of a slave
remained fairly stable but by the last quarter of the second
millennium (~1250 BCE), the price crept up to thirty shekels.  

When the Torah tells us that sqei was sold for twenty pieces of
silver, it is not only a small detail of a business transaction but also
a hint of the historical accuracy of the price of a slave in
Canaan/Egypt at that time period (about 1500 BCE according to
our Biblical chronology) - a little known tidbit of information that
only someone extremely knowledgeable of the time would be able
to correctly write.

2) What’s in a title? The dxez tells us that sqei was  EdcwtieFzia lr
over Potiphar’s estate. There are many possible titles one can give
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to the chief slave or servant. The dxez chose to call sqei this
particular one. An ancient papyrus written during the same time
period as sqei that is currently located in the Brooklyn museum
also refers to a chief slave and gives his proper title as the one who
was “over the house.” We see that the dxez is using the exact
expression the contemporary Egyptians used for the foreman of
the servants and slaves.

3) Is prison a place for a nice Jewish boy? Due to the false
accusations of the wife of xtihet, sqei was thrown into prison. The
concept of imprisonment was not widespread in the ancient world
of the early Biblical era. Even in the dxez itself we do not find any
mention of imprisonment as a form of punishment. In Biblical
times, those convicted of crimes were generally killed, tortured,
mutilated or made to compensate monetarily. Egypt was one of the
very few exceptions to have prisons. 

4) Did people shave back then? After sqei was brought up from jail
to see drxt and interpret his dreams, the dxez says that he had to
shave to make himself more presentable to the king.  

Throughout the ancient Middle East, beards were considered the
norm. In fact, kings were usually depicted with long, tightly curled
beards and the common folk had shorter, trimmed beards. The
exception to this rule was in Egypt (think Yul Brynner), where
Egyptians are rarely depicted with beards and those few times that
they were depicted with facial hair, it was usually the drxt and not
any of his subjects. In fact, in Egyptian tomb and temple pictures,
enemies are often depicted with beards. The Torah is very aware
that proper Egyptian etiquette demanded that sqei had to shave
before entering the presence of drxt, unlike anywhere else in the
ancient world.

5) I had a dream! We are aware that drxt dreamed of the seven
skinny cows and stalks of grain eating the seven fat and healthy
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cows and stalks of grain, and that the wise men of drxt were
unable to interpret the dreams to his satisfaction. So when sqei
interpreted the dreams to be a sign of the fate that was in store for
Egypt, that there would be seven years of plentiful harvest
followed by seven years of famine, and the famine would be so
severe that people would not be able to recall the years of plenty,
drxt was satisfied that this was the correct interpretation. The
question is why was drxt now satisfied?

In Egyptian mythology, the goddess of fate was Hathor, the
cow-goddess. Ancient Egyptians believed that at the birth of a
child, Hathor would appear in all her seven forms and decree the
fate of the newborn. When drxt saw seven cows in his dream, he
knew that this was an omen of the future of Egypt, but he didn’t
know what that was until sqei interpreted the dream. A later
“author” as suggested by the secularists and skeptics would have
been hard-pressed to know this detail of Egyptian mythology
hundreds and hundreds of years after it was current.

6) Rings, linens, gold collars – oh my! sqei advised drxt to store a
portion of the harvest in granaries during the years of plenty to be
used during the years of famine. drxt acknowledged the wisdom
of sqei and made him his viceroy. This investiture of power was
formalized in three ways: 

a) he was given the Pharaoh’s ring, 
b) he was arrayed in fine linen clothing, and 
c) a gold collar was placed around his neck. (Breishis 41:42).

The symbolism of a king removing his ring and placing it upon the
hand of another is well known as a sign of authority and power in
the ancient world (see xzq` zlibn). The wearing of fine linen
garments also seems to have been a sign of royalty and great
prestige in ancient Egypt. Princes, princesses and members of their
households are often depicted wearing linen clothing. The
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ceremony of placing a gold collar around the neck is a uniquely
ancient Egyptian custom.

There are almost forty known depictions and written references to
this ceremony, but none pre-date the Eighteenth Dynasty (1550 –
1292 BCE). The story of sqei of course appears in the beginning of
the Eighteenth Dynasty. 

7)  How does one make a brick? drxt ordered his taskmasters and
their underlings not to supply l`xyi ipa with the straw that was
needed to make the bricks. The slaves would have to find and cut
the straw themselves and still produce the required numbers of
bricks.

The dxez is telling us two things that are not widely known: 

1. The fact that straw was used to manufacture bricks in
ancient Egypt. However, this was not the practice in
Mesopotamia, where baked clay without straw was
customarily used. Nor was it the practice in ancient Canaan,
where stone, not brick was the primary building material. Only
in Egypt were bricks made of mud and straw. Clay mixed with
straw results in bricks that are three times as strong as those
made without straw because fluids in the straw release humic
acid and harden the bricks (hence the ability to make those
pyramids).

If someone had made up the whole story of the Israelite
enslavement in Egypt, as suggested by these secularists and
skeptics, they would have drawn upon local brick-making
practice, which was fashioning bricks from stone. Or, they
would have drawn upon the Mesopotamian clay practice since,
according to many historians, the Jews had recently returned
from Mesopotamia (Babylon) when the so-called “authors”
made up the Biblical story.
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2. The fact that the tally of the bricks made by the slaves was
recorded. An ancient corroborative Egyptian scroll (Louvre
Leather Roll 1274) tells us that tallies of bricks made by slaves
were in fact recorded. The scroll is critical of “Paherypedjet,
son of Paser,” one of the forty overseers of Rameses II, who
failed to deliver his quota of two thousand bricks. It goes on to
say that the shortfall was because the slaves “could not gather
the required amount of straw,” and as a result, the slaves were
beaten for not completing their quota.

8) Do slaves get “time off?” It seems to be the height of audacity
for someone to ask that slaves be given time off for a holiday. 

However, an ancient Egyptian text (Louvre Leather Roll 1274)
indicates that workers were granted time off for their religious
holidays. Similarly, a text discovered in the workmen’s village of
Deir el-Medineh states that slave-workers had gone off “to offer to
their god.” One would think that slaves requesting time off for
religious holidays would be out of the question but these texts
show that such requests were in fact granted in Egypt.

9) What’s in a name? Who was the “drxt” that was the king
during the Jewish enslavement? In ancient Egypt, the drxt was
never called by his name; he was simply referred to as drxt. This
was the accepted practice - until about 1000 BCE. After that time,
the drxt would be referred to by his actual name. Bible critics
should surely find it surprising that the Biblical Author was aware
of this (though to us, the Author’s omniscience isn’t surprising at
all).

Conclusion
We can readily see that the dxez does contain numerous hints of
contemporary life in ancient Egypt. It would take a tremendous
amount of detailed knowledge across hundreds of years for human
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authors to get this exactly right hundreds of years later. The hints
are subtle but they are there. “Turn it over and turn it over; it is all
there” (Pirkey Avot 5:22).
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 zeqek 'cl ziriax xeriy oipra
 dvn zlik`l zifk xeriye

oiihylwpit jexa l`xyi
_____________________________________________________

g"lvd zhiy .`
dkxa ly qek xeriyy (.t `neie .ew migqt 'nbd t"r b"iq `rx 'q) r"eya 'k
iaxra 'nba 'ke  .(mivia 'e epiid bely) ivge dvia epiidc beld ziriax `ed
mirav` mexa mirav` lr mirav` dxez ly ziriax `cqg x"`" (.hw) migqt
ly d`q 'n xeriyl xeyw `cqg ax ly df xeriye  ".rav` ynege rav` ivge
.(my) 'nbd jynda k"ynk "zen` 'b mexa dn` lr dn`" `edy dewn

 .miey mde ziriax xeriy cecnl mipte` 'a yiy l"i zehytae

ogay g"lvd zrc `iad (ziriax ly d"c b"iq `rx 'iq) dkld xe`iaa dpde
'a lecb mirav` t"r xeriydy `l` ,miey mpi`y `vne mipte`d 'a el`a ccne
l"f [g"lvd] oe`bd hty k"re"  l"daa 'ke  .mivia ly xeriydn xzei minrt
epxeriy lk okle .mipencwd minia eidy dnn zivgna ephwzp mivad k"ry
zlik`e ,dlgl mivia b"ne ,oii ziizyl beld ziriax epiidc ,miviaa miielzy
gikedl jix`dy y"iir  .eppnfa mltkl jixv (dvia ivg `edy) xexne dvn zifk
`ed q"h "ohwzdl" 'ky dne)  ".eppnfa lcbzdl epzyp `l zerav`d ixeriyc
zifk oebk `ziixe`c oiprlc d`xp dyrnle" 'k (my) l"daae  .(g"lva `zi`ck

".mdixack xingdl yi i`cea gqt lila dvn

oia welig yi m` `eld ,lk ziy`x  .g"lvd ixac lr zel`yp zel`y dnke
cecnl mikixv ziriax xeriyay heyt d`xp ,zerav` zcicne mivia zcicn
cecnl mikixv "oda dler eteb lky" xeriy `edy dewn ly xeriye ,mivia t"r
yi ,cere  ?ziriax ly xeriyd letkl yi dnle ,mc` ipa ly zen`e zerav` t"r
"eppnfa lcbzdl epzyp `l zerav`d ixeriyc" g"lvd 'ky dn lr zeywdl
ribdl icke ,mipencwd zexecan xzei milecb eppnfa mc` ipay reci `elde

zenka letk xeriyl(volume)  :hrn lecib wx mikixv  
 [ 1 x 1 x1 = 1, 1.2 x 1.2 x 1.2 = 1.7, 1.3 x 1.3 x 1.3 = 2.2] 

dywd jk)    .[1.25 jxra ly lecib mikixv 2:1 l ribdl icky mi`ex ep` okle 
.(el` zeiyew 'a `"hily biliee n"xbd

xzei wifgn `edy (.t) `nei 'nba 'ky ,einbel `ln xeriyn dywd (my) l"daae
lcbzp `l eppnfa s`c" g"lvd 'k `elde ,dvgne dvian xzei epiidc ziriaxn
ogae ",eixa` xzia b"dkc heyt k"`e mcewn didy dnn eizerav`a mc`d
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wx k"k ephwzp `l eply mivac ixd .dvgne dvia `l ,miva 'a `vne l"dad
zn`ay zncewd `iyewd dwifgn l"dad ly ef `iyewe .cal ohw xeriy dfi`

.eppnfa zvw elcbzp mc` ipay l"i

o"xd zrcl la` ,mixeriya ohw welig wx yiy `vnpe 'qezd zhiyl df lke]
`ed '` cvn einbel `lnc `ed 'qezd zhiyy ,llk welig oi` (l"daa `aen)
zhiye  .ziriaxn xzei `ed miccv 'aae (dvgnn xzei zvw epiid) ziriax aex
ziriax hrnk epiid) "ziriaxn xiva ied" '` cvn einbel `lnc `ed o"xd
xeriy oia llk welig oi`y `vnpe ,zeiriax 'a hrnk `ed miccv 'ane (dnly

.[eppnf ly dvia xeriye `xnbd onf ly dvia

zeqek 'cl oii ziizye qek xeriy .A
.dvgne dvia epiidc "ziriax (zeqek 'cl) qekd xeriy" (h"q arz 'iq) r"eya 'k
.l"daa epeaygke ,mivia 'a wifgi qekdy xingd (g"qwq `rx 'iq) a"nae
dn l"daa 're" a"nd l"fe  .mivia 'bl xingde xeriyd letkl g"lvd zhiye

".dlil ly yeciw oiprl (g"lvdl) mdixacl yegl oekpc df oipra epazky

'c zevne ,t"dexl opaxcn qekd lr dlil ly yeciwy xg`n a"nd zxneg r"ve
g"lvdk xingdl yiy (`rx 'iq) l"daa 'k `elde ,opaxcn `ed gqta zeqek

  .'e`c mipica

zeiriax daxd ea yi m`e" (h"q arz 'iq) r"eya 'k ,qekd ziizy xeriy oiprle
qekd aex zezyl jixvy `"ie  .eay zeiriax oipnk mc` ipa jk lk epnn oizey
dpey`x drck l"iiw `picle" (b"l wq) a"nd 'ke  ".zeiriax dnk wifgn 'it`
ick ziriax wifgny qek wx lecb qek gwi `l daxd zezyl ezrca m` n"ne

   ".ef drcl yegl

y"xl gqt 'ld 'qa `aen) e"q a"q (`"hily oiihypiit cec 'xl) icec lew 'qa 'k
izyn zegt hrn (dviak xeriy) `edy xazqn xzei la`" (hiw 'rd xcii`
iz`vne k"b izpgae)  ".qrvpe` ci`elt 2.9 didz ziriaxde qrvpe` ci`elt

.(.t.a.i  .eixack

dzyie ,qvpe` ci`elt 'e wifgny qeka ycwiy dlgzkl mc` xdfiy `veid
mbe ziriax epiidc r"eyd ly exeriy xwir miiwn `ed f"ire  .geixa qekd aex
`ed ,geixa dzey `ed m`e  .qekd aex zezyl r"eyd ly 'a drc mb miiwn

.mivia 'c jixvdl a"nd zxneg mb miiwn
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Summary of Calculations:

A. Calculating a  ziriax:

mirav` lr mirav` dxez ly ziriax `cqg x"`" (.hw) migqt iaxra 'nba 'k
".rav` ynege rav` ivge mirav` mexa

- The width of an average thumb is approximately .875
inches (determined by measuring and averaging the
thumbs of approximately 25 adult males).    

- .875 in x 2.54 cm/in = 2.2225 cm
(1 inch = 2.54 cm)

- 2(2.2225) x 2(2.2225) x 2.7(2.2225) = 118.57 cc = 118.57
ml 
(Rav Chisda)

- 118.57 ml x 1 oz./29.57 ml = 4 fl. oz.
(29.57 ml = 1 fl. oz.) 

- 1 dviak  = 2 fl. oz. 
(According to the measurement of R' Dovid Feinstein
shlita [see above])  

- Therefore, 1 ziriax  = 3 fl.oz.   
(1 ziriax = 1.5  miviak)   

- There is, therefore, a discrepancy between the ziriax
determined by measuring mirav` and the ziriax
determined by measuring mivia in a proportion of 3:4  (i.e.
1.5 : 2).  This corresponds exactly with the measurements
of the (`rx 'iq) dxexa dpyn , where it was found that
measuring  mirav` (miccv 'an einbel `ln)  yielded a
measurement of 2 mivia , where it should have yielded 1.5.
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B. Calculating a zifk

According to Rav Dovid Feistein shlita (oexg`d zrca ,icec lew xtq),
the amount of dvn needed, ideally, for  dvn `iven is 6.25 inches x
7.0 inches = 43.75 square inches (see Sefer Hilchos Pesach by R’
Shimon Eider p. 242).

- 1 zifk  = 0.5 dviak
(g"qwq `rx 'iq a"nd zrxkd)

- 1 dviak = 2 fl. oz.  Therefore, 1 zifk = 1 fl. oz.

- When crushed, approximately  4/10 of a “machine
matzoh” or 3/10 of a “hand matzoh” fits in a one oz. “shot
glass” (determined via  experimentation).

- Therefore, a zifk (according to this calculation) is 4/10 of a
“machine matzoh” or 3/10 of a “hand matzoh.”

- The dimension of a “machine matzoh” are understood to
be 6 1/8 inches x 7 inches = 42.875 sq. in.
               (See Hilchos Pesach by R’ Shimon Eider p. 243).

- 4/10 x 42.875 = 17.15 sq. in. 

- For  dvn `iven , which is a Torah obligation, (when we
ideally double the size of the  zifk to be careful for the opinion of
the g"lv), we should ideally eat 3/5 of a “hand matzoh” or 4/5 of a
“machine matzoh.”

- 4/3 x 17.15 = 22.87 sq. in.
(As previously demonstrated, measuring by mirav`  yields a larger
amount than measuring   by  miva by a ratio of 4:3).

- 22.87 x 2 = 45.73 sq. in.
(Doubling the amount for  dvn `iven)

- 43.75 sq. in. = approx.  45.73 sq. in.
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(If, in fact, a one ounce “shot glass” holds 4/10 of a “hand
matzoh,” then it seems that R’ Dovid Feinstein measured
by mirav` rather than by miva.  The question, however, (as
explained previously) is that logic dictates that where a
discrepancy exists between the two measurements, the
calculation should be made with miva when determining
the size of a zifk .   Particularly in the case of dvn `iven
where we are doubling the size to maintain the position of
the g"lv , the question must be raised whether it is
necessary to combine two  zexneg).
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Zoning Laws
Rabbi Elchonon Grunwald
_____________________________________________________

Question: If someone wants to convert part of his house into a
store, say for example, a shoe store, do his neighbors have the
right, according to halacha, to prevent him from doing so or not?1

Answer:  This aspect of zoning laws is discussed in xFtgi `l wxt
(Bava Basra 20b) and in Choshen Mishpat 156. 

1) The mishna in xFtgi `l states that the residents of a xvg - a
courtyard - can stop one of their members from opening a store2

because they can complain about the noise of the customers
coming and going. But why is this different than someone working
with a hammer or a mill, both very noisy activities, which the
neighbors cannot prevent.3 Also, neighbors have no right to
complain about the noise that children generate.4 

[Before we continue, we should clarify that, unlike some sections
of Choshen Mishpat which deal with practices that are inherently
unacceptable (theft, false statements in bais din, ribbis, etc.) these

1. This objection is because his business would disturb the neighbors’
quiet. It is a totally different question from whether one can stop him
when his business is encroaching on a neighbor’s (Hasogas Gvul).
Incidentally, the Gemara which addresses that question is in the same
Sugya.
2. The Gemara gives more examples: a doctor’s office, a weaver, a scribe
of documents (nowadays we would say a print shop). Clearly these are all
just examples.
3. In the event a neighbor is very ill he may have a right to stop you here
also (Rema quoting Rivash). See however, Chazon Ish’s question in Bava
Basra (13:11).
4. This is referring to teaching children Torah. (In the times of the
Mishna and Gemara, instead of large schools like we have now,
individuals earned money by teaching small groups in their home.) The
Gemara says we do not respect the neighbors’ objections here, even
though they are being disturbed, because the need for teaching Torah
overrides.
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halachos are simply decisions between two parties. If the
neighbors do not object there is no issue whatsoever. Also, if it is a
type of business that will not disturb anyone, then in principle one
cannot stop his neighbor. However, even if most neighbors don’t
mind but a minority does, or even if only one neighbor does, that
neighbor/s still has a claim.]

The stated reason for why the residents of a xvg can prevent their
neighbor from opening a store is because of the noise. The
question we posed is then why does the end of the mishna say that
you cannot stop your neighbor from his work with a hammer or a
mill (and that is even if his work is for commercial purposes)? The
Rambam’s position is that the end of the mishna is referring to a
case where no one objected when the neighbor first started his
work and therefore he has esatablished a chazaka. When the
neighbor first wants to start using his hammer or mill, the
members of the courtyard can object. According to this, in the
beginning of the mishna when the neighbor wants to open a store,
even if he already has a chazaka, the objection of the neighbors is
upheld. 

However, the Rashba learns that for noise alone the neighbors
cannot complain. The complaint in the beginning of the mishna
about opening a store is the fact that the resident is attracting
customers, thereby increasing the amount of people coming and
going which can be disturbing.5 However, using a hammer or a
mill, which is discussed at the end of the mishna, is allowed since
he is not bringing more people into the xvg; even if he does not
have a chazaka he cannot be stopped. The Mechaber follows the
Rambam that you can stop a neighbor from hammering if he does
not have a chazaka and the Rema follows the Rashba that you
cannot stop him.

Returning to our question - it would seem that one can prevent his
neighbor from opening a store because having many people
coming and going is disturbing. However, we have to define the
size of the area and the level of privacy of the area that Chazal
were referring to. The mishna said residents of a xvg. A xvg is a

5. See below.
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walled courtyard, much more private than yards in most of our
neighborhoods. The Bais Yosef quotes from the Rambam that this
halacha would also apply in a iEan if it is ylEtn Fpi`. A iEan is a
passageway to several zFxvg - courtyards, and ylEtn Fpi` means
there is only one entrance. It seems to me that the modern day
equivalent of a ylEtn Fpi`y iEan would be a side street that is a
dead end. Thus, according to the Rambam, neighbors on a dead
end street could object to a store. But many rishonim (Tosafos,
Mordechai, Ramban) disagree and limit this halacha to a xvg.
Accordingly, even in a dead end street an objection would not be
recognized. The Rema follows this position. In all probability, an
apartment building has the status of a xvg and its residents could
complain about someone opening a business in their building.

2) Another question we need to address is - can the neighbors
object on the basis of parking -  if many people come and go, they
will use up all the parking spaces. I am not sure how to resolve
this.6

3) The Pischei Tshuva (ibid) quotes a teshuva from the Chasam
Sofer (CM 92). He was asked by a Rav in another community
about an individual in a three-family house who wanted to use part
of the house to open a bar that would sell alcoholic drinks. The
other Rav was not sure how to rule. It seemed to him that a straight
reading of Shulchan Aruch tells us that the others may object.
However, he was reluctant to rule that way because it was a
common business of people in those days and often they would
sell wine from their homes [to drink there] and it seemed that the
neighbors’ objections were not accepted. Why? This Rav offered
some suggestions. Perhaps Chazal only recognized the right to

6. It would seem to me that in a community like ours, where the majority
of people have driveways this would not be enough grounds for
objection. Conversely, in places like New York City where the streets are
all taken already, there also are no grounds. However, where the situation
is somewhere in the middle, meaning many residents do park in the
street, but they normally do find enough spots in front of their houses,
this would be a claim. Also, if in the beginning there was not enough
grounds for complaint, but later the parking situation changed, the store
owner would have no chazaka. But I am writing this without any proof.
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object to noise if the business will remain open at night when most
people sleep, but noise during the day is not an issue. As a result,
if it will be closed at night perhaps an objection cannnot be raised.
The Chasam Sofer rejects this possibility because that would mean
that the reason Chazal said that people could object is because in
their days many businesses were open at night which is not
probable. Generally, businesses were only open during the day
(until the invention of electricity). Rather, maintains the Chasam
Sofer, even noise during the day is grounds for complaint. Noise
during the day can disturb a child’s nap. What if workers or others
start arriving at the crack of dawn? Further, a person may want to
have some peace and quiet to relax during the day. 

3) The other Rav also suggested that even though the Gemara
gives rights to the neighbors to object, since it was such a struggle
to earn a parnasa - a livelihood - in those days, the custom had
become to favor the business owners even when they can be
disturbing to their neighbors. The Chasam Sofer wrote back, that
even though this is a logical distinction, and indeed it is difficult to
earn a parnasa, nevertheless, we are reluctant to go against a clear
ruling of the Shulchan Aruch.

The Chasam Sofer himself suggests that the reason the practice
became to allow people to open bars in their homes was based on a
statement the Maharlbach made. Earlier, we had a difficulty
explaining the mishna, which according to the Rashba’s
interpretation states, (this is also the way the Rema rules) that you
cannot stop your neighbor from using a hammer or a mill, even
though it clearly causes as much noise as a store. The Maharlbach
suggests that the reason one can stop his neighbor from opening a
store even if it is disturbing is because there isn’t a pressing need
to sell merchandise from one’s home. In those days every town
had a shuk, a marketplace, where anybody could set up a stall and
sell his merchandise. So why does the person have to open a store
next door to his neighbors and disturb their peace and quiet; let
him sell his goods in the marketplace. However, when it comes to
using noisy tools, even though they are disturbing, the neighbors
cannot object because it is not realistic to do that kind of  work in
the marketplace. 
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The Chasam Sofer suggests that if we follow the Maharlbach’s
explanation then we can suggest an explanation for why opening a
bar in one’s home is allowed over the neighbors’ objections.
According to the Maharlbach’s logic, one’s neighbors cannot
object to anything that cannot be done in other places. When
people want to sit and drink they are looking for a place where
they can sit and schmooze and tell their buddies about their
aggravations. Clearly this not something that can be done in the
marketplace. (I am not sure if the Chasam Sofer is following the
Maharlbach completely, or is only relying on him to explain the
prevailing custom in those days of allowing bars to opened in
residential areas.)

Before we proceed we should stop and consider how the
Maharlbach’s logic would apply nowadays. Do we say that if
someone wants to open a business, even though we have no shuk,
they are expected to rent (or buy) a store in the commercial area of
town and let his neighbors have peace and quiet. Or do we say that
the cost of renting (which nowadays, depending on location, can
be equal to several thousand dollars a month plus utilities) is not
really an option for a start-up business and therefore a person has a
right to do it even if one’s neighbors are disturbed?7

4) The Chasam Sofer continues and asks what if the neighbors
object on the grounds that bringing in more people into the
neighborhood increases the potential for robberies? He quotes the
Alshich who says that neighbors do not have a right to object on
that basis. However the Chasam Sofer wants to qualify this and
suggest that maybe this is only applies to most businesses that
attract average customers. But if the nature of the business is one
that tends to specifically attract the lower elements of society, then
the neighbors may have a right to object. He is not resolved on this
point. Obviously, for certain bars this may be a consideration.8 

7. This question is in a chatzer (or a mavui she’aino mefulash according
to the Rambam.) Otherwise you anyway would not have grounds for
objection.
8. See the Teshuva inside where he distinguishes between selling wine
and whisky.
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5) I would like to conclude with a question of hashkafa
(philosophic outlook). What is the ideal business model for
society? Is it one where most stores are big businesses or is having
smaller business better? Every society is composed of people
involved in selling and people who are consumers. Perhaps bigger
business is better for consumers because then the prices can be
made cheaper and more products can be readily available because
the owners have more access to capital. Smaller business, on the
other hand, is generally better for the people involved in the trade
because their work can be free and independent instead of
“slaving” for a big (absentee) boss. When questions of halacha,
such as we have been discussing in this article, arise, we tend to
identify with one group or another. But do we have a source in the
Torah that indicates how to strike a balance between the two
groups?

6) I did not find this question directly addressed about business,
but I did find that Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch has a comment
regarding the size of cities. In parshas Behar9 he writes that one of
the purposes of the halacha that requires the sadeh  (field) and
migrash (open area) surrounding a city to remain unchanged is
because the Torah wants to ensure that in Eretz Yisroel cities
remain mid-sized and do not become large metropolises. He
suggests that perhaps this is because in very large cities the
disparity between rich and poor tends to be very great.10 Can we
apply this to large and small businesses? Perhaps this is something
to contemplate.

9. 25:34
10. See inside where he also writes about the drawbacks of the other
extreme, namely a society with no towns and people living totally apart
from each other.
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